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It is no secret to readers of Visible Language that there exists a body of visual poetry from before 1900 known by various names: "carmina figurata," "technopeignia," "shaped poems" and "pattern poetry" among others. The journal has published several essays on the subject. However, the extent of this material comes to most non-specialists as a surprise, since they seldom realize that pattern poetry (our preferred term) is known from not many but most literary cultures of the past two thousand years, and that something like 2200 pieces have been documented. It is therefore a false assumption, though a widespread one, that visual poetry is only a phenomenon of the twentieth century — of the futurists, dadaists, concrete poets. In fact, visual poetry is probably as old as western poetry itself, with pieces dating back to the Hellenistic Greek and perhaps to the so-called Phaistos Disk (ca. 1700 B.C.) in the Heraklion Museum on Crete, as Piotr Rypson suggests in his article. In ancient times the distinction between poetry and prose was more blurred than today so, even if the piece is not a poem as such, at least, as shaped prose, it is a fitting start to our story.

The terminology of pattern poetry remains ambiguous. There is no generally accepted definition of what it includes; origins of the names for pattern poetry are unknown and these names serve functions which do not overlap exactly. Neither is there a consensus on either critical or technical terms. For example, carmina quadrata (square poems) has been used to describe at least three, quite different kinds of pattern poems. As for the problem of defining the subject, first one must define what it encompasses, and this is the main purpose of my forthcoming book, Pattern Poetry: Guide to an Unknown Literature (State University of New York Press, late 1986), of which my contribution to this issue is an expanded chapter.

A telescoped overview of pattern poetry is that, however it began, it flourished in late antiquity, in the Carolingian renaissance, and in the late renaissance and baroque in Europe, as citra-kāvyas in the many works on rhetoric in Middle and Late Sanskrit and the Prakrits in India, and dying off to some undetermined extent in between these rather well-defined waves of popularity. How much continuity there is among these waves is a moot point. Ulrich Ernst’s introduction to the field covers works from each wave — including a piece by Apollinaire which represents modern visual poetry — and presents the case for continuity in the European materials. The alternative view, which happens to be my own, is that each time pattern poetry has flourished it has done so with an incomplete view of its predecessors and that this accounts for many of the differences among each wave of pattern poems. The two views
are not mutually exclusive. In order to prove my alternative view one must determine what was, in fact, known of works of the past during each wave and what appears to have been forgotten following it. To prove Ernst’s argument incontrovertibly one must know a representative sample of pattern poems from all waves and contemporary discussions of them, and then analyze the material for how comprehensively the poems reflect their pasts.

Outside the West, Herbert Franke analyzes the main *hui-wen* as a genre within Chinese literature, while Kalānāth Jhā relates the *citra-kāvyas* to western pattern poetry, pointing out some of their similarities and differences. The body of *citra-kāvyas* is enormous; they exist in at least eight of the languages of India plus Burmese, and Jhā is currently assembling an archive at Bhagalpur University on the basis of which an historical approach as opposed to a taxonomic one will be possible.

One of the main sub-genres of pattern poetry is the labyrinth or as Ernst has described it, the “grid-poem” (*Gittergedicht*), which relates to the *carmina cancellata* of the Carolingians but which flourished particularly in the renaissance and baroque, and in Eastern Europe as well as on the Iberian Peninsula. Piotr Rypson deals with the history of the labyrinth, its nature and meanings, with the theories that it evolved out of caballistic texts (which many labyrinths resemble), out of the Roman period (but Greek language) *tabulae iliacae*, and so on. Ana Hatherly, whose untranslated Portuguese book, *A Experiência do Prodigio*, deals with and anthologizes the labyrinths of the baroque in Portugal (which runs into the eighteenth century), discusses here the specifics of how labyrinths in general are read, what they mean, and offers a basic taxonomy.

The largest of all bodies of pattern poems is the German, to which one might add the works in Neo-Latin by Germans. Therefore it is fitting that we have texts on two areas of German pattern poetry: the pastorales of the Order of Pegnesis (which still exists in Nürnberg) and the shaped musical lyrics of Georg Weber, by Jeremy Adler and by Karl F. Otto, respectively. Adler’s study, like Rypson’s, is genre criticism, while Otto’s is one of the few essays anywhere on the pattern poems of a particular artist, defining his style and indicating his place in the overall picture.

By no means do these essays exhaust the field. We do not yet have essays on French pattern poetry, which is largely unresearched, although David Seaman (1972) took steps in that direction. We need texts on the methodology of collecting and classifying pieces, since my own work will not exhaust the field. There is nothing whatever in English on Dutch, Scandinavian, Czech (Bohemian), Hungarian, or Russian-Ukrainian pattern poetry, almost nothing on the Hebrew materials, nothing on most of the forms and sub-genres, and perhaps most importantly not even the beginnings of a semiotics of pattern poetry without which the socio-historical meanings of the poems are all but impossible to determine with any clarity. Since the majority of pattern poems are occasional verse, this last creates an important lacuna. We need more genre criticism, and more study relating pattern poetry to its allied areas such as the *poetices artificiosae* (art-ful poetic forms) as the renaissance called many non-conventional genres such as proteus poems, rebuses, and acrostics (which are
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not necessarily visual poems and thus are something different from pattern poetry though somehow connected), to shaped prose or to such graphic music notations as those of Baude Cordier (early fifteenth century), who wrote heart-shaped and circular pieces, or Ghiseline Danckerts (1510-65), who wrote at least three cruciform motets. What do these things have in common? As yet we cannot answer except in the most speculative terms. Furthermore, we need essays on many of the most interesting practitioners of the area, such as Spain’s José González Estrada (ca. 1830-83), who attempted to base an entire poetics on acrostics and pattern poetry, Juan Caramuel de Lobkowitz (1606-82) relating his pattern poetry to his overall output, and many more. We cannot yet confidently answer the question, “Is this a good pattern poem and, if you think it is, why?” We can deal with the work as text and we can deal with the graphic nature of a piece, but as yet we have not criteria for dealing with the intermedial nature of the pieces, lying as they do between visual art and literature, so that we cannot describe the interaction between what the eye sees and what the mind comprehends. How do the visual aspects improve (or harm) the work? We have no common vocabulary for answering this question either.

There has been very little critical material on pattern poetry except in highly specialized journals, where it is usually just mentioned in passing. The purpose of this issue is to collect a sampling of essays on the subject in order to establish the nature and problems of pattern poetry as an area of comparative literature and of literary and art history, and to present for the first time to a diverse public a gathering of opinion on the subject. They are, therefore, only first steps and paradigms for future discussion. Each of the contributors has published elsewhere on pattern poetry. But this is the first collection anywhere of papers by different scholars and critics; with it we hope to show the larger public some of the wealth of pattern poetry and to demonstrate that it is not an eccentric phenomenon but an integral part of poetry as a whole. To ignore any part of our literatures is both to deny ourselves the joy of knowing it and to weaken our understanding of the overall fabric. It is with this conviction that I have brought together this small collection from a large and as yet largely unknown field, which has its masterpieces and conventions, its treasures waiting to be found and shared.
The Figured Poem: 
Towards a Definition of Genre

Ulrich Ernst
Bergische Universität – Gesamthochschule
Wuppertal, West Germany

A poetological analysis of the genre of pattern poetry is presented which dis­tinctuates among various forms of picture text composition, and attempts to classify the various sorts of carmina figurata typologically while dealing with the question of continuity and discontinuity of figured poems in ancient, medieval, and modern times.

1 Poetological problems and preconditions
Recent years have seen an increased interest in the theory of literary genres, an interest reflected in the quality as well as the diversity of research being done on this subject. Such favorable conditions do not, however, remove the difficulty of defining a particular literary genre, and the figured poem, about which very little has as yet been written, is a case in point.

Anyone attempting to define the carmen figuratum descriptively — in terms of its historical development as opposed to a normative, ahistorical understanding of the genre — will face peculiar difficulty because no real history of the genus and no representative anthology (let alone a corpus) exists, and, indeed, most of the relevant material must still be lying, undiscovered, in libraries. This fact, along with the absence of specific literary-historical and theoretical studies, might seem to cast doubt on the wisdom at this stage of attempting a definition of the genre at all; but, on the other hand, it would seem illogical to embark on a quest for concrete examples of a genus of whose contours one has little clear idea. A mixed, deductive and, at the same time, inductive procedure would seem best under these circumstances, laying down the broad outlines of the genre as a sort of working hypothesis, but keeping these outlines so flexible that they are able to accommodate all the material that better acquaintance with the textual source might bring. This procedure is based, of course, on the premise that the figured poem, like the sonnet or the elegy, is a literary category in its own right and not just a typographical textual form; this need only be mentioned here for it will, as the very starting point of the investigation, be established in the course of the following pages.

Considered historically, the figured poem has always had artistic ambitions; it has always been a mixed poetic and art form. It would seem reasonable, therefore, to keep the notion of genre for this group of texts and to reserve the
concept of “text sort” for works which manifestly do not have this specific aim. Without wanting to claim any fixed place in the genealogy of literary categories for the figured poem, it may be worth pointing out that — in terms of the conventional triad of lyric, epic, and dramatic — it belongs rather to the lyric genre, albeit in a wider sense than that of Goethe’s Erlebnislyrik. Any concept of “lyric” which would include the carmen figuratum must have its roots in the lyric poetry of antiquity, of the middle ages, and of the early modern period and extend to occasional and formalistic poetry, too.

If one departs from this traditional model, one may be able to find a new generic principle in the distinction between aural and visual poetry, the latter calling not only on the power of reading, but, somewhat like the fine arts, on the power of interpretative vision as well. In this new system the figured poem, like other forms of visual poetry (e.g., epic visual texts) would be allied to the drama or television play.

A further problem in the definition of the figured poem is, then, its mixed nature, not only on the literary level but also on the graphic or the pictorial. For being, as it were, on the border of two forms the carmen figuratum participates in the story of painting as well, although in contrast to strictly inter-medial forms or to works of (fine) art which have a textual ingredient, the literary character of the figured poem is always in evidence. Nevertheless, it is a methodological postulate that the definition of carmen figuratum must account both for the textual and for the figured or graphic aspects of the form. The figured poem is, finally, an international genre, extending far beyond the boundaries of European literatures to lyric writing in Turkish, Hebrew, Persian, Indian, and Chinese.

II Definition and description

As I understand it, the figured poem is in the broadest sense a lyrical text (up to modern times generally also a versified text) constructed in such a way that the words — sometimes with the help of purely pictorial means — form a graphic figure which in relation to the verbal utterance has both a mimetic and symbolic function.

The decorative shaping of texts found in medieval codices or in early printed texts differs clearly from the carmen figuratum inasmuch as it generally lacks both artistic intention in the text which is manifestly renounced — usually a randon piece of prose — and an aesthetic correlation between the textual and the graphic levels.

The verbal substratum distinguishes the figured poem from the numeri figurati of ancient and medieval arithmetic as well as from the decorative forms of figured notation found variously in the Renaissance and Baroque periods. Its visual element distinguishes it from straightforward linear texts composed according to concealed patterns. The calligram which, especially in the rabbinical tradition of literal biblical exegesis (Masora) employs the technique of micrography (Figure 1), has a flexible written line and thus greater expressive potential, but it is not based on a verse-text nor does it aspire to any — or to any strict — relation between the verbal and the pictorial levels of
Leidensgeschichte unseres Herrn Jesu Christi.

Auf an den Tag kam, als er leiden sollte. Der Herr Jesus kam, um den Menschen leidenschaftlich zu dienen. Er schuf die Welt und wandte sich an den Menschen, um ihnen die Wahrheit zu verkündigen. Er gab sich selbst als Opfer für die Sünden der Welt, um den Menschen die Erlösung zu geben.

Doch, lieber Leser! Es ist noch nicht zu spät, um noch einmal die Wahrheit zu hören. Seien Sie zuversichtlich, dass die Hoffnung immer wieder zum Leben erweckt wird.


Sei zuversichtlich, dass die Hoffnung immer wieder zum Leben erweckt wird. Seien Sie zuversichtlich, dass die Erlösung immer wieder erlangt werden kann.


Sei zuversichtlich, dass die Hoffnung immer wieder zum Leben erweckt wird. Seien Sie zuversichtlich, dass die Erlösung immer wieder erlangt werden kann.


Sei zuversichtlich, dass die Hoffnung immer wieder zum Leben erweckt wird. Seien Sie zuversichtlich, dass die Erlösung immer wieder erlangt werden kann.
signification. Non-metrified texts are again found in medieval diagrams such as the *arbor consanguinitatis* or figures of the cosmos or in the allegorical images of Joachim of Fiore which, for this reason, cannot be counted as figured poems. The so-called “calligrammes” (1912-17) of the French poet G. Apollinaire may be subsumed under our definition as modern forms of the figured poem, the principle difference from traditional models being that their texts are not versified in the conventional manner.

Most avant-garde concrete poetry lies outside the bounds of the figured poem. This is true not only for the purely phonetic products of sound poetry, which pose no problem here, but also for the pictorial texts which step over the boundary into graphic art, or again, for constructs whose textual element is not any way mimetic. These reservations do, however, still leave a considerable amount of concrete poetry whose optically-composed texts (often called pictograms) may be included in the genre; indeed, their lineage is frequently evident in the traditional figures (tree, pyramid, etc.) to which they allude.

The figured poem often shares the enigmatic, coded structure of the pictorial riddle or rebus (Figure 2); it does not, however, either wholly or partially replace linguistic units with pictures which the reader then has to decode conceptually, but creates a single picture or complex of pictures either solely or primarily by arranging the written text.

In the figured poem the text manifestly takes precedence over its configuration — we are dealing with a poetic genre, not with a genre of fine art — and this distinguishes it from the monumental epigram, in which the text is a subordinate element of the artifact. This must, of course, still allow for the influence of monumental inscriptions, arranged symmetrically on a vertical axis, on figured poems especially of the *epicedium* variety.

The emblem — with its generally triadic structure of *motto, pictura, and subscriptio* — differs from the figured poem in the paratactic relation it establishes between image and text (Figure 3) where the *carmen figuratum* creates a structural synthesis. This is not to deny that the relation between *pictura* and *subscriptio* in the emblem has a lot in common between figure and text in visual poetry.

The figured poem has frequently been confused with the so-called “picture poem” (*Bildgedicht*) on the grounds that baroque poetics often referred to figured poems as “picture-rhymes” (*Bilderreime*) and, indeed, some *carmina figurata* are concerned with pictures. The morphological difference, however,
Figure 3. Emblem of Amor with the attributes of fish and flowers which symbolize his powers in the sea and on the land. A. Alciatus, Emblemata libellus (Paris 1542; reprint Darmstadt 1967) 170.

Figure 4. Wing poem of Simias of Rhodes with glossa, from the Anthologia Palatina ["Greek Anthology"] ("Codex graecus suppl. 384," p. 671; Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris).
is entirely clear: G. Kranz has established beyond a doubt that the "picture poem" is one which describes pictures, and such poems are rarely figured.

The species of figured poem which develops a second textual level ("intext") as the main figured component over and above the normal text represents an extension of the acrostic technique of letter compilation, and in this respect such poems have been allied to the mannered versification (versus retrogradi, anagrams, acrostics, etc.) for which E. Kuhs has coined the generic term "letter poetry" (Buchstabendichtung) and which, she claims, has the power to form a genre of its own.

As for E. Kuhs herself, she excludes figured poems altogether from her theory of "letter poetry"; A. Liede, on the other hand, understands them, along with other mannerist forms, as being a sort of nonsense poetry. The serious intention of most of these poems, with their mythical or allegorical levels of signification, would seem to confute this notion. Liede's strict generic distinction between versus cancellati and carmina figurata appears equally inappropriate in view of the close typological as well as historical connection between the two forms, although it must be observed that intextual forms, such as acrostic, mesostichon, and telestichon which lack a developed figurative structure cannot be counted as figured poems. However extensively many figured poems may employ additional artistic letter compilations and however close the relation may be between the literary form of the chronostichon and of the grid poem (the chronogram has a numeral intext, and the grid poem a verbal one), these other forms manifestly lack the mimetic quality which is a constitutive element of the genre of figured poetry.

### III  Types of figured poem

Having defined and delimited the genre of figured poetry vis-à-vis related categories and forms (while not, of course, denying the existence of mixed forms), we are now in a position to typify the various manifestations of the genre, taking account of their historical sequence.

1  **The outline poem**

The wing poem of Simias of Rhodes (Figure 4) is an example of the earliest type of western visual poetry. The figured text consists of twelve lines in choriambic meter divided into two equal and symmetrical prosodic blocks. Lines 1-6 lose one metrical foot per line, and lines 7-12 gain in the same fashion: there is, thus, an exact correspondence between lines 1 and 12, 2 and 11, and so on. Graphically this results in a pair of wings which, in accordance with the strict mythical utterance of the poem, symbolizes the god Eros, who is addressed not only visually but also verbally (lines 6 and 9). Eros is not, however, depicted in the conventional manner of the putti as a tender, playful god of love but as the demiurge of the universe with all the connotations of a mythical soteriology, his theogony being thematized according to the distinctive teaching of the Orphics.
Figure 5. Grid poem of Optatianus Porphyrius in the form of a palm with commentary, from "Codex Guelferbytanus" 9 Aug. 40 fol. 12v; Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel.

Figure 6. Imago-Poem of Hranus Maurus with symbols of the evangelists and of the lamb of God ("Codex Bernensis 9," fol. 11v; Burgerbibliothek Bern).
The grid poem

The outline poem possesses only one textual level, and its structure is determined by varying line lengths and frequently also by varying meter. It does not often use additional pictorial material, nor does it observe the principle of letter counting; in these respects it contrasts with the grid-poems of the Roman court poet under Constantine the Great, Optatianus Porphyrius, which are constructed on an equilateral or rectangular text-surface into which colored \textit{versus intexti} are set. These are formed in the manner of an acrostic, albeit a highly complex one, into a figurative network of words which is both mimetic in shape and symbolic in meaning. While in the outline form the \textit{figura} is constituted by the simple text alone, in the grid poem it is the \textit{intext} rather than the square or rectangular base-text which determines the figure, both in its mimetic and its symbolic dimensions. And, in contrast to his Greek models, Optatian uses an identical meter, the hexameter, for the base text and the \textit{versus intexti} and arranges this meter in letter-sequences of exactly equal length, with the result that the poem looks like a highly sophisticated mosaic of letters. An example is the poem (“Carmen IX”) which Optatian sent from exile to Constantine on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of his reign, the \textit{vicennalia} in 325 (Figure 5).

In the rectangular base-text the poet praises Constantine for his victory over the party of Licinius and extols his mildness towards the vanquished (1-8); he then calls on the gods to aid his own poetic undertaking, and in so doing, he emphasizes the difficulty of writing in \textit{versus intexti} (9-22). There follows a \textit{laudatio} of Constantine’s son Crispus which pays tribute to the dynastic principle (23-30), and finally, the poem closes with a reference to the celebration which occasioned it, calling on the gods to further and to defend the rule of the Emperor Constantine.

The \textit{intext} is worked into the figure of a tree with branches arranged symmetrically on either side of the vertical axis. In the text as in the commentary which it contains Optatian refers to this as a palm tree, with all its complex symbolism, both Christian and pagan. Living at the watershed of these two worlds, the poet invokes the palm as a sign of victory (\textit{bellorum . . . tropaeum}, line 2) with its roots in the cult of Apollo, but at the same time, makes an unmistakable Christian reference to the palm as a symbol of virtue and salvation (\textit{virtutum . . . palam}, line 1). He may draw, in addition, on the political heraldry found on coins commemorating Constantine’s \textit{vicennalia}, and, finally, he refers the palm poetologically to his own poem of praise.

The first three lines of the \textit{intext} — which are to be read in each case in descending order from the upper-left point of the branch to the trunk and, then, ascending to the upper-right point of the opposite branch — contain an invocation to the muses to assist the poet in making a \textit{palma poetica} in honor of the Emperor Constantine (\textit{Castalides, versu docili conclusite palmam}). There follows an invocation of the god Apollo, whose support is particularly needed in view of the formal novelty and daring of the \textit{intextual} structure (\textit{Constantine fave; te nunc in carmina Phoebum/ Mens vocat, ausa novas metris indicere leges}). The last pair of lines in the tree figure, which constitute the
lowest two branches and the trunk, refer to the perfect symmetry of the figura, with its branches of exactly eighteen letters each (*Limite sub parili crescentis undique ramos*/*Reddat ut intextus Musarum carmine versus*).

3 **The intextual imago-poem**

In his superficial adaptation of Christianity to a secular purpose Optatian remains a poet of the last phase of the ancient world; the learned theologian, Hrabanus Maurus, on the other hand, places his visual crossword poems wholeheartedly at the service of the Christian religious system. While assimilating Optatian’s type of intextual grid poem, he is at the same time creating a new type which, because of its increased use of pictorial techniques, I should like to call the *imago*-poem; for the intexts in this type are inscribed in fully-drawn pictures, as in the fifteenth poem of the cycle *De laudibus sanctae crucis* (Figure 6), which may serve as an example.

This is a *carmen quadratum*, written in hexameters, which incorporates in its graphic design the symbols of the four evangelists (angel = Matthew, lion = Mark, ox = Luke, eagle = John) and of the lamb of God (following *Apoc.* 4, 6-9, and 5, 6) in a cruciform figure. The commentary adjoined by the author himself indicates the hierarchical ordering of these symbols to the four ends of the cross according to Hrabanus’s understanding of the various christological perspectives of the four evangelists. Thus Matthew, who depicts Christ’s human nature as the descendant of a family of man, takes the position at the foot of the cross; Mark, whose lion symbol indicates the *regia potestas*, and Luke, who emphasizes the priestly dignity of Christ, take the right and left arms of the cross, respectively, while John, whose Prologue soars like an eagle to the highest heights of divine contemplation, takes his position at the head of the cross. The representation is completed by the *agnus Dei* at the center of the cross which, in accordance with the iconographic convention of harmony, underlines the unity of the four gospels *in Christo*.

The individual symbols of the evangelists contain intexts which inform the reader about their respective christological attitudes; the rectangular tables placed between these symbols contain, in each case, a significant quotation from the gospel concerned. Thus:


The central image of the *agnus Dei* contains three different intexts: a. on the cross in the halo: *YOS* (in Greek, son). b. on the halo without a cross and on the head of the lamb: *Septem Spiritus Dei* (*Apoc.* 5,6). c. on the body of the lamb: *Ecce agnus Dei, ecce qui tollit peccata mundi* (John 1,29).
Thus, the sign language of the poem can be differentiated into the following groups: 1. Base text in hexameters. 2. Intext — explication of the evangelists’ symbols plus quotation. 3. Pictures — colored pictures of the evangelists’ symbols plus inscribed tablets. 4. Order of figures — cruciform lay-out.

It is characteristic of the imago-poem that the intext employs fully pictorial techniques of drawing and coloring; simply to color the letters of the intext would be insufficient. Thus, of all the forms of figured poetry, this is the closest one to fine art, in the case of Hrabanus’ poem to the early medieval art of manuscript illumination.37

4 The spatial line-poem

In the late Carolingian and Ottonian periods a new type of figured poetry arose, using as its basic structure the cross, the square, the triangle, and the circle.38 In contrast to the Greek outline poem which uses an unbroken surface, this form uses for the first time the unmarked page as background of the geometrically formed lines of text, a technique later to be developed in the spatialist creations of concrete poetry. Although the spatial line-poem only has one textual level and does not use a closed block of letters, it does show some affinities to the grid poem. The complexity of its lines and their frequent crossing recalls the intexual structures of the carmina cancellata; indeed, the reader is often compelled to turn the text around in the act of reading. The technique of the spatial line-poem calls for the repetition of the same letter at the various crossing points of the text — this too is a typical grid technique — and such letters are often rubricated and calligraphically marked. The verse forms are, therefore, as a rule so constructed that the same letter occurs at the beginning (homoioarcton), in the middle (Leonine rhyme), and at the end (homoioioteleuton).

An example of this type of poem is found in an eleventh century gradual. It consists of a great wheel in the center of which stands a square which, in itself, contains a lozenge (Figure 7). The spokes of the wheel lead out from an “O” at the hub, cross the corners of the square at the letter “T”, and meet the circumference of the circle again at the letter “O”. This circumference consists of eight short verse-lines (1-8) which, written in capitals, are to be read in a clockwise fashion starting at the top left-hand corner of the figure. They contain a song in praise of God as guide and director of the world and guarantor of the cosmic ordo.39 There follow eight verse-lines (9-16) of cosmic imagery inscribed in the spokes of the wheel;40 these lines run from the circumference to the center and are to be read in a clockwise direction beginning in the middle at the left.

The four hymnic lines (17-20)41 are inscribed in the lozenge, to be read again clockwise from the center-left of the figure. The question certainly arises here whether the praise of God is not becoming a praise of a temporal Lord, although none is explicitly named in the text.

This question is not laid to rest by the final four lines of the text (21-4)42 which are inscribed in the square, beginning at the top-left corner. In particular, the frequently repeated letters “O” and “T” allow no certain interpretation. If the
Figure 7. Spatial line-poem from a *Graduale* in the form of a wheel with inset square and lozenge ("Codex latinus 776," fol. 1v; Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris).

Figure 8. *Cubus* by Johannes Hontheimius on the occasion of the birth of the first son of Duke August the Younger of Brunswick and Luneburg, Hamburg 1625 (Universitätsbibliothek Erlangen, 2° Ltg. II, 100th, no. 143).
text is primarily a panegyric of a temporal ruler, they might be read as the initials of the addressee, possibly one of the Ottonian emperors; if, on the other hand, praise of God is the predominant or sole theme of the poem, the combination of these two letters may be read as a symbolic reference to the sign of the cross ("T") by whose means the divinity established his reign over the orbis terrarum ("O"), especially as cross and circle or wheel are essential constituents of the text.

Whatever the solution of this particular hermeneutic problem may be, it may be taken as established that the species of the spatial line-poem is determined by a structural triad of unmarked page-surface, complex figuration of textual lines in geometric form, and a tendency to mark and thus emphasize certain letters, this being connected with the symbolism of names.

5 The cubus.

Like magical squares and figured spells, the cubus can only with certain reservations be counted as a figured poem, for the verbal element is by no means always a versified text: frequently it is simply a name or a prose sequence, as in the earliest examples of the species in the illustration of Greek epics (Tabula Iliaca) from the first century AD. Nevertheless there are numerous poetic texts in this form (Figure 8), of which the Baroque literary preceptor Christian Männling says: "To the lovers of poetry the cubus is a carmen labrintheum, which leads into a maze and is read to the left and to the right, upwards and downwards, cross-wise in breadth and length. The whole art, however, consists in the center-most letter which is set large, and from this there issue all the arteries into the other lines."

Like the grid poem, the cubus is formed on a rectangle of strictly counted letters, each having a fixed and unchanging position. Poetically the intention is to confuse conventional reading expectations — at first sight the mosaic of letters seems like a labyrinth — and to present the restricted verse corpus in as many readings as it can possibly maintain.

This delineation of the various species of figured poetry in which the relation of figure to text has been the leading criterion does not claim to be a complete typology, nor does it deny the existence of mixed forms or the possibility of adding other criteria of specification. Thus, a semantic approach might distinguish between text, intext, and meta-text; a graphical approach might divide static from kinetic and two-dimensional forms; and the criterion of mimesis would separate geometric from realistic and from letter constructions. Further groupings are possible according to textual categories (e.g., wedding or burial poems), verse structures (isometric, polymetric, and ametric poems), type of poetic work (figured strophes, complete poems, entire cycles), or relation to tradition (e.g., in the early modern period the imitation of classical models or of Christian medieval models, or independent invention).
IV Continuity and discontinuity in the history of the genre

From the technopaignia of the Hellenistic period right down to the visual mimetics of concrete poetry there is an impressive degree of continuity in the genre of figured poetry; of this there can be no doubt, whatever work remains to be done on the historical and literary affinities and dependencies of as-yet undiscovered source material. One need only observe the sense of tradition which informs the great innovators and theorists: Optatianus Porphyrius composed outline poems after the classical patterns of Dosiadas and Theocritus alongside of his own highly original grid poems, and Hrabanus Maurus refers in his cycle of cruciform imago-poems and grid poems to Optatian; the Baroque literary preceptor Sigmund von Birken, himself a producer of carmina figurata, traces the contemporary image-constructs (Bildgebände) back to Theocritus and Guillaume Apollinaire, one of the great forerunners of concrete poetry, knew the ancient as well as the Baroque models of the form. The opinion of earlier scholars that the late Carolingian period saw a break in the continuity of the genre can no longer be maintained, for not only have many Ottonian carmina figurata — including a whole series from Spain — come to light, but the unbroken manuscript of Hrabanus’ poems down to modern times has been established, and indeed the contribution of the high and late middle ages to the history of the genre has been documented in compositions by Peter Abelard and Nicolò de’ Rossi.

The continuity of the spatial line-poem in the fourteenth century is attested strongly by the Liber de distinccione metrorum of 1363 by Iacobus Nicholai de Dacia, which contains various poems of this type, among them a carmen figuratum in wheel form (see cover) which, dealing with the theme of death, places the letter M, the initial of the word mors (‘death’), in the intersection of the verse sequences.

The contention of this essay that figured poetry constitutes a genre in its own right is tacitly confirmed in many baroque treatises in poetics, which denominate “picture-rhymes” (Bilderreime) as a full-blooded form; it is confirmed, too, by the early collection of figured poetry into anthologies. Thus, Alcuin gathered into a collection, which was then presented to Charlemagne, the poems of Optatian alongside other grid-poems by writers of the Carolingian court; and the Greek models of the genre, although from different authors, were collected together in a separate part of the Anthologia Graeca, as they were, too, in many manuscripts both of the Bucolics and of Theocritus, where they are even listed separately in the title — a sure sign of the structural affinity of this group of texts.

New discoveries from the eighteenth century have also confounded the formerly widespread view that the genre had fallen into abeyance around 1750; and even the nineteenth century is recognized to have made an important contribution to visual poetry in works such as Victor Hugo’s “Les Djinns” or Stephan Mallarmé’s “Coup de Dès,” which stand out from a tradition otherwise represented only in the faint eddies of individual epigonal carmina figurata, devotional or mystical graphology, and figured caricature. Both
Hugo’s and Mallarmé’s poems, the one conventional and other revolutionary in effect, fulfill the essential criterion of the genre, the structural integration of lyrical text and patterned form.

In contrast to most figured poems before 1900, Apollinaire’s “calligrammes” are not written in traditional metric form. This, however, should be ascribed rather to the fact that they are modern poems than to their being figured, although it could certainly be argued that their visual quality is a specifically modern way of assuring the poeticity of a text which lacks conventional meter.

Apollinaire’s figured poem “La cravate et la montre”58 dispenses with meter, versification, and rhyme but stands nevertheless in the historical tradition of the *carmen figuratum* (Figure 9). Its mimetic, one-dimensional text, with no intext and no supplementary pictorial detail, is recognizable as a modern version of the outline poem, for which the words themselves form a picture, and for which the combination of two object-symbols in one poetic construct is by no means unusual. Indeed, for all his modernity in the choice of objects, Apollinaire places himself at least indirectly in the tradition of the Baroque visual poem, which had cultivated the type of the clock-poem, albeit in the form of the hour-glass. Moreover, while the necktie symbolizes the constricting forces of bourgeois society on the “civilized” and domesticated man, who is called upon by the poet to throw them off, with his tie, if he wants to breathe the air of freedom, the figure of the clock formulates the unmistakable Baroque sentiments of the *carpe diem* and the *memento mori.*59

Apollinaire’s substitution of enigmatic images in verbal form for the numbers of the clockface — e.g., 1 is a heart, 2 is the eyes, 5 is a hand, 7 is the week — recalls on the one hand the replacement of numbers by concrete symbols in Indian tradition as well as that of many peoples who have no abstract numerals,60 but is, on the other hand, reminiscent of the methods of medieval and Baroque number-allegorizing, the difference being that it reverses the usual interpretative procedure, setting up the *significatum* as the sign of the conventional *significans.* Thus the replacement of the figure 9 by the nine muses at the nine openings of the body has its parallel in the allegorical encyclopedia of numbers of Petrus Bungus (Bergamo, 1599) who, albeit in different places, interprets the number 9 both as the *musarum numerus* and as referring to the *humani corporis foramina.*61

That the poem is based on a number structure is as germane to the conventions of patterned poetry as is its use of anagram and *notarikon*: letter-poetry is, after all, typical of early modern visual poetry. The technique of *gematrie* (letter-number symbolism) and the influence of the cabbala may be exemplified in the forms which replace the figures 6 and 4 on the clock-face. Instead of the 6 we have the anagram “Tircis,” with its six letters, its allusion to the English word “six” (here “sic”) and its palindromic reference to the English phoneme sequence “secret” (here “sicrit”), itself perhaps an illusion to “sex.”

The number 4 is replaced by the caballistic tetragram AGLA, a magic formula found on amulets and talismans, whose letters, read as a *notarikon*, stand for the Hebrew prayer of thanksgiving, *Ateh gibor [gebir] Le-Olahm Adonai* (“Thou, O Lord, art eternal and almighty”). Apollinaire’s poem is, therefore,

**LA CRAVATE**

DOU LOU REUSE QUE TU PORTE ET QUI T' ORNE O CI VILLE ET UNE VER VEUX LA BIEN SI RESPI RER

**COMME L'ON S'AMUSE BI EN**

le bel inconnu est tout sect se en ra fin fi l'enfant la dou leur Agla de mou rir

**semjine la main**

Tirés

Figure 10. Figured text by C. Bremer in the form of the dove of peace, from C. Bremer, *Texte und Kommentare* (Steinbach 1968).
linked to the tradition of *carmen figuratum* not only graphically but also in the detail of its word and letter play.

Claus Bremer's visual poem "'Taube'" (German, "dove") of 1968, with its mimetic graphical form and its stylized (albeit not in the traditional sense metric) base-text (Figure 10) shows quite clearly the characteristics of the tradition of figured poetry as well as that of the concrete poetry of which Bremer both theoretically and practically was a pioneer. The figure of the dove contrasts pointedly with the war-like utterances of the text, with their rhetoric of endurance and sacrifice: "Risk everything — deserve- in the end to gain everything- dare all- blow up the bridges behind you — the cry of war cuts off all retreat to life and death- wage a war without cease-fire, without retreat, without compromise- to win is to accept that life is not the highest good."

The antithetical relation of figure to text reveals in heavy satire the way in which a fascist propaganda and politics of war may cloak itself in the slogans of peace, if, indeed, the dove is to be read as mimetic. Bremer uses the formal techniques of multiple word repetition and division, the former underlining the monotony of war-propaganda, the latter opening up verbal allusions and suggestions ("... abbrechen, abbrechen, abbr chen, abbr ... / ... erreichen, erreichen, er hen er ... "). The word sequence recalls military columns, and the lines of punctuation are like machine-gun fire. In its structural unity of stylized text and emblematic graphology, this poem too is a *carmen figuratum* of the outline poem type.

However novel may be the claims of modern visual poetry and the influences (of linguistic semiotics, of advertising, of the new media like photography, film, television, for example) which have come to bear on it, it nevertheless reveals in many instances a structural continuity with the genre of figured poetry. Historically speaking, the difference between Claus Bremer's textual image and a Baroque image-construct is no greater than that, for example, between a Greek *technopaignion*, with its polymetric rhyme and its roots in mythology, and one of Optatian's grid poems, with its double text strata, its isometric rhyme, and its Christian sentiments. Other products of modern concrete and post-concrete poetry, however, even though they may use visual means in the presentation of linguistically-based texts, cannot, at least inasmuch as they do not reproduce any sort of real object or even semantic sequence (some poems, for instance, are constructed on non-semantic letter series), be counted as figured poems; this does not, of course, mean that these poems show no similarities to or influences from the genre. But to order them generically and historically into a more comprehensive poetic theory, if visual poetry is heeded, deserves its own appropriate study.
1. Introductions to the contemporary discussion may be found in K. W. Hempfer, *Gattungstheorie, Information und Synthese* (München 1973) and in the collection of essays edited by W. Hinck, *Textsortenlehre-Gattungsgeschichte* (Heidelberg 1977).

2. It seems symptomatic that none of the theoretical discussions of the genre question treat, to my knowledge, of figured poetry.


13. Thus in the Arabian tradition the versified text of the Koran is often arranged figuratively, but the combination of figure and rhyme does not form the sort of unity demanded of figured poetry.


37. Hrabanus depended on the help of a painter, in his case his fellow monk Hatto, to add the pictorial detail of his *imagines*.
38. Cf. the anonymous poems to King Odo of Paris (died 888) and his queen Theotrada in N. Fickermann, “Eine karolingische Kostbarkeit zwischen Figurengedichten der Zeit um 1500” *PBB* 83 (Tübingen 1961/2) 49ff. On a poem of Eugenius Vulgarius in the form of a geometric pyramid, cf. U. Ernst, “Poesie und Geometrie, Betrachtungen zu einem visuellen Pyramidengedicht des Eugenius Vulgarius,” *Geistliche Denkformen in der...*

39. Text following MGH, Poet. Lat. 5, 3, 666f., 1-8:
   Omnigenum pater a soliO
   Omnia providus ethereO
   Ordine temperat eximiO
   Opere condita quaeque suO.
   Obligat <et> regit imperiO
   Organa, quae dedit ipse suO
   Omine, quo moderante bonO
   Orbe tonas, pater, amplificO.

40. 9-16:
   Ordine tam vario disponiT sidera caelO
   Omnipotens nITido super exTans ethera fanO.
   Offerat his servo paTrem cum corde serenO
   Obice disruptO mentisque Tumore fugatO
   Omnia, que nato rogiteT cum pneumate sacrO,
   Occupat aTuque suo mare quod Tam gurgite vastO
   Orbita, quod tanto replicaT per tempora gyrO,
   Occasum cerTo prefigit limiTe PhebO.

41. 17-20:
   Tua filius ecce refudiT Tolerans mala, qui bona noviT.
   Tibi conditor omnia subdaT, Tua quodque benignitas optaT.
   Titulus reprobantis labescaT, Thalamus pietatis adhiscaT.
   Tibi formula laudis resultaT, Tua gloria lausque crebrescaT.

42. 21-4:
   Te, rex, terra tremiT, Tibi laudes pangere glisciT.
   Te freta cuncta pavenT, Tibi Tartara genua curvanT.
   Te pius abba coliT, Tua psallere munera possiT,
   Te recoles vigeaT, Tua quam pia gratia ditaT.


44. G. Lippold, "Tabula Iliaca," in RE (Pauly-Wissowa) 2, 8 (Stuttgart 1932) col. 1886ff.

45. J. C. Männling, Der Europäische Helicon (Alten-Stettin 1704) 130.

46. On sub-species of the cubus, cf. G. Caramuel de Lobkowitz, Primus Calamus ob oculos ponens metametricam, quae variis currentium, recurrentium, adscendentium, descendentium nec non circumvolantium versuum ductibus, aut aeri incisos aut buxo insculptos aut plumbo insuros multiformes labynithos exornat (Roma 1663) pl. 20; and cf. G. Pozzi, op. cit., 152.

47. Sigmund von Birken, Teutsche Rede-bind und Dicht-Kunst (1679; Hildesheim 1973) 144.


51. Iacobus Nicholai de Dacia, Liber de distinctione metorum, ed. A. Kabell (Uppsala 1967) 162:
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Metrum precedentis figure scilicet metrum a centro circuli / siue ab axe rote pertransiens
Mors renouat fletuM, Mors est mare felle repletuM;
Mors premit audaceM, Mors odiit denique paceM.
Mors facit omne maluM, Mors mergit remige maluM,
Mors superauit AdaM. Mors! es mala! quid superaddaM?
Mors minuit risuM, Mors temptauit ParadisuM;
Mors dat meroreM, Mors tollit ab orbe decoreM.
Mors infert penaN, Mors ponit vbique sagenaM;
Mors refouet belluM, Mors est penale flagelluM!

Metrum minoris circuli.
Mors necat infanteM, Mors trudit ad ima giganteM;
Mors spoliat vesteM, Mors infert vlcera, pesteM.
Mors frangit bullaM, Mors sugit ab osse medullaM;
Mors dat singultuM, Mors rodit verme sepultuM.

Metrum circuli maioris.
Mors genus exosuM, Mors est monstrum viciosuM;
Mors vocat ad guerraM, Mors destruit undique terraM.
Mors scopam, vangaM, Mors portat tela, falangaM;
Mors arcum, scutuM, Mors ensem gestat acutuM.

60. Cf. the remarks of K. Menninger, Zahlwort und Ziffer, Eine Kulturgeschichte der Zahl (Göttingen 1957) 129f.: "The Indians have cultivated this method of substituting sense-images for numbers: this 1 is 'moon'; 2 'eye' or 'arms'; 4 'dice-throw' or 'brother', for Rama in Indian poetry had three brothers, or 'era'; 7 'head' for the head has seven holes."
62. C. Bremer, Texte und Kommentare (Steinbach 1968) unfolied.
The Corpus of British and Other English-Language Pattern Poetry

Dick Higgins
State University of New York at Purchase

There exists considerably more pattern poetry in the English language and literature than is usually believed, well over a hundred pieces, dating from the late sixteenth to the eighteenth century, with a few lightpieces from the nineteenth century. Most of it is relatively unknown. What is unusual is that almost all of it is in shapes prescribed in Puttenham’s Arte of English poesie (1587), especially shapes that are also known from the Hellenistic Greek. No labyrinths are known in English except two nineteenth century pieces. Almost all is in books, with very few broadsides and strictly occasional verse, unlike, for instance, German pattern poetry where most pieces were published in those forms. Many pieces are stanzaic, unlike the Neo-Latin pattern poems. Curiously, in all these respects it parallels Swedish pattern poetry, even to the point where “lovers’ knots” are unique to these two languages.

English to 1750
There are about 110 English-language or British pattern poems. The most striking thing about the ones composed in England is their formal conservatism. Almost none are in unique shapes and most imitate the shapes of the Hellenistic Greek models — axes, altars, eggs, wings, syrinxes — supplemented by a handful of other approved forms. This is less true of the other British pieces, the Scottish and Welsh. King James’ piece must have seemed quite avant garde in its day, and Trebor Mai’s is the only tree-shaped piece known in these literatures. As for the American pieces, they are a little less limited to traditional forms, but once they begin, in the nineteenth century (except for Taylor’s seventeenth-century piece), are less apt to be anonymous. The English by then were, one might speculate, slightly embarrassed in making pattern poems.

The second unusual thing about the English pieces is that virtually every one exists in a book, almost never (Jackman’s piece is an exception) in a broadside and seldom even in a pamphlet. In other words, English pattern poems are less apt to be occasional verse than, say, the German pieces. And they have a distinctly literary poetic diction and attempt a sort of on-going eternalization which sometimes gives them a comparatively forced tone, as if they would not hear of our not instantly recognizing them as poetry. There must have been some broadside pattern poems and the equivalent of greeting card verse in
England, of course, but there cannot have been very much or, in that nation of collectors, more of them would have survived.

The third unusual thing about the English pattern poems is really a corollary of the first — the extraordinary role of the prescribed forms which Puttenham recommends in *The Arte of English Poesie* (1587; 1936; 1969). The Puttenham who wrote the book may have been George or Richard, there is controversy about that. He was not even a very good poet; yet the forms which he recommends as being suitable for pattern poetry are, with the addition of the cross and serpentine forms, virtually the only forms the English have used besides the Greek models.

The final unusual thing about these English pieces is, like the Swedes but unlike virtually everyone else, the prevalence of stanzaic pattern poems. The pieces are quite often cycles with several parts — sets of lozenges, sets of rhomboids, sets of pyramids and wings.

These four special characteristics seem necessary to note if one wants to understand the unique character of English pattern poetry.

Working alphabetically we start with Philip Ayres (n.d.) who in *Lyric Poems, Made in Imitation of the Italians* (1687) has two rather fine pattern poems: (1) "The four seasons" on p. 409 in four lozenges (Figure 1), and (2) "The trophy" on p. 162 in wing-shaped verse. In Saintsbury (1910-21) they appear in v. 1.

Robert Baron (1593-1639) in his *Erotopathia, or the Cyprian Academy* (1646) has three pattern poems: (1) "An epitaph" on p. 30 in the form of an altar; (2) "22" on p. 44 in which each line is longer than the preceding one; and (3) "23" on p. 44 in which each line is shorter than the preceding one. The last two form wedge shapes overall, or a sort of rough syrinx. Margaret Church (1944) describes these as a pair of wings, which seems possible. She also suggests that "The rose" in Baron's *Poculae Castelae* (1650: 64v) is a pattern poem, but this seems to be stretching the point.

The anglican priest and poet Joseph Beaumont (1616-99), a friend of Traherne and Crashaw and in late life a Cambridge don, wrote three of the finest English pattern poems of the seventeenth century. They were not published until they appeared in *Minor Poems* (1914): (1) "Good Fryday" on p. 153 in the form of an egg (Figure 2); (2) "Easter" on p. 154 also in the form of an egg (Figure 3); and (3) "Suspirem ad Amorem" on pp. 301-2 (Figure 4) a serpentine column of short, Skeltonic lines weaving sinuously down the page, perhaps to suggest the breathing of the lovers in the poem. These three poems lack the dryness and bombast of most of Beaumont's longer poems. Comparing the manuscript and typeset versions, however, one must say that Beaumont deserves more sensitive typography.

Edward Benlowes' (1603-76) beautifully printed *Theophila, or Love's Sacrifice* (1652) includes three pattern poems: (1) "The crosses at Calvary" on p. 268 was etched by "MAIPQ," a fine craftsman, and is a tour de force of acromesotelistic writing; reprinted in Cook (1979: pl.2A). (2) and (3) Two altars: an English one on p. 14 and a Latin one on p. 161. They translate each other, and it is difficult to say which is the original. Both have a strong lapidary quality and read like monument inscriptions.
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The Four Seasons.

SPRING.

When Winter's past, then every field and hill
The SPRING with flowers does fill,
Soft winds do cleanse the air,
Repel the fogs, and make the weather fair;
Cold frosts are gone away,
The rivers are at liberty,
And their just tribute play;
Of liquid pearls, and crystal to the sea;
To whom each brook, and fountain runs,
The noble mother of those fragrant sons.

CHORUS.

But then,
In a short space,
WINTER returns again,
Ere Sol has run his annual race;
But, Ah! When Death's keen arrow flies,
And his poor MAN, do what he can,
He dyes;
Returns to dust, a shade, and a nothing loses.

AUTUMN.

When Summer's done, green trees begin to yield,
Their leaves with age decay,
They're stript of their array;
Scarce can the rains revive the scillic field:
The flowers run up to seed,
Orchards with choice of fruit abound,
Whit's sight and taffie do feed:
The grateful boughs even kiss their parent ground:
The elm's kind wife, the tender vine,
Is pregnant with her heavenly burden, wine.

CHORUS.

But then,
In a short space,
SUMMER returns again,
Ere Sol has run his annual race:
But, Ah! When Death's keen arrow flies,
And his poor MAN, do what he can,
He dyes;
Returns to dust, a shade, and a nothing loses.

WINTER.

When Autumn's past, sharp keen winds do blow,
Thick clouds obscure the day,
Frost makes the currents fly,
The aged mountains hoary are with snow,
Altho' the winter rage,
The wrong'd trees revenge conspire,
Its fury they aliooze:
Alive they serve for fence, when dead for fire:
All creatures from its out-rage fly,
Those which want shelter or relief must dye.

CHORUS.

But then,
In a short space,
AUTUMN returns again,
Ere Sol has run his annual race:
But, Ah! When Death's keen arrow flies,
And his poor MAN, do what he can,
He dyes;
Returns to dust, a shade, and a nothing loses.

Figure 1. Philip Ayres, "The four seasons" from Lyric Poems (1687).

Figure 4. Joseph Beaumont, “Suspirem ad amorem” (manuscript). Courtesy English Literature Collection, Wellesley College Library.
Church (1944) claims that the Latin inscription in Benlowes’ *Sphinx Theologica* . . . (1636) is a pattern poem, but it seems more like an excellent lapidary inscription; it neither scans as verse nor is there anything particularly poetic in the language. Benlowes was attacked for his pattern poems by Samuel Butler (1612-80) in *Characters* (1970: 82-94). The nature of his attack suggests that Benlowes wrote many other pattern poems which have not survived, since the shapes that Butler cites are not those of the poems we have.

Thomas Blenerhasset (ca. 1550-ca. 1625) includes three pattern poems in *A Revelation of the True Minerva* (1582): (1) a bird at p. F1v; (2) a lozenge at p. F2v; and (3) wings at p. F2v. They are the epitome of the remarks made about the problems with English pattern poetry. The most interesting thing about them is their early date.

In his *The Chaste and Lost Lovers* (1651) William Bosworth (1607-50?) includes three pattern poems: (1) an altar on p. 39 (D7v) Figure 5); (2) a heart or arrow on p. 62 (E7v); and (3) a pair of wings on p. 63 (E8v). All three are in Saintsbury (1910-21: v. 2, 556, 570, 572). The poems appear as interludes in the “Arcadius and Sepha” section of Bosworth’s long poem. They are described, with a discussion of Bosworth, by Church (1944).

Church (1944) sees pattern poems in *Songs and Other Poems* (1664) by Alexander Brome (1620-66). “Song 1 — plain dealing” suggests a hexagon and pyramids, but these seem too ill-defined for full acceptance into the canon. It is simply impossible to know the poet’s visual intention in this piece.

Figure 5. William Bosworth, altar poem from *The Chaste and Lost Lovers* (1651). Bosworth did not intend for this poem to stand alone; it is embedded in his longer poem.

Those that Idalia’s wanton garments wear,
No Sacrifices for me must prepare;
To me no quav’ring string they move
Nor yet Alpheaus muick love,
Theres no perfume
Delights the room,
From sacred hands,
My Altar stands,
Void and defact,
While I disgust,
With angry eyes
Revenge the cryes
Of you who to my Altar hast,
And in my lawes take your repast;
Pursue it still, the chief of my pretence
And happines, shall be your innocence.
In the *Shepherd’s Pipe* (1614) by William Browne (1590-ca. 1545) there appears an altar on p. E1v, reprinted in *The Whole Works* (1970: v. 2, 218); it is of no great literary value. But in *Britannia’s Pastorales* (1613-4) there appear two really interesting pieces: (1) a set of uniform pipes on p. 60, and (2) a twisted, pretzel-like rhyme on p. 61, which is possibly the earliest “lover’s knot” in English. The form is described with Mennes’ similar pieces below.

In *Trivial Poems and Triolets* (written in 1651 but first published in 1819, edited by Sir Walter Scott) by Patrick Carey (n.d.) Church (1944) sees stanzaic wings; we cannot agree, lovely as the poems are.

Hugh Crompton (n.d., but late seventeenth century) in his *Pierides, or the Muses Mount* (1656) includes a pair of rather flattened pyramids: “Man” at p. C4r and “A kiss” at p. G4r. The title of the book may well refer to “Pierius,” the nickname of the famous poet and scholar Vaerliano Bolzani (1477-1558) who composed in Latin a famous pear-shaped poem, “Pierus,” around 1549. Published in Valeriano Bolzani (1621: 100) and elsewhere, it was known in England and attacked by Gabriel Harvey (ca. 1545-1630) in a passage quoted from the *Day-Book* (Smith 1904: v. 1, 126).

Church (1944) sees eight pattern poems in the works of George Daniel (1616-57); in Grosart’s edition (1878) these appear in v. 1. pp. 50, 678, and 70; v. 2, pp. 6, 13, 44, 67, and 85. We have studied these pieces and while visually interesting they do not seem to have any strong visual form that is used as a matrix, an opinion shared by Thomas B. Stroup (personal communication), the modern editor of Daniel’s works.

Hyder Rollins, editor of the 1944 edition of *A Poetical Rhapsody* (1602), includes an altar on p. 180, “My muse by thee restored to life . . . .” We believe it to be by Francis Davison, who may be the main author and editor of the work.

Christopher Harvey (1597-1663) in his *Schola Cordis* (1647; 1859) has six stanzaic pattern poems: (1) “Ode IX” with ten axes; (2) “Ode XXIII” with seven axes; (3) “Ode XIV” with seven lozenges; (4) “Ode XXV” with six more lozenges; (5) “Ode XXVII” with six pyramids; and (6) “Ode XXXVIII” with six wings. Church (1944) also calls “Ode VII” and “Ode XX” pattern poems, but they seem too ill-defined. The poems are, in fact, in all ways rather ill-defined, not really odes at all but personal meditations seldom getting beyond the tip of the poet’s nose.

George Herbert (1593-1633) has two pattern poems in *The Temple* (1633), both fully deserving of their fame. The lines fit the form perfectly and the emotional curve of the poems seems naturally suited to the confines and expansions of the shapes. The “Altar” appears on p. 18 of the original work and is in all standard editions of Herbert’s poetry, such as the popular Gardner one (1961). In the pattern poetry literature it is in Dencker (1972), Gomez (1981), Higgins (1977), Klonsky (1975), Massin (1970), D’Ors (1977), Todd (1981), and Walsh (1925).

Herbert’s “Easter Wings” (Figure 6) is on pp. 34-5 of *The Temple* (1633), in Gardner (1961), and in such pattern poetry works as Daly (1979), D’Ors (1977), Dencker (1972, with German translation), Higgins (1977), Klonsky (1975), Massin (1970), Walsh (1925), and Zabeltitz (1926).
Robert Herrick (1591-1674) wrote two famous pattern poems: (1) a cross, “This crosse-tree,” in *Noble Numbers* (1647: 77); in all standard editions of Herrick, in Massin (1970) and D’Ors (1977); (2) a pillar, “The pillar of fame,” in *Hesperides* (1648: 398); in all standard editions, in D’Ors (1977), Higgins (1977), and Klonsky (1975).

A globe of 1620 by Richard Jackman (n.d.) appears in Peignot (1978: 62) without further explanation; it resembles several of the German and Polish pieces of the following generation, but it is unique in English.

Sir John Mennes (1599-1621) and James Smith (n.d.) were the editors, perhaps with others (George Herbert’s name has been mentioned) of a popular collection, *Facetiae. Musarum Deliciae*. . . , which appeared in several editions into the 1650’s with some variation in contents. Using the 1874 reprint for our pagination, since it collects all the works which were in any edition, it contains eight pattern poems: (1) a lovely altar, “Cupid unto thy altar and thy lawes . . . ,” in v. 1, p. 295; (2) a love knot, “Time that all things doth inherit . . . ,” in v. 1, p. 298; (3) a rebus which is also a poem in v. 1, p. 301; (4) a love knot whose first line cannot be told as it is continuous (it would be breaking into a loop); (5) a rebus poem in v. 1, pp. 303-4; (6) a love knot, “Wreath like a maze entwining . . . ,” fcg. p. 304, reprinted in Klonsky (1975); (7) a love knot,
“X begins this knot love without crosses . . .,” in v. 1, fcg. p. 306, reprinted in Klonsky (1975); and (8) an altar-shaped monument for “Andrew Turncoat” in v. 2, p. 268, reprinted in Higgins (1977) and in Klonsky (1975). In some copies of the 1874 reprint all the love knots are grouped together at the start of v. 1. The love knot (known also as “lover’s knot,” “true love’s knot,” etc.) is an outgrowth of the calligraphic labyrinth. It became popular in the seventeenth century, then either continued into or was rediscovered in the nineteenth century, when it became popular for valentine cards (see American section, below). Besides English, it is found in Swedish literature, q.v. The earliest we know of is by William Browne, already mentioned.

In the Collection of Miscellanies (1687) of John Norris (1657-1711), the “Second chapter of canticles from verse 10 to 13,” reprinted in Grosart’s Miscellanies (1873) is thought by Church (1944) to form four stanzaic lozenges, but these seem too irregular for this to be true. Neither is there any pattern poetry in the 1710 edition.

Leaving aside the controversy over who actually wrote The Arte of English Poesie usually attributed to George Puttenham (d. 1590), the list of forms (pp. 92-3) has been reprinted widely, not always complete. The forms are: “the lozange called rhombus,” “the fuzie or spindle called romboides” (wedges), “the triangle, or tricquet,” “the square or quadrangle,” “the pillaster or cillinder,” “the spire or taper, called piramis,” “the rondel or sphere,” “the egg or figure oval,” “the triquet reuerst” (an inverted pyramid; it has its own traditional associations), “the triquet displayed” (a pair of pyramids, one inverted, points touching), “the taper reuersed” (a narrow, inverted pyramid; the only one we know is by Whiting, below), “the rodel displayed” (evidently a half circle, a very rare form), “the lozange reuersed” (wider than tall, but we do not distinguish this from other lozenges), “the egge displayed” (half ovals, point to point, another seldom-used form), and “the lozange rabbated” (truncated pyramids). The list excludes the Hellenistic Greek forms as well as the cross.

Puttenham also includes seven pattern poems illustrating his forms: (1) a set of lozenges on p. 94, reprinted in Klonsky (1975) and in Newell (1976); (2) “Ribouska’s lament,” on p. 95, a truncated and inverted pyramid, reprinted in Ernst (1982) and in Higgins (1977). Ernst discusses the pyramid forms, and points out how an inverted pyramid usually either reverses the stated message of the poem or is used to express regret, misery, desolation, etc.; (3) “Selamour’s reply,” p. 95, in Higgins (1977) and Ernst (1982); (4 and 5) two pyramids on p. 96, reprinted in Cook (1979) and in Klonsky (1975); (6 and 7) two columns on p. 97, reprinted in D’Ors (1977), Higgins (1977), Klonsky (1975), and Ernst (1982).

Puttenham suggests that pattern poetry originated in “Tartary,” and the possible oriental connections of these poems are discussed and minimized in Ch’ien (1940: 351-84).

Francis Quarles (1592-1644), best known for his emblem texts, is also the author of at least five pattern poems. One is a lozenge (Figure 7), “On God’s law,” in Divine Fancies (1632), in Grosart’s edition (1880), v. 2, p. 210. The others all appeared first in his Hieroglyphikes (1638) and, using Grosart’s edi-
tion for pagination, they are: (1) an altar or hour-glass called, “Her epitaph,” v. 3, p. 26; (2) eight stanzaic pyramids, “Hieroglyphic IX,” v. 3, p. 192; (3) five stanzaic lozenges, “Hieroglyphic XII,” v. 3, pp. 194-5; and (4) a set of 24 stanzaic pyramids, “Sighes,” of which the first word is capitalized and on which the other lines seem to comment. These poems, especially the last, are rather fine in an unpretentious way, perhaps not great literature but certainly worth occasional reading.

Only one edition is known of the Celestial Publican (1630) by Nathaniel or Nathanael Richards (ca. 1600- ?), which Church (1944) says contains five pattern poems: (1) a lozenge, “The Adamant,” at l5r; (2) an anchor, “Hope,” at K3r; (3) a heart, “Charitie,” at K5r; (4) a chalice or glass, “Faith,” at K5v; and (5) a sort of rounded lozenge with a tail and on a pedestal, “Virtues pyramid,” at L2r.

Church reproduces these, albeit crudely. There is supposed to be only one copy of the original edition of the work in the United States (in the Huntington Library in California) from which a reprint was made in 1974. However, when we examined this reprint, we found that it included only the lozenge in common with Church’s findings (at p. C6r). Instead, it includes two other pattern poems: (1) a pair of crosses, “The key of Heaven,” at C8r-v; and (2) a tree, “The pyramid of Paradise,” at D1r. There are two pierced hearts at K6r and K7r, but these are basically ornaments. Interestingly they appear in an acrostic dedicated to Mary and Thomas Stanley, who could be the pattern poet (see below)

Figure 7. Francis Quarles, “On God’s law” from Divine Fancies (1632).

On God's Law.

Thy Sacred Law, O God,
    Is like to Moses' Rod:
If wee but keepe it in our hand,
    It will doe Wonders in the Land;
    'Twill turne a Serpent, and inflict a Wound;
A Wound that Flesh and Blood cannot endure. Nor salve, untill the Brazen Serpent cure:
I wish not, Lord, thou sholdst withhold it;
Nor wold I have it, and not hold it:
    O teach me then, my God, To handle Moses' Rod.
and his wife. We can only speculate that there must have been two editions of the work in 1630, and Church must have had access to only one, perhaps borrowed from Hyder Rollins, now deceased like Church herself. We know of no record of there being two editions, nor do we have any way of discovering which is the earlier one or why the differences exist. It will not prove easy to solve this mystery.

Church cites a set of nineteen stanzaic wings by Thomas Shipman (1632-80), “Poetical plenty” in Carolina (1883: 141-2), but we find them too amorphous for the pattern poetry category to be meaningful here.

Samuel Speed (1631-82) is often dismissed as a crude and imitative poet. What is more just is to regard him as a primitive, self-taught, and deeply sincere in his way. He has three pattern poems in Prison Pietie (1677): (1) “The altar,” “A broken ALTAR, Lord, to thee I raise,” on p. 72 (Figure 8); (2) “The cross,” a crude cruciform quatrain on p. 65; and (3) “The bible,” on p. 81; one of only two known book-shaped pattern poems, the other being a bible in von Birken’s Guelphis (1669: 36) to which it has some superficial resemblance. This piece is described by Jeremy Adler in this issue.

There are three stanzaic pyramids by Thomas Stanley or Stanly (1625-78) in his manuscript of ca. 1645, Cambridge “Add. ms. 7514.” They are in “The exequies,” at f. 161r, but the poem, reprinted in Saintsbury (1921), is very poorly defined visually, whatever its literary interest. It appears in the 1907 edition on p. 61. Church (1944) discusses “The exequies” and Stanley on p. 237. Also, Stanley may be the dedicatee of a one of Richards’ poems (see above), in which case we have one of the few documented instances of one English pattern poet knowing another.

Matthew Stevenson (ca. 1620-85) in Occasions of Spring (1654) includes a set of three lozenges, “To my honoured friend” (Figure 9), on pp. 34-5. Church (1944) cites two other poems as stanzaic wings: “Mrs. E. G. To his false and faithlesse servant” on p. 41 and “Upon the sickness and recovery of a fairly promised lady” on p. 121, but these last are, again, quite amorphous.

Josiah Sylvester (1563-1618) has a pyramidal dedication to Sir Philip Sydney (1554-86), “England’s Apelles,” in his translation of Du Bartas (1603), reprinted and discussed in Ernst (1982) and in Snyder’s edition (1979). This and the twelve columns dedicated to each of the muses, one for each, appear in Grosart’s edition of Sylvester (1880) and are also reprinted in Massin (1970). Du Bartas’ original work contains no pattern poems, and the current edition of Sylvester, by Snyder (1979), minimizes the graphic element, reproducing only the column to Clio.

Much as one might like to have a pattern poem by Thomas Traherne (d. 1674), Church’s citation (1944) of “Sin!” and “The recovery” in Margouliouth’s edition (1958) is questionable.

Church also cites four poems by Thomas Washbourne (1606-87), all from the Divine Poems (1654), none of which seem clear enough for acceptance into the canon. Citing titles and paginations from the Grosart edition (1868), these are “The burning bush” on p. 73, “The best harbinger” on p. 143, “No continuing city” on p. 158, and “Upon his walking one day abroad . . .” on p. 194.
The Altar.

A broken Altar, Lord, to thee I raise,
Made of a Heart, to celebrate thy praise:
Thou that the onely Workman art,
That canst cement a broken heart.

For such is mine,
O make it thine,
Take out the Sin
That's hid therein.
Though it be Stone,
Make it to groan;
That so the same
May praise thy Name.

Melt it, O Lord, I thee desire,
With Flames from thy Celestial fire;
That it may ever speak thy Praise alone,
Since thou hast changed into Flesh a Stone.

To my honoured friend.
A Gentleman that in a jestick would needs
barb mee.

1.

But E N
Let me know when
Thou wilt returne age n:
Oh thy departure drew a teare,
Not from the warrie surface of the sphere.
No, no it drew it, whenster stay there
Left while such newes I find,
I much offend,
My friend.

2.

Indeed
Since twas decreed
Thou sholdst depart with speed
I could not choose, but heavily look
To looke at once my Barber and my Cook:
I will be sworn upon a booke
I oft theer wanted have
My chin to have,
Poor knave.

3.

And clip
My upper lippe
And make the haires to skip
For having mended my bad face
Thou good Lawn Bands about my neck didst place.
And cuff my hands, but now alas
I shall, I am ath mind
No Barber finde
so kinde.
MY LOVE IS PAST.

A Pasquine Pillar erected in the despite of Love.

A At last, though late, farewell oldie bellada; a
m Earth to much chance strike up a newe alarm; am
r Retire to Cyprus Ile, a e
n 5 So frames it with mee now, E st
E Reason can by Charms Enforce to flight thy e
s I and Ciprya la nemica in
r 8 miA Retire to Cyprus Ile, s E
E 10 I confess, The life I leede in Love benevoie In
s 11 Now my loves are werted less, And s
n 11 No longer shall the woorde laugh me ir
s 10 Reason bids mee leade oldie wellada, a
n 8 No longer shall the woorde laugh me i re
E 6 Shall not leave alone. Keit i
5 Then with mee from your n
4 blinde Cupids eark e

A At last, though late, farewell oldie bellada; a
m Earth to much chance strike up a newe alarm; am
r Retire to Cyprus Ile, a e
n 5 So frames it with mee now, E st
E Reason can by Charms Enforce to flight thy e
s I and Ciprya la nemica in
r 8 miA Retire to Cyprus Ile, s E
E 10 I confess, The life I leede in Love benevoie In
s 11 Now my loves are werted less, And s
n 11 No longer shall the woorde laugh me ir
s 10 Reason bids mee leade oldie wellada, a
n 8 No longer shall the woorde laugh me i re
E 6 Shall not leave alone. Keit i
5 Then with mee from your n
4 blinde Cupids eark e

MY LOVE IS PAST.

Expansio Columnae precedentis.

Figures 10a and 10b. Thomas Watson, “My love is past” from Ekatompathia (1582), a two-part piece (cf. James VI’s Scottish piece below).
Thomas Watson (1557?-92) composed the earliest pattern poem in English if we except the alleged one by Stephen Hawes in *Convercyon of Swerers*, described below, and if we exclude Scottish literature. It appears in Watson (1582: 81) (1870: 117), a full lozenge on a stem, entitled “My love is past” and subtitled “A pasquine pillar erected in despite of loue” (Figure 10). There is a discussion of the piece on the previous page, and an acrotelestic version of it on the following one.

There is an inverted pyramid in *Le Hore di Recreatione; or, The Pleasant Historie of Albino and Bellama* (1637: 5) by Nathaniel Whiting (1617?-82) reprinted in Saintsbury (1921). It is a conventional piece but with considerable charm, “The authour to his book,” saying farewell to it as it goes out into the world.

Two early pieces are by Andrew Wilett or Willett (1562-1621) in his *Sacrorum Emblematum* (1596): (1) a tree in Latin, “Elizabetham reginam Diu nobis servet Iesu” at A4 v. There is also an acrotelestic, with the starting the first part of the title presented as an inscription running down the left side, and the second part down the right; and (2) a set of what could be wings or altars dedicated to an earl, once in Latin and once in English. Both pieces are purely occasional verse in a pleasing lapidary style.

Finally, there is a set of six lozenge-shaped “sonnets” by George Wither (1588-1667) in his *Fair Virtue* (1622), on pp. 151-3 of the *Poetry* (1902), reprinted in Massin (1970) and Walsh (1925). Less wooden than most of Wither’s verse, the pieces are lovers’ regrets.

From our examination of these pieces we find Margaret Church has a tendency to see pattern poetry in many places where, we feel, to do so dilutes the usefulness of the concept. Nevertheless, her dissertation (1944) is a pioneering work, since rather few pattern poems have been found in English which she was not the first to list. However, she does make one citation which is problematic, perhaps only to be explained by the patriotism or even chauvinism of the period when she was working, at the end of World War II. This is her citation (1944 and 1946) of a piece by Stephen Hawes (d. 1523) in *Convercyon of Swerers* (1509). Her argument is that the piece is an assemblage of syrinxes, each of which follows the shape of that of Theocritus. It is indeed an irregularly-shaped piece, but there is no interior evidence in the text to justify any relationship to Theocritus’ work. If it were a pattern poem, then English would be one of the first modern literatures to include pattern poetry. But basically the piece is simply a crude and irregular one, not without charm and linguistic interest, but not particularly appropriate to classify in the pattern poetry genre. A modern typeset version of the piece appears in Berdan (1931; 1961) which looks more like a pattern poem than the one Church reproduces in her article. The poem runs onto two pages in the 1509 edition, but Church’s illustration comes from some later edition of Hawes’ work, of which there are five before the Elizabethan period.

The actual first pattern poems known to have been written by an Englishman are by Richard Willis (ca. 1545-1600), a Jesuit priest and traveller. They are in Latin and are contained in the *Poematum Liber . . .* (1573) and were, according
to the scholia, inspired by "a Gaul," that is a Frenchman, Caspar Colinus, whose works are evidently lost. The poems are: (1) an "altar of the Christian religion" at C2r; (2) a sword at C3r; (3) an egg at B2v; (4) a pear; (5) a syrinx at C3v; (6) a set of wings; (7) an inverted pyramid that is printed and discussed in Ernst (1982), an axe that is reprinted in D'Ours (1977), in Church (1946) as well as in Dencker (1972). Poor numbering in the book makes it hard to give consistent page numbers.

**English to 1900**

No English pattern poems are known from the entire eighteenth century. The vogue for them, such as it was, simply died away with the coming of Neo-Classicism, and when pattern poems were made in the nineteenth century they were apt, as we noted at the start of this section, to be anonymous; only those by Lewis Carroll are signed. One might speculate concerning this, but there are no nineteenth-century English discussions of the genre to back up whatever might be said, unlike other literatures, notably French.

There is anonymous poem on losing weight, "Averdupois," in Wells (1906; 1963: 31).

Bombaugh (1875; 1961: 94) includes an anonymous serious cross, "Blest be they who seek while in their youth ..." to which he attributes greater antiquity than seems likely. It is not a translation of any known cross poem from someplace else, for example. It is reprinted in Massin (1970) and Walsh (1925).

An anonymous "cubic triolet" appears in Wells (1906: 31), one of only two known labyrinths in English. The other, lozenge-shaped, appears in Smith (1914; 1965: 172), discussed by Herbert Franke, this issue.

Bombaugh (1875; 1961: 95) also has a serious piece with three crosses, "My God! My God! INRivers of my tears." He calls it "a curious piece of antiquity" and speculates that monks may have made it. It is also in Morgan (1872) and Walsh (1925).

Bombaugh (1875; 1961) also includes an anonymous bow-shaped poem, "O lovely maid" (Figure 11) which, interestingly, although usually dismissed by those who have reprinted it as a trivial piece of pseudo-orientalia, really is in the bow bandha by Sanskrit citra-kāvyas described in Yates (1836: 154). Massin (1970) reprints the piece, as does Morgan (1872) evidently from Alger (1856) 6-7; it is also in Alger (1883) and Walsh (1925). In other words, this simple piece is not just a bit of imitation orientalia, as it might seem, but somebody's serious attempt to make a little poem in one of the actual bandhas.

There is an anonymous violin-shaped "Ode to an old violin" in Massin (1970: 187), Peignot (1878: 22), and Walsh (1925: 274).

Wells (1906; 1963: 18) reprints an anonymous bottle-shaped piece, "Song of the decanter," also in Massin (1970); a piece called "The stegymoya" on p. 23 and "A type of beauty" on p. 22 in the shape of a woman, which resembles Oldenburg's little man in Bäerle's Viennese newspaper, *Wiener Theaterzeitung* (1818).

The only reported English pattern poems that are not anonymous, as noted, are those by Charles L. Dodgson ("Lewis Carroll," 1832-98), the two mice tales
Those charms to win, with all my empire I would gladly part

one kiss I send, to pierce, like fire, thy too reluctant heart.

A Colofne of 18 rymes setting for a Pratice to the Tragedie ensuying.

The fairest

Those charms to win, with all my empire I would gladly part
from *Alice in Wonderland*. The better known is the final version, “Fury said to the mouse,” which is in all editions of the book, for example in *The Annotated Alice* (1960: 51), but the earlier version, “We lived beneath the mat,” is not unknown either. Cobbing and Mayer (1978) prints both versions, as does Dencker (1972). Peignot (1978) prints only the early version, while Wells (1906), D’Ors (1977), and Todd (1981) print only the later one. Klonsky (1975) prints the later one with its corresponding manuscript.

**Scottish**

Only two pattern poems are known in Scottish literature, although Edwin Morgan, Alisdair M. Stewart, and others besides myself have been searching for them. Both are in English, though some may exist in Latin or in Scots Gaelic. They are: (1) A pyramid by William Drummond of Hawthornden (1587-1649), probably dated around 1647; in Drummond (1918: v. 1, p. 84); (2) A piece by King James VI (I of England, 1566-1625) in *The Essayes of a Prentise, in the Divine Art of Poesie...* (1585); in James I (1955: v. 1, pp. 40-1). It is a monument with an acrotelestic key on the facing page (Figure 12).

**Irish**

From Ireland no pattern poems have been reported in English. However, there are two pieces in manuscript in Gaelic, both in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin.

One is in “TCD Ms 52,” fol. 160v (“The Book of Armagh,” 9th century), a chapter heading for “The Book of Revelation.” It has a diamond shape which could also be an urn.

The other is an inverted pyramid introduction to a poem by Cathan O’Duinin in “TCD MS 1296,” p. 90, a collection of genealogies, tales, and poems concerning the families of Ibh Eachach of Munster. It dates from the eighteenth century.

Both could be classified as shaped prose, but the distinction is not very meaningful in such pieces since they, in any case, approach being prose poems. No doubt other pieces exist, perhaps in Latin or in English, but they have not been found.

Figures 12a and 12b. King James VI of Scotland, monument with acrotelestic key, from *The Essayes of a Prentise...* (1585).
Figure 13a. The original marble gravestone by Samuel Bean (ca. 1865), known locally as "the puzzle gravestone."

Figure 13b. The text on the gravestone.

Figure 13c. The text of the card which Bean sent out when his wife died.
Welsh

In Welsh literature the only two known pattern poems are in Cymric (Welsh Gaelic).

Hywel Tudur (n.d., but late 19th century) includes a little tower of Babel, “Twr Babel,” in her *Genesis i Blant* (1906) as no. 14. The book consists of poems for children on stories from *Genesis*, intended to encourage them to learn or to practice Welsh, and the poem may or may not have actually been written before 1900.

Robert Williams (1830-77) wrote two books in Welsh under the *nom de plume* of “Trebor Mai,” which means “I am Robert.” In his *Collected Works* (1883: 383) there appears an oak tree listing Mai’s fellow poets by their bardic names. The internal rhymes in the piece are, as Meic Stephens of Cardiff pointed out when sending us the poem, “very sophisticated.”

Commonwealth

No true pattern poems have been reported from Australia. However, two pieces by [Christopher] John Brennan (1870-1932), “Musicopoematographoscope” and “Pocket musicopoematographoscope,” both written in 1897 and both consciously influenced by Mallarmé’s “Un coup de des” of that year, nearly qualify. Basically they have no visual pattern but are scatterings of words on the pages, with simultaneous texts functioning independently of each other. Both are in Brennan (1981).

H. Marshall McLuhan, who was, among other things, a scholar of Canadian poetry, told the author once that he had seen pattern poetry from Canada both in French and in English. At least one French piece is known, an 1897 glass by Albert Ferland (1872-1943). But the only English-language piece which has come to light is a fascinating tombstone of ca. 1865 for Henrietta and Susanna Bean, the two wives of Samuel Bean (1842-1904), of Linwood, near Kitchener, Ontario. Both predeceased him and he had a marble stone erected in their honor with a rectangular labyrinthine array of letters (Figure 13). Starting with an “I” near the center, it reads clockwise but then starts to zig-zag—a true puzzle poem. The marble stone aged poorly and has now been replaced by a granite one. According to the *Kitchener Waterloo Record* for 7 August 1968, sent to us by James Reaney of the University of Western Ontario, there was an accompanying funeral card, all original copies of which have disappeared. However, the text is in the newspaper article (see Figure 13c). A substantial documentation of the gravestone and card are in Lamb (1982). There is said to be a tradition of visual gravestones in the area, so we can hope that more English Canadian pieces of this sort and others will turn up in due course.
This is the bait the fishermen take, the fishermen take, the fishermen take, when they start out the fish to wake so early in the morning. They take a nip, before they go— a good one, ah! and long and slow, for fear the chills will lay them low so early in the morning. Another— when they're on the street, which they repeat each time they meet for "luck"— for that's the way to greet a fisher in the morning. — And when they are on the river's brink again they drink without a wink— to fight malaria they think it proper in the morning. They tip a flask with true delight when there's a bite; if fishing's light they "smile" the more, till jolly tight all fishing they are scorning. Another nip as they depart; one at the mart and one to part, but none when in the house they dart, expecting there'll be mourning.

This is the bait the fishermen try, who fishes buy at prices high, and tell each one a bigger lie of fishing in the morning.
United States

For a country whose national literature is such a recent development there are surprisingly many pattern poems and near-pattern poems in American literature. Except for the love knots, rather few are anonymous, unlike the English pieces of the last century or so.

One anonymous piece, a “Love knot” (Figure 14) was found by art curator Jon Hendricks folded into an old book; unpublished, it is dated 1856. However, it resembles the English love knots by William Browne and those collected by Mennes (1656) where the form is described more fully.

Evidently love knots were popular in the early nineteenth century for valentine greetings. Staff (1969) gives four examples (on pp. 28, 31, 38 and 39) calling them “true-love knots,” all of which qualify as pattern poems technically, though they are not exactly timeless literature (nor were they meant to be). The form, it should be noted, it also known from seventeenth-century Sweden.

“The old line fence” by A. W. Bellaw (n.d.) is a zig-zag poem printed in Wells (1906; 1963: 27-8).

H. C. Dodge (n.d.), one of the “New York Wits” as they were called in The Pamphlet Poets (1929), is the author of the vase-shaped “Bait of the average fisherman” (Figure 15). A typical example of the Nineteenth Century predilection for using visual poetry for comic verse purposes, it appears on p. 23, and also in Wells (1906; 1963).

Mary Hazard (19th century) was a Shaker who did not entirely accept the usual Shaker dismissal of the arts as frivolous. She produced three pieces (or one, if two surviving unsigned pieces which very closely resemble her signed one are anonymous), which are on the borderline between shaped prose and pattern poetry. These are: (1) a circle, “From Holy Mother Wisdome to Eldress Dana or Mother (Hancock, 1848),” in Andrews (1969); (2) “Floral wreath (Hancock, 1853)” in Andrews (1969); and (3) a leaf-shaped paper with writing on the front, back and edges, “Leaf sketches by Mary Hazard (New Lebanon, 1839),” also in Andrews (1969). This piece resembles a valentine in Staff (1969: 35); also in Andrews (1940; 1967) and in Rothenberg and Quasha (1973).

A wine glass by Frederick Saunders (1807-1902) from his Salad for the Solitary (1853) appears in Church (1944) from Morgan (1872); also in Walsh (1925) and Wells (1906; 1963).

The earliest known American pattern poem is a very elaborate acromesoteletic of 1674 by Edward Taylor (1642-1729), first printed in Johnson (1941), then described by Goodman (1954), and subsequently included in Keller (1975). It is not in any of the pattern poetry collections.
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Reading Paths in Spanish and Portuguese
Baroque Labyrinths

Ana Hatherly
University of California at Berkeley

The problems of reading and classifying labyrinth poems of the Iberian baroque are addressed. A quantity of significant illustrations is provided and commented, setting forth guide-keys for reading and interpretation.

In the Iberian Peninsular baroque poems called "labyrinths" (composed in Latin, Spanish, or Portuguese) the most striking aspect is their twofold nature: on the one hand, their visual impact, with a remarkable display of creative calligraphy or printing; on the other, the complexity and the profusion of paths proposed to the reader, always implicit in the text but not always immediately evident. Because of this, the understanding of labyrinth poems necessitates the acquaintance with the rules of poetry-making upon which they are based.

Among the preceptistas of the period, the Spaniard Rengifo stands out as one of the best-known. His Arte Poetica Espanola, first published in 1592, seems to have been a revered model for the poets of his time and, to this day, remains a major source of information for peninsular pattern or non-pattern poetry of the baroque period. Rengifo's Arte Poetica has nowadays acquired further meaning, becoming in itself an example of the evolution suffered by the poesia artificiosa, for, as editions of the work appeared over the years, successive additions were introduced into it allowing us to see in a panoramic way the development of some of the forms.

In what concerns labyrinth poems, my personal research has enabled me to confirm that the compositions that can be included in that category follow quite closely the rules set out in Rengifo's Arte Poetica. Consequently, in A Experiencia do Prodigio, I was able to gather all the labyrinths I had so far encountered into three main groups:

verse labyrinths (labirintos de versos)
letter labyrinths (labirintos de letras)
cubic labyrinths (labirintos cúbicos)

Verse Labyrinths
Verse labyrinths are usually made of four or five line poems, with a normal aspect but arranged on a single page or sheet. This type of text usually carries an indication of how many readings may be obtained and how many possibilities of combination or permutation are considered viable. The most fre-
quent reading paths proposed for verse labyrinths to be added to the normal one are: *alternation of lines and strophes*, one by one, two by two, three by three, etc.; *reverse readings* from right to left, from bottom to top, from end to beginning, etc.; and *diagonal readings*. Whichever the path or paths chosen, meaningful poems must always result, at least perfect so far as the rules are concerned. In the compositions which include in their title a relation to the chessboard, reading paths similar to chess moves are to be considered as well. In Figure 1 we can see an example of the chessboard kind of poem, included in a 1724 edition of Rengifo’s *Arte Poética Española*.

A variant of the chessboard verse labyrinth is shown in Figure 2, a text attributed to Luis Nunes Tinoco, a Portuguese poet. At the base of this composition are indicated the main reading paths starting from the center — *Carmine concelebret* — and the number of verses resulting from the possible combinations — 14,996,480 — an astronomical figure which I have also found in a similar poem by the Spaniard Juan Caramuel de Lobkowitz, included in his celebrated *Metametrarum*, published in 1663.

Yet another type of verse labyrinth is seen in Figure 3, a composition dedicated to the Portuguese Conde de Viñalp, D. Sancho Manoel, where the reading paths are indicated by letters — A, B, C, etc.

Figure 1. Chessboard poem. Juan Díaz Rengifo, 1724.
Figure 2. Chessboard labyrinth. Luis Nunes Tinoco, seventeenth century.

Figure 3. Labyrinth poem. Antonio Álvares da Cunha, 1673.
Letter Labyrinths

Letter labyrinths are poems in which there have been inserted (and emphasized by means of capitals or color printing) certain letters that correspond to a special intent within the composition, usually the name of the person to whom the piece is dedicated or, perhaps, a special votive sentence. In the case of Figure 4, a poem by the celebrated Portuguese commentator on Camões, Manuel de Faria e Sousa, the inserted word is ISABEL, the name of the lady in whose honor the poem was written and which in itself constitutes an autonomous pattern poem, as the author himself points out and as we can confirm in Figure 4a.

Figure 4. Labyrinth poem. Manuel de Faria e Sousa, ca. 1648.
Figure 5. Labyrinth Epithalamium. Jerónimo Tavares Mascarenhas de Távora, 1738.

Figure 5a. Reading map for Labyrinth Epithalamium in Figure 5.
We are then confronted with a letter labyrinth which is a square poem having eleven characters, a *numero primo*, therefore, charged with symbolic meaning. The readings should start from the central line, where the letter I is found, and should proceed from there vertically up and down in each column, following the principle of an acrostic, and also diagonally from the center towards the corners. Besides this special reading, the poem as a whole is also meant to be read normally as a set of eleven stanzas, but other hidden paths such as permutations, inversions, and diagonal readings are also possible, the latter particularly, since they are suggested by the graphic support of the crossed lines. This type of composition is closely related to the technique of *versus intexti* or *verba intexta* found in European pattern poetry, at least since the work of Prophyrius Optatianus (fl. 325 AD), and it is interesting to see Manuel de Faria e Sousa clearly stating in the commentary of his own work that Prophyrius should be recognized as the father of baroque labyrinth poems, an assertion that coincides with one made in our own times by Giovanni Polara.8

In Figure 5 we can see another eloquent demonstration of the inventiveness and complexity afforded by this type of labyrinth. The example is by Jerónimo Tavares Mascarenhas de Távora, a Portuguese poet who included it in his *Parabem Epithalamico*, published in 1738, to celebrate the wedding of Dom Luis de Castro and Dona Joana Perpétua de Bragança, a granddaughter of King Pedro II.9 This letter labyrinth is written in two languages, Spanish and Portuguese, and their reading paths are indicated in Figure 5a where the actual poems have been erased.

Through this partial reading map it becomes clear how the names of the bride and of the bridegroom follow different paths: hers from the center towards the periphery, his from the periphery towards the center. Their names — JOANA and LUIS — are the inserted words around which are built the two poems that comprise the text: one around both names, another around just the letters J (inverted and functioning both as J and I) and S of the bridegroom's name. The first can be read following the paths indicated in dotted lines with arrows, starting from the center, with the letter J placed around the sun figure and proceeding towards the eight outer letters, A, but also following the lozenge detours marked. Reverse readings are possible as well. The second poem is strictly wrapped around the letters J and S of the name LUIS, which correspond to the first and last letters of each of its fourteen lines, in the middle of which they stand. The dotted lines with arrows indicate the direction of the reading, which is always towards the center.

**Cubic Labyrinths**

Cubic labyrinths, as Rengifo describes them, are “a sort of letter labyrinth,” usually made out of a single line poem or couplet arranged on the page or sheet in such a way as to form a square. The reading is to start with the first letter, generally a well-emphasized capital placed at the top of the left hand side of the composition, and to continue right through the text — always left to right — until the last letter on the right-hand corner of the bottom line is reached. The reader will, therefore, be following a spiralling trajectory, since
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Figure 6. Cubic labyrinth. Anonymous, seventeenth century.

Figure 7. Cubic labyrinth. Fr. José da Assunção, 1743.
what happens in this kind of labyrinth is such a full rotation that, at the end of
the circuit, the line or couplet is completely reversed. Meanwhile we are, of
course, also reading on the diagonal and along the edges of the square. The
example in Figure 6 is Portuguese, possibly from the seventeenth century. 10

A variant of the cubic labyrinth is illustrated by the striking composition in
Figure 7, also by a Portuguese but from the eighteenth century, in which we
see the principle of the cubic poem taken as literally as it can be, for not only
are the rotation and the subsequent inversion of the text there, but also the
whole poem itself is designed as a cube, with its six parts spread out. This
particular labyrinth is the third in a series composed to commemorate the
birthday of Queen Maria Theresa of Austria and Hungary, and its wording is:
_Felices annos o vive Maria Theresa._ 11

Paschasius à S. Ioanne Evangelista (Paschasio de San Giovanni, no dates but
seventeenth century) in his _Poësis Artificiosa_, which was printed in two edi-
tions at Herbopoli (Worms) by Eliae Michaëlis Zinck in 1668 and 1674, rather
surprisingly does not mention the category of labyrinths, but he does include a
chapter, with illustrations—_De Carmine Cubico_— in which he refers to the
cubic poem with rotation reading which we know as _laberinto cubico_, along
with other forms, such as the square letter labyrinth with its reading starting
from the center, crosses, etc.

In spite of this, and more in accordance with Rengifo, in _A Experiência do
Prodígio_, the square poems and the crosses, with their readings starting from
the center, are to be found under the designation of “letter labyrinths.” The
reason for this classification is based upon the fact that, up to the present
moment and at least in the Iberian Peninsula, that particular type of text is not
known to have been described by any authors or commentators as “cubic,”
this indication seemingly always having been reserved for labyrinth poems
with rotation reading. According to the classification proposed in that book
(which has to be considered temporary since further discoveries in this field
may force me to change it) this kind of letter labyrinth, usually displaying only
one word or a very limited text which has not been inserted or superimposed
over another, is normally shaped as a square— _a carmen quadratum_— but can
be found in the form of a cross. In the case of the square, and as far as the
reading is concerned, the labyrinth is divided into four wings, all symmetrical,
each one being the inverse of the other, in mirror image, as can be seen in
Figure 8. The reading must start at the center— the letter C here— and it
includes the vertical and diagonal paths where the same text is always to be
found, in this case the words _Commentaries Hymnologicos_. This particular
example was printed in red and black by a Portuguese author of the eighteenth
century. 12

When the composition is cruciform, several possibilities occur, of which we
shall consider two. First, the usual four-sided division of the text, as in Figure
9; 13 and second, as in Figure 10, 14 where in each branch of the cross a different
plea is added to the name of IESUS. Thus, starting from the central I, we can
read, in order, for example:
Figure 8. Labyrinth. Fr. José da Assunção, 1738.

Figure 9. Labyrinth. Fr. José da Silva da Natividade, 1743.

EU SOU O MAIS EMPENHADO.

Do mesmo.
Each line can be read up, down, right, or left and is always accompanied by its mirror image.

In this type of labyrinth the reading pattern can be further complicated, and I have found cases where each line of each branch of the cross presents a different text, making the composition a real maze and requiring a considerable amount of dexterity on the part of the reader.

The types of labyrinth poems presented in this paper seem to be the basic ones, or at least the most frequently produced models, for the Iberian peninsula during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but similar examples can also be found in the rest of Europe and Latin America. However, other compositions, which can only be described as hybrid or mixed forms, are also very frequent, thus making their accurate classification rather problematic.
A O SENHOR CONDE DE VILLAFLOR.


Figure 11. Labyrinth sonnet. António Alvares da Cunha, 1673.
A good example of this type of mixed text can be seen in Figure 11, a seventeenth-century Portuguese composition also dedicated to the Conde de Villaflor. The reading instructions are on the title: “Each circle is a verse, each verse two anagrams. The letters are composed by the numbers and the numbers by the letter, on the periphery of this globe.”

Following the instructions we can read around the outer circle the words “DOM SANCHO MANOEL.” To each of the letters of this name a number is attributed, so that we have the numbers from 1 to 15, corresponding to the letters over which they are placed. In the inner circles those numbers are to be retranslated into letters and, if the reader does so, he will decipher the riddle and end up with the announced sonnet, in which the name DOM SANCHO MANOEL is found in an acrostic and in the twenty-eight anagrams (two in each line) formed by the combination of letters in those words.

To conclude this brief introduction to the charms and difficulties of reading the peninsular baroque labyrinth poems, I must point out that the examples presented are only a limited sample of an immensely vast production of many, many authors, covering centuries of repetition and reinvention of basic forms which gave birth to an infinite number of variants. In any case, whatever the type may be, the baroque labyrinth poems have a long and illustrious past and in the history of the creative mind they represent an outstanding effort to encompass in a single composition a whole universe of sense and sensibility through the artistic multiplication of meaning. In our days this kind of achievement is beginning to attract the consideration that it fully deserves.

1. In all editions the work is attributed to Juan Diaz Rengifo; however, the true author seems to be Diego Garcia Rengifo, the brother of Juan. For more information on this subject as well as on the subsequent additions to the work, see Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, Historia de las ideas esteticas en Espana (2a ed. Santander: S. A. de Artes Gráficas, 1947), v. 2, p. 215.

2. The baroque period in Portugal is generally considered to extend from the latter part of the sixteenth century to the middle of the eighteenth, thus comprising part of the so-called manneristic period as well. On this subject, see Vítor Manuel Pires de Aguiar e Silva, Maneirismo e Barroco na Poesia Lírica Portuguesa (Coimbra: Centro de Estudos Românicos, 1971).


6. This poem, printed here in the autograph version, was first published by Arthur L. F. Askins in his “Manuel de Faria e Sousa’s Fuente de Aganipe: the Unprinted Seventh Part,” in Florilegium Hispanicum: Medieval and Golden Age Studies presented to Dorothy Clotelle Clarke (Madison: Medieval Seminar of Hispanic Studies, 1982), 245-77. It is also included in Hatherly (1983) as fig. 29 and is discussed in my article “Labirintos da


9. The complete title of the work is, following the title page, *Parabem Epithalamico que nas felicissimas Nupcias do Ilmo. e Exmo. Marquez o Senhor Dom Luiz e Duqueza a Senhora D. Joana Perpetua de Bragança, Recitao as Villas de seus Estados / Pelo Doutor Jeronymo Tavares de Mascarenhas de Tavora, Academicco Applicado / Lisboa Occidental, Na Officina Rita Cassiana, Anno 1738. Not included in Hatherly (1983).*


16. I was fortunate enough to have found the riddle solved for me in an eighteenth century Portuguese manuscript, the “*Declaracao do Soneto acrostico, anagramatico e enigmatico que D. Antônio Alvares da Cunha, Secretario da Academia dos Generosos fez ao Conde de Villaflor, D. Sancho Manoel. Decifrado pelo Padre J[oa]o B[aptista] de Castro em 2 de Fevereiro de 1720*” who, as this Portuguese title tells us, deciphered the enigma on February 2, 1720, precisely on the day when that author, who later became a well known critic, turned twenty years of age. His interpretation is published on p. 271 of *A Experiência do Prodigio* but here I am reproducing the actual poem that results as well:

```
D  Onde nam macho o sol o sol manchandome;
M  mancha nem dolo so nem sol mo achando:
S  sol como de manhan nam escolho, mando:
A  achem. Mando no sol Solon chamandome
N  Nome mancha do sol no cham. Sol andome
C  chamando sol nem o encham o sol. Mando
H  homem os do cannal nos mostre chamando
O  oh do mesmo cannal com al sonhandome,
M  Mancha medo no sol, sol nam, chamo onde
A  achem damno no sol, nem sol chamando
N  nam ilho escondam o sol, nome dam ancho
O  Onde o sol mancham, mal o sol ham conde
E  echo nam dam no sol em sol manchando
L  lem coando sonham no Leam Dom Sancho.
```
The Labyrinth Poem

Piotr Rypson
Akademia Ruchu Theater Publications
Warsaw, Poland

The labyrinth, the mythical structure conceived by Daedalus, has been a persistent motif throughout the history of Mediterranean culture. We find it both in visual art of all kinds as well as in literature, and also in the fascinating no-man’s-land between these two. In the area of word-image interaction there exists a whole collection of texts that were given the name of “poetical labyrinths”. The origin of labyrinthine poems goes back to the Rome of Augustus Caesar; the visual pattern of these pieces seems to indicate the pattern of a magical dance, perhaps the ancient Greek dance of the Grue. The idea of the labyrinth reconstructed in the dance was that of a fortress or city. The labyrinth poem in medieval times seems also to encompass the idea of the city, of the heavenly Jerusalem. Medieval poetical labyrinths have definite religious connotations, as is also evident in the later works in this genre, influenced by the Jewish Kabbala. This hermeneutic is still valid for the baroque in the case of a number of works, yet more and more labyrinth poems appear in a secularized, ornamental context. This article traces the most significant of these lines of development of this form and its function.

[The minotaur] was closed in the labyrinth:
Who entered it, could not leave.
Apollodorus, Biblioteca III, 15, 8, 6

To Shrii Probhal Rainjan Sarkar

Entrance
There are many reasons why an author may hesitate to start writing: the reason in my case is the intricacy and the horizons of the road whose entanglements run through almost the entire expanse of the Mediterranean. To be able to speak about poetic labyrinths one must first enter the ambiguous conceptual space of the labyrinth, a symbol older than historical memory. It has attracted people’s attention in specific periods in the history of culture, last during the European baroque. It has also found favor with the contemporary intellect, to which numerous studies and a few experts give evidence.¹

Although the function of the symbol in culture and art has been dealt with in a number of studies, little has been written about poetic labyrinths, the enigmatic form of visual literature whose beginnings fade out of sight in antiquity. A few well-known (and, undoubtedly, other less known) examples testify that
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Figure 1. A letter labyrinth with a center, from Johann Knorr von Rosenroth, *Kabbalae Denudatae* ... (1684). See note 61.

Figure 2. A progressive letter labyrinth by Bartholomaeus Rothmann, a poet from Gdańsk who composed a series of labyrinth poems on various social occasions (mainly weddings) in the late 1630s and early 1640s. From the PAN Library (Gdańsk).
it was continued in the Middle Ages, to reach full bloom in the baroque. The only examples that we know of the tentative interpretation of the meaning and origin of labyrinth poems comes from Ana Hatherly; her works, though wholly dedicated to seventeenth and eighteenth century Portuguese literature, are a source of a great deal of important information.² Her choice of sources and comparative material, and her excellent analysis of the caballistic-hermetic context of the works of this type, are particularly valuable.

The term “labyrinth poem” was probably coined as late as the seventeenth century among other terms distinguishing the basic poesis artificiosa that is usually included among other epigrammatic poetries in baroque poetics. The labyrinthus poetricus, cubicus, metricus, retrogradus or cubus, as this form of poetry is called, is related to other types of visual literature (such as the caligramme, carmen quadratum, or carmen cancellatum) together with which it appears in poetics and on the pages of Baroque works.

There are two basic variations: the letter labyrinth and the word labyrinth.³ Examples of the former originate in Greco-Roman antiquity, and there are two basic types of these which will be referred to as: A — the labyrinth with a center (rectangular, cruciform, rhomboid, or in the shape of other figures), where the first letter of the written text is placed in the center and is the first to be read (Figure 1); and B — the “progressive labyrinth” (my term) in the shape of a rectangle, where the first line constitutes the text proper, and the next lines result from shifting the first one to the left or right (Figure 2). The shift always embraces one character with a letter vanishing at one edge and it or another added at the opposite edge. A progressive labyrinth is complete when the last line is the exact inversion of the first line. I have proposed the term progressive labyrinth to avoid the ambiguity that the poema cubico proposed by Ana Hatherly may cause.⁴ In European baroque poetics labyrinth poems were called, alternatively, carmen labyrinthum or carmen cubicum which did not take into account the above-mentioned differences in construction. Poets acted along similar lines. The term “cubus” was also used with respect to texts where the successive words of the first line are repeated as the first words of the next lines:⁵

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{a} & \text{b} & \text{c} & \ldots & \text{n} \\
\text{b} \\
\text{c} \\
\vdots \\
\vdots \\
\text{n}
\end{array}
\]

A variation of the progressive labyrinth is the spiral-shaped one (Figure 3). There the recurring rhythm of the letters is circular, as a result of which the texts acquire a centric emphasis as is also the case with labyrinths with a true center.

There are different typographic variations of labyrinths with their centers connected, with the arrangement of letters or the color of their ink bringing out the geometric character of the text so that, for instance, the figure of a
cross may be inscribed within. They are all centrally constructed which is often emphasized as a semantic value alongside of the context of sentences. The poetic quality of such works depends primarily on the borderline of meaning, on the formal construction of the text, and the visual shape of the whole.

Word labyrinths were poetic constructions which first appeared in European culture rather late, namely in the baroque. These sometimes repeat the forms of letter labyrinths, in which cases the words of the poems are inscribed within pre-prepared graphic matrices such as chessboard or grid systems. In a number of texts visual play is not at first evident but becomes clear when the method of reading has been discovered. I am not going to deal with the word labyrinth in detail because of its derivative character in comparison with letter labyrinths as regards chronology, origin, and the idea of text as such.⁶

So far nothing has been written in the literature on the Greco-Roman beginnings of the poetic labyrinth. These deserve a good deal of attention which, however, cannot be given before establishing a brief definition of the labyrinth and its basic hermeneutics. The area around the labyrinth construction often tells us more about the meaning of labyrinth texts than do the texts themselves.

Let us cross the threshold of the labyrinth. At the very outset we come across dozens of definitions and realize the deceptive abyss of the construction. Much depends on the mentality of the author of the definition — whether he is...
a historian, a saint, an architect, a psychologist, or perhaps a knight. The *Encyclopedia Britannica* says that "in a building [a labyrinth is] a system of chambers and intricate passages, which render egress difficult." The *Wielka Encyklopedia Powszechna* (Great Common Encyclopedia) calls the labyrinth "a system of paths of a varying degree of intricacy, only one of which leads to the goal..." To us who have absorbed centuries of human culture a definition like this may be rich in meaning: aboard a jet plane we discover that the whole globe is a network of intricate paths along which points keep moving in different, apparently disconnected directions. While in a labyrinth we are tempted to enquire not just about the author but also about the purpose for which he has constructed his unfathomable, deceptive building.

Thus the labyrinth is both a physical and a symbolic construction. Both were important to the ancients, and the former helped express the latter. According to some researchers labyrinth motifs first occur in European rock engravings of the second millenium BC; from there they spread to the East through the Caucasus to India and Indonesia and still farther. In this connection the peculiar popularity of the labyrinth image in megalithic civilizations on the Atlantic Coast, in the Mediterranean, on the shores of the Indian Ocean, and the Pacific is stressed. Without stopping to discuss the intricacies of migrations and borrowings we may proceed assuming, after Erich Neumann, that the labyrinth is an archetypal global symbol which played an important role in early social formations. We may only surmise as to the nature of these rites — here the ethnologists' opinion is decisive.

Labyrinths may be natural — a grotto, a system of caves — or man-made. The shape of the former has been determined by nature; the latter are formed by the human mind. There are certainly more plans for these buildings — which may be rectangular, circular, or egg-shaped — than for actual labyrinths. We should not forget that the labyrinth, whose threshold we have not yet crossed, could run through a castle, a system of fortifications, a palace, a temple, or catacombs. Surviving architectural solutions include the walls of Mycenae, the Acropolis at Rimini, the Daulatabad fortress in India. Even today an old Prussian fortress at Kłodzko in Silesia is popularly called a labyrinth.

Some derive the idea of a labyrinth from the gloom of a cave, which reaffirms the chthonian character of the symbol and its link with the earth and with the bull. If, on the other hand, we subject the labyrinth form to drastic simplification, we obtain a spiral or a system of spirals which, presented in a more geometric form, gives the Greek meander. Both genetic qualities appear important: one brings us to Minoan Crete or to Memphis where the sacred bull Apis was worshipped under the name of Usar-Hape, later turned into the Hellenistic Serapis of the Egyptians and Greeks. The spiral, in turn, in almost every cosmological system stands for the infinite, eternally manifested space and the dynamic, cosmic link between micro-order and macro-order. The spiral, like the swastika represents the idea of motion inherent in cosmic dialectic, and the resulting forces, centripetal and centrifugal. From among natural spiral forms, that of a shell is the most obvious to consider: the Greek poet Theodoridas wrote in his epigrams of *einalios labyrinthos*, while
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Figure 4. The Phaistos Disk from Crete with a spiral, hieroglyphic inscription in a yet undeciphered language. First half of the second millenium BC.

Figure 5. The labyrinth inscription on the verso of Tabula Iliaca 3.C. “Veronensis I,” with the words “Theodors he[i] tekne,” from Sadurska. See note 14.
Hesychius defined the labyrinth as a “shell-shaped place.” Spiral labyrinths are fairly frequent on the coins of Knossos; many scholars, beginning with Archimedes, have investigated the link between the spiral and the labyrinth in the context of agriculture and plowing, dance, the sacred circle, or the mandala. To all these manifestations and interpretations we may refer the paradigm of the road and wanderer, mystery, dance, and the goal.

We know anumber of texts where the process of putting down characters depends on the run of the spiral. Here, again, motion is the basic factor which is brought out by the construction of the texts. The best-known of these include a set of circular inscriptions called “devil traps” (spells written spirally towards the center where the “demon” is trapped in the end) and numerous poetic labyrinths. Mention should also be made here of the Phaistos disc (Figure 4) which is covered with a spiral of characters in an undeciphered pictographic script.

To elucidate the mystery of the labyrinth hints have been sought for centuries in the etymology of the word. Some derive it from the Greek labrys, the double-headed axe which performed a cult function at Knossos and in the earlier cultures of Mesopotamia. The consequences of this theory are important: according to it the palace at Knossos has been identified as a building to which to refer the imprisoned Minotaur’s mythical labyrinth. Other theories derive labyrinth from labra, originally a cave. Yet others trace it to laos, referring to the people and to Zeus’s thunder. Yet the decipherment of Minoan Linear B by Michael Ventris defied the earlier hypotheses: the word da-pu-ri-to-jo on the tablets interpreted by him was to signify labyrinth and the neighboring po-ti-ni-ja. Potnia — the chthonian deity. Santarcangelli, who summarized these views, says in conclusion that “the origin of the term is still rather vague.” He suggests yet another interpretation. He points out that the latter of the suffixes inthos and inda occurs “solely in the names of childrens’ games and means to have a game, to play,” and he asserts that the etymon of labyrinthos is “playing upon a mine or cave.”

The word “game” has been uttered which means that we have come close to the first known examples of letter labyrinths. They come from the time of Augustus and are linked with the Trojan cycle, particularly the Iliou Persis and the Iliad. The six carved stone tablets illustrating various episodes from these works have letter labyrinths in Greek on the reverse. All these tablets belong to a set of relics described with the joint name of Tabulae Illiacae (Trojan tablets). The six of interest to us come from Rome or its environs and date from between 50 B.C. and 50 A.D. Anna Sadurska, author of a monograph on the Tabulae Illiacae, has numbered them as “2.NY” (in New York), “3.C.” (Vernensis I) (Figure 5), “4.N.” (Bouclier d’Achille), “5.O.” (frag. Bouclier d’Achille), “7.Ti.” (Thierry) and “15.Ber.” (Dressel). The complete reading of the texts in the labyrinth diagrams is:

5.O.: [Aspis] Achilleios Teodoreos he [tecne]
4.N.: Aspis Achilleos Teodoreos kat Homeron
2.NY.: Ilias Homerou Teodoreos he i tekne
3.C.: Teodoreos he i tekne
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5.Ti.: [Ilious P]ersis
15.Ber: . . . tôn syntheses

Because of the poor state of preservation of the tablets, it is difficult to establish the type of construction of letter labyrinth containing these sentences. Apparently tablets 2 and 3 represent progressive labyrinths, and 5 and 15 labyrinths with a center. Moreover, on tablets 4 and 15 letters are written without spaces while in tablets 2, 3, and 5 there are empty spaces between the letters. Four of the tablets contain the Greek name Theodoros (in the genitive) which is usually interpreted as the name of the owner of the workshop which produced the tablets.

The tablets are decorated with reliefs illustrating various books of the Iliad, Ilious Persis, and the Trojan Cycle. Sadurska gives a detailed iconographic description in her work. I shall only mention the most frequent images that are directly linked with the proposed interpretation of the labyrinth inscriptions. These are: Troy and its walls (2.NY.; 3.c.; 7.Ti) and the scenes featuring Achilles, notably ones related to his famous shield. 4.N. “Bouclier d’Achille” and 5.O. frag. “Bouclier d’Achille” carry an exact illustration of an excerpt from Book XVIII of the Iliad, 11. 480-608, the description of the shield made by Hephaestus, the divine master-smith. Achilles’ shield also occurs on tablets 2.NY., 3.C., and 7.Ti, and on other Trojan tablets. Likewise, the letter labyrinths (in the literature on the Trojan tablets these are usually called “diagrams” or “magic squares”) on the reverses of the two representations of Achilles’ shield contain the sentence: “Theodoros made Achilles’ shield” and “Achilles’ shield by Theodoros according to Homer” which brings us to Book XVIII with its beautiful description of divine skills. In the middle of the shield Hephaestus showed the earth, sky, and sea; the sun, the moon, and the constellations — the whole cosmos. The five layers around the center represent, in turn: (1) two cities, a city of peace (wedding and litigation scenes) and of war (ambush, fight, and chase); (2) the earth and three seasons (plowing, harvesting, and vintage); (3) pastoral scenes (a bull attacked by a lion, and a quiet flock of sheep); (4) a dancing pageant; and (5) the ocean surrounding the earth.

In this remarkable symbolic representation, the fourth layer is of particular interest to us. These are Homer’s words: 

Next to these he cut a dancing place
All full of turnings, that was like the admirable maze
for faire-hair’d Ariadne made by cunning Daedalus;
And in it youths and virgins danc’t, all young and beautious,
And glewèd in another’s palmes. Weeds that the wind did tosse
The virgines wore, the youths, woven cotes that cast a faint dimme glosse,
like that of oyle. Fresh garlands too the virgines’ temples crowned;
The youths gilt swords wore at their thighs, with silver bawdricks bound.
Sometimes all wound close in a ring, to which as fast as they spunne
As any wheele a Turner makes, being tried how it will runne
while he is set; and out againe, as full of speed, they wound,
Not one left fast or breaking hands. A multitude stood round,
Delighted with their nimble sport: to end which, two began
[Midst all] a song, and, turning, sung the sport’s conclusion.

Ariadne’s dance is the dance of the *geranos*, the crane, described in many
ancient sources and in ethnographic studies. In the *Life of Theseus* Plutarch
describes this dance performed by the hero and the young people he has freed
on their way back to Athens. We read about “the dance consisting of certain
measured turnings and returnings imitative of the windings and twisting of the
labyrinth.” Dicaearchus says that dancing went on around the Ceratonian altar
that consisted of horns taken from the left side of bulls and heifers. He writes
that “the dance is called among the Delians ‘the crane.’” When Theseus
danced it in Knossos, men were said to dance with women for the first time
ever. The tradition of the dance is confirmed in Roman times by Pollux who
describes a train of dancers holding one another’s hands and imitating labyrin-
thine turns. The meaning of the name of the dance, *geranos* (the crane) is not
clear. The Polish ethnologist Stefan Czarnowski has indicated the role of
cranes in divination and navigation. Thus, the crane could be the guide to the
labyrinth or center of a fortress.

There are several versions of the myth of Theseus, the Minotaur, and the
labyrinth; in principle the labyrinth already had a mythical significance to the
Greeks. The best-known version says that Theseus came to Crete to free the
Athenian youths from the terrible Minotaur, half man and half bull, the off-
spring of Pasi-phaē (the wife of the Cretan king, Minos) by a bull sacrificed to
Poseidon. The monster was to be fed on human flesh, youths and maidens
sent as a tribute from Athens once every nine years.

The myth is commented upon in various ways. Straightforward interpreta-
tion is difficult because of the wealth of meanings and their universal sym-
bolism. Here the labyrinth is really an intricate network of paths. Basically the
myth speaks about conquering the building and the mysterious power it con-
tains (the monstrous bull). In Homer the bull is harbingered by the dancers in
the middle of the pageant whom we know from representations of tauromachy
in Minoan culture. Later the structure of the myth acquired a very clear, unam-
biguous hermeneutic (salvation), but even in the Greek times it hinted at “life
seen as a road” and the “mystery of initiation.”

Ariadne’s thread that we are now handling—which might have been un-
ravelled from the dancers’ rope, tying up the Trojan tablets with the dance on
Achilles’ shield—prompts other questions, namely about the relation be-
tween the dance, the letter labyrinths, and the meaning of the tablets. A
number of hints direct us to the Fortified City, Homer’s “Troy with imperial
towers.” Later tradition and a number of historical sources describing contem-
porary “Trojan” dances and games, confirm the image of a magic dancing
pageant entering an architecturally intricate building or a fortified city, which
iconography of the labyrinth is known from quite a few ancient mosaics. Czar-
nowski stresses that the *geranos* dance and the *ludi troiani* are identical, and he
asserts that these were originally Aegean dances which later spread through-
out the Mediterranean and farther, to Scandinavia and Finland. In Germany,
the *Trojantanz*, a dance consisting of entering a labyrinth-fortress combined
with sexual initiation, was danced even in the eighteenth century. Ethnologists
describe the many rites of this type where the participating young men (often
armed) and girls enter a marked-out area (a labyrinth, a spiral) in a dancing
pageant, then pair off and leave.

A painting in the Etruscan oinochoe from Tragliatella (ca. 600 BC) representing
horsemen, a labyrinth with the inscription TRUIA in its center and two
couples in amorous embrace, is an important source for us here. Painted on
the equestrians’ shields are birds, perhaps cranes. The word “Truiua” undoubt-
edly signifies “Troy,” the symbol of a fortified city in antiquity and later in the
Middle Ages. In his extremely interesting studies on the significance of the
6th Book of Vergil’s Aeneid, W. F. Jackson Knight stresses the link between
dances and the magic of city walls, fortifications, the rite of founding a city, and
also, funeral rites. We must not forget that the “imperial towers of Troy” fell
only as a result of a stratagem, the famous Trojan horse, which the citizens of
Troy themselves brought inside their city within a dancing pageant, crashing a
city wall. Dancing in circles was believed to have magic power; it implied
either marking out an area or an action aimed at the opposite, depending
perhaps upon the direction of revolution. The link between dancing, the Tro-
jan games, and the idea of the fortress and besieging the city, on the one hand,
and our Trojan tablets, on the other, is confirmed by the diagram on 7.Ti.
containing the words Iliou Persis (the conquering of Troy). Most of the scenes
present in the reliefs decorating the tablets are also depictions of besieged
cities, among other images.

We know from other sources that in Roman times Trojan dances were very
popular. Vergil writes about it in Book V of the Aeneid where he describes the
funeral rites in honor of Aeneas’ father, Anchises. The Trojans, who have left
their city that was destroyed by the war, hold the ceremony in Sicily a year after
Anchises’ death. When the games are over, Aeneas orders the youth of Troy to
take part in a horse race. Led by Julus, the son of Aeneas, a group of boys on
horseback begins to race in a big circle.

They gallop apart in pairs, and open their files three and three in deploying
bands, and, again at the call, wheel about and bear down with levelled arms.
Next they enter on other charges and other retreats in opposite spaces, and
interlink circle with circle, and wage the armed phantom of battle. And now
they discover their backs in flight, now turn their lances to the charge, now
plight peace and gallop side by side. As once of old, they say, the labyrinth in
high Crete had a tangled path between blind walls, and a thousand ways of
doubling treachery, where marks to follow broke off in the maze unmas-
tered and irretraceable: even in such a chase do the children of Troy en-
tangle their footsteps and weave the game of flights and battle; like dolphins
who, swimming through the wet seas, cut Carpathian or Libyan . . .

This manner of riding, these games Ascanius first revived, when he girt
Alba the Long about the walls, and taught their celebration to the old Latins
in the fashion of his own boyhood with the youth of Troy about him. The
Albans taught it [to] their children; on from them mighty Rome received it
and kept the ancestral observance; and now the boys are called Troy, and
the Trooping Trojans.
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Vergil wrote these words in Augustus's times, which are also the time of origin of the Trojan tablets and our letter labyrinths. These were popular writings in the Empire. Suetonius mentions them frequently in his Lives, and so do other authors. Many Caesars of the Julian-Claudian Dynasty organized Trojan or Pyrrhic dances, and Nero and Tiberius even took part in them as young men. At that time the link with labyrinth symbolism was evident: during the dances held by Nero, two tableaux vivants were shown: of a bull covering a heifer, and of the fall of Icarus.

Therefore, the Trojan tablets, together with their labyrinths, are linked with the Trojan games and have a reference to the ancient magic rites of besieging a fortress, a labyrinth city. Essential elements of the rite included a symbol of the labyrinth represented in dancing, the horse (this being a horse race), and the circular, spiral nature of the dance, which consisted of intersecting circles. The layout of the inscription in the letter labyrinths has a reference to dancing, and the inscriptions may be read in intersecting circles. The “dancing” inscriptions in the diagram refer to the conquering of the city (Iliou persis) and Achilles’ shield. The magic and mimetic qualities of the inscription correspond to the magic of the dance and the magic of the shield. The meaning of the shield is not quite clear: it represents a whole symbolic system, probably with an established inner order. Yet the siege scenes and the dancing circle certainly refer to the siege of Troy by the Achaeans. It would hardly be conceivable that Hepheastus wasted his divine effort and Homer his genius for drawing ornaments.

In the deeper symbolic layer the Lusus Troiae could have had a more metaphysical meaning. The fact that Aeneas organized the young Trojans to celebrate the anniversary of his father’s death suggests a link between the labyrinth, the dance, and the lower world, of which we spoke before. Jackson Knight dedicated a good deal of space to the labyrinth symbol in Vergil’s Aeneid Book VI, describing Aeneas on his way to Apollo’s temple at Cumae. On the temple gate, along with other symbols, there is an image of Daedalus’ building. Next, the hero visits Sibyl’s oracle and the prophet escorts him to the entrance of Hades, where Aeneas descends, and where, after many perilous adventures, he meets his father. Anchises discloses the secret of the after-life and reincarnation to Aeneas. Knight interprets the whole mystery as a description of the process of initiation. Indeed, the labyrinth may be seen as a symbol of the most profound initiation. In Phaedon Plato speaks about the winding route to be pursued after death. In Christian culture the paradigm of life, death, and salvation provides numerous examples of “psychic iconography.” In any case, at least from the time of Galenus (second century AD), the Trojan dance was considered sacred in Rome. In the Trojan Women Seneca speaks about the purifying dance: solemne . . . troici lusus sacrum . . ., and Plutarch mentions the hiera hippodromia, the sacred horse race. The words Hiereia hieriei on the Trojan tablet 4.N. placed under the diagram with a letter labyrinth may be a reference to this. The most important of the unsettled questions is the name Theodorus,
which occurs on four tablets decorated with letter labyrinths and on one devoid of a labyrinth (I.A. Tabula Iliaca Capitolina). Theodorus has been identified with a painter of this name who allegedly illustrated the Trojan cycle and who is mentioned by Pliny. According to another hypothesis he is the author of the Troica, hence also of the inscriptions on the sculptured tablets. Sadurska, the author of a monograph on them, suggests a third solution: Theodorus is the name of the sculptor, the maker of the tablets, and a temporary workshop owner. The word tekne, following his name, appears in this connection. Yet the stylistic differences among the bas-reliefs on the tablets testify against the hypothesis that Theodorus was the author/sculptor. Let me put forward a different hypothesis:

In Books XXXIV and XXXVI of his Natural History Pliny mentions Theodorus, “creator of the labyrinth on the island of Samos.” Allegedly designed by the Samian artists Zmilis, Rhoecus, and Theodorus, the labyrinth in question was probably the Heraeum on Samos. Pliny adds that “Theodorus cast himself in bronze and the likeness was startling, which, combined with remarkably precise execution, greatly added to his fame . . . .” He is also said to have invented the protractor, the level, the chisel, and the key.

We may further ask about the reading of the mutilated diagram on tablet 15.Ber and the mysterious letter “I” preceding the word tekne on tablets 2.NY. and 3.C. In the former case we have only the surviving letters kton sythes, which Sadurska proposes to interpret as anakton synthesis (or “synthesia”). This may refer to the word anaktonia, to lead horses. But the meaning of the letter “I” remains ambiguous. Sadurska has interpreted the words placed under the letter labyrinth on tablet 2.NY, grama meson katageitai, with reference to this letter. I suggest that it is, rather, an indication of the non-surviving central point of the labyrinth, whose existence is undoubtedly hinted at by the construction of the text.

We have gone a long way into our labyrinth. Trojan dances were continued in Rome up to the fifth century as is indicated by the fragment of Claudius Claudianus’ work “De VI. Cons. Honorii” (originating in the time of Arcadius and Honorius’ consulate) where dancing groups “form circles more intricate than the run of the River Meander and the labyrinth of Gortynia.” At that time, the empire of Christian culture was in the process of construction, and it is now time for us to move from the Wall of Troy to the Walls of Jerusalem and Jericho.

Center

At the threshold of the Middle Ages we come close to the central point of the labyrinth, which was precisely defined in that period. We know only a few contemporary letter labyrinths, although the symbolism of the labyrinth went through another full bloom in the Middle Ages, especially in the twelfth to fourteenth centuries. With the passage of time, probably more letter labyrinths from this time will be revealed.

Christianity very soon picked up the ancient labyrinth, which is no accident considering the symbolic potentials inherent in the sign. Christian understand-
ing of life as a road, as spiritual transformation, and the monotheistic idea of
the Center (Civitas Dei and Paradise), these forms and concepts have been
encompassed graphically by the sign of the labyrinth almost from its outset.
The constructional centralism of the sign appears particularly important, and
the sign of the cross is immanent in labyrinths with a center.

The center of such labyrinths, placed on the floor of medieval churches and
cathedrals, was called “Heaven” or “Jerusalem,” and the labyrinths them-
selves were called “Jerusalem Way” or “Daedale,” “Domus Daedali,” or
“Meander,” which is a clear indication that the traditional symbolism was
deliberately continued.

The best-known medieval letter labyrinth is the cruciform poem by Venan-
tius Fortunatus (ca. 540-601) (Figure 6); in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries the poem circulated in central Europe under the name “St. Thomas’
Cross.” In the center the word crux (cross) radiates in four directions (arms),
and it develops into the sequence Crux Domini Mecum, Crux est quam semper
adoro, Curx mihi refugium, and Crux mihi certa salus. The shape of the poem
does not only bring out its message — which happens also in the majority of
later, baroque visual poems — but it helps one read new meanings. The
semantic composition of this work is a true intermedium (cf. Dick Higgins),
and the poem “transcends the text.” The word “Crux” is an indication of the
center, which can only be approached through this word, from whatever direc-
tion. The directions of the words inscribed along the arms are also important:
adoration links up the bottom with the center, and salvation rises towards the
“above.”
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Figure 6. The cruciform labyrinth
poem by Venantius Fortunatus
(540-601). From Dick Higgins,
George Herbert’s Pattern Poems:
in Their Tradition (West Glover,
pl. 14.
Figure 7. A carmen quadratum by Publilius Optatus Porfyrius (fl. 325), a construction similar to that of letter labyrinths. From Ernst, “Zahl und Mass . . .” See note 45.

Figure 8. The “Sancta Ecclesia” labyrinth from El-Asnan (formerly Orleansville).
Two other texts of interest come from tenth-century Spanish illuminated codices. One is a variation of a progressive letter labyrinth; the process of reading should start from the central letter in the first line, Florentinus indig-num memorare. We know nothing of this Florentinus whom the text commemorates. He was perhaps the copyist of a commentary on the Book of Job by Gregory the Great which contained the labyrinth. The other labyrinth, one of six visual poems by Vigilán, a monk from San Martin de Albeda in Rioja, also performs a commemorative function. The poems come from a manuscript attributed to the year 974, which was fifty years after the founding of the monastery. Compared to the five Latin carmina quadrata with complex versus intexti, Vigilán’s letter labyrinth has a rather simple construction. Starting from the center we read the sentence ob honorem Sancti Martini. The text commemorates the patron saint of the monastery, which is reminiscent of the placing of effigies of bishops or architects in the center of cathedral labyrinths (e.g., Chartres, Reims, Saint-Omer) indicating the protective role of the sign. Incidentally, the small number of surviving medieval letter labyrinths (of the extant ones, three are below) is rather striking, considering their solemn message. A similarity between them and the carmina figurata (square visual poems, mentioned above), a number of which have survived since the Middle Ages, is evident. The carmina figurata also have a labyrinthine nature due to the several layers of meaning perceived while reading the autonomous sentences (those inscribed inside of the text proper, the versus intexti). Caruso and Polara give a precise description of poems of this type in their luvenilia Loeti:

The technique of the versus intexti [consisted of the following]: not only was the number of the letters in each line of verse fixed and immutable, but some letters were obligatory. Composition proceeded like this: the page was usually divided into 1225 small squares (35 x 35); a figure was traced by means of words whose large patterned letters fill up the squares. Around and through these lines the verses were written in smaller letters, beginning in this way to fill up the entire page, and at this point one passes finally to the composition of the actual, real lines of verse, filling the remaining empty holes with letters that form words that give meaning to the whole text. This, typically “mosaic” writing technique is somewhat reminiscent of letter labyrinths (Figure 7). It was invented by Publilius Optatianus Porphyrius (fl. 325 AD), a poet who lived at the time of Constantine the Great and who was the author of a panegyric in honor of the emperor made up of such poems. The emperor’s letter of gratitude for the poet’s skillful gift has survived. We may surmise that Optatianus, who wrote his work in exile to obtain the emperor’s pardon, did not conceive his literary concept out of nothing, but based it on existing inscriptions with a well-defined, non-routine purpose such as, for instance, the similar labyrinths in the church at Orléansville, of which more in a moment. Otherwise he would not have dared to present his poems to the divine emperor who, in turn, would not have accepted them as enthusiastically as he did. In effect, Optatianus was nominated consul, and Constantine spoke of his composition in highly laudatory terms pointing out the chrismon they contained. The origin and the later popularity of the carmina quadrata during
the Carolingian Renaissance should probably be considered in relation to
labyrinth poems.\textsuperscript{45} Another letter labyrinth, likewise a panegyric and dedicated
to the Empress of Byzantium (Eudocia Macrenbolitissa, 1021-1096, wife to
Romanus IV) has also survived.\textsuperscript{46}

The most interesting letter labyrinths, confirming in a way our interpretation
of the texts on the Trojan tablets, are the earliest examples of medieval work of
this sort (Figure 8). Both come from the San Reparatus Church at El-Asnan in
Algeria (formerly Castellum Tingitanum and later, in French, Orléansville),
founded about 328 AD.\textsuperscript{47} The chancel of the church contains two texts similar
to Vigilán’s poem. One includes \textit{Marinus sacerdos} and commemorates a
priest’s name, which may also have a protective role. The other letter labyrinth
occurs on the axis of the north door to the basilica and was placed inside a
graphic representation of a much larger labyrinth (diameter about three met­
ers). Beginning with the center of this labyrinthine text we read \textit{Sancta Eclesia};
yet in order to reach the center one has first to get through the square
labyrinth surrounding the former labyrinth. A winding thread invites us to
enter. The entrances to the labyrinths are situated along the axis of the en­
trance to the basilica. The whole construction has been interpreted as a sym­
bolic commemoration of theological disputes directed against the schism of
the Donatists. It seems that a labyrinth within a labyrinth represents rather the
idea of the interpenetration of two worlds: \textit{Civitas Dei} (city of God, i.e., the
church) and \textit{Civitas Mundi} (city of the world) as outlined by St. Augustine in \textit{De
civitate Dei}.\textsuperscript{48}

The most important function of labyrinths occurring on church floors is
brought out by the later tradition developed in connection with similar con­
structions in medieval churches at Auxerre, Arras, Sense, Bayeux, Amiens, and
others.\textsuperscript{49} In Poland a labyrinth of this type occurred on the floor of the Włoc­
ławek Cathedral (fourteenth century). The symbolism of labyrinths placed
upon the floors of medieval churches is basically similar to that ascribed to
them at present: the labyrinth symbolized life, a path full of obstacles and
suffering. The center symbolized Jerusalem the heavenly and it was frequently
called after this biblical city, or Heaven. The figures might have been instru­
mental in now-forgotten rites, most probably symbolizing a pilgrimage to the
Holy Land. They had the character of mysteries and illustrated the point of
wandering amidst obstacles and sorrows towards the ultimate communion
with Christ in the City of God. A number of documents evidence the presence
of dance in labyrinth mysteries. A document of 1412 describes “Easter dances”
in the Auxerre Cathedral, in which novices participated together with the
monks from the monastery there. The novices brought a ball which was so big
that it could not be held in one hand. It was passed on to the specially dressed
“decanus” who chanted Easter litanies and performed a ceremonial dance;
others danced in a circle around the Daedalus, i.e., the labyrinth. Then the
dean handed the ball to all the dancers in turn, and the sound of the organ
accompanied the movement of the dancers. After the dance and singing the
participants sat down to breakfast. In 1538 the French Parliament banned
“games” in church labyrinths, allegedly because the cries of the playing chil­
dren and the whole noise offended the sacred character of the place.\textsuperscript{50}
Thus we see the same elements of the labyrinth myth in medieval scenery: a labyrinth drawing, dance, and mystery. Labyrinths in cathedrals still have something pagan in them: they are often called “Daedalus,” accompanied by references to the Greek myth of Theseus, Ariadne, and the Minotaur, and almost none of the labyrinths contain the sign of the cross or other Christian symbols. The inscription opposite the entrance to the labyrinth in the Lucca Cathedral reads:

HIC QUEM CRETIcus EDIT  
DEDALUS EST LABERINTHUS  
DE QU0 NULLUS VADERE  
QUIVET QUI FUIT INTUS  
NI THESEUS GRATIS ARIANAE  
STAMINE JUTUS.51

“This is the labyrinth that was built by Daedalus the Creatan. Nobody who was inside could go out of it, except for Theseus with the help of Ariadne’s thread.”

There are grounds for believing that the Christian imagination has absorbed the main personae of the Greek drama: Theseus, who symbolizes the mortal wanderer; Ariadne, the immortal soul and the divine element in general; and the Minotaur, the impure force. The concept of the city brings an important change. Although the Biblical story of Jericho52 evokes associations with the Greek ritual of the “magic walls,” the later Christian hermeneutics of the labyrinth understood the City as an idea, as heavenly Jerusalem, Paradise, the goal of believers pursuing the intricate ways of life and carrying the burden of the cross. Hence the Center is distinguished as a place of spiritual fulfillment and purification which, perhaps, has taken the place of the former initiation. This is also why the baptismal font is placed in the center of the labyrinth.53 Hence also, the architectural archetype of the Holy of Holies, the distinct, strictly defined place. The next period of fascination with the labyrinth, the baroque, established this exegesis.

This is not the occasion to elaborate on the different motifs inherent in the vast subject-edifice. We have finally reached the Center, the Civitas Dei, the place of alchemical transformations represented graphically. From here one could follow the crane in its flight, or track relics of dances in England, Scotland, Scandinavia, Germany, Pomerania, or search atlases for the Troy scattered over the continent, or trace relics of mysterious labyrinth buildings. Yet to be able to say a little more about the letter labyrinths of the baroque, a period to which we owe most surviving examples (including the term “poetic labyrinth”), we should concentrate for a while upon the magic squares and the caballistic tradition which largely affected the popularity of this form of literature in the seventeenth century.

Magic Square

This term is as enigmatic as its description; in fact, the word “magic” is abused in all cases when the operation of the given form or sign is above the commentator’s rational comprehension, although in a different cultural context it could be explained in a “rational” way. Yet this is what happens to signs
and symbols. Magic squares, both numerical and those made up of letters, occur primarily in the sphere of influence on gnosticism, hermetic knowledge, and the Cabbala. Among the best known examples is the famous square SATOR, with no directly apparent link with the origin of letter labyrinths except for its formal similarities.\textsuperscript{54} Squares originating in the culture of the Hebrew language, many of which are in fact letter labyrinths, are different.

We are not going to go far into any of the labyrinthine entanglements marked “hermeticism” or “cabbala.” There is a vast literature on the subject, and Ana Hatherly has discussed the link between these areas of cognition and visual texts with accuracy.\textsuperscript{55} We should concentrate on what is directly related to the history of our labyrinths which was to reach full bloom in the baroque when elements of the Cabbala of language played a considerable role in European culture.

Both numerical squares and Hebrew letter labyrinths express the essential qualities of Jewish mysticism. Their construction (and concept) indicates the process of emanation of the hidden, transcendental \textit{En Soph}, the emanation of One into Many, reversible in its character (Figure 9). Hebrew labyrinths also express the monotheistic nature of Jewish religion and are based on certain qualities of the language, hence also of the human mind. The Hebrew alphabet — whose letters have a dual value, semantic and numerical — plays a peculiar role in it. The mystical interpretation of the Cabbala enriched them with symbolic and hidden meanings. Here the process of emanation went as far as the language, script, and numerical system, understood as a stage of the process (just as it was by the Pythagoreans), an intermediary between the Creator and the Creation. The twenty-two letters of the alphabet constituted a form of manifested world, a form of things through which God directs all existence.

“\textit{In the beginning was the word}” (John 1,1); “\textit{And God said, Let there be light; and there was light}” (Genesis 1,3). Hence the idea of the Holy Script and holy scripts in general, of which we read in the closing words of the Bible, “Should anyone take away from the words in this book of prophecy, God will take away
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\caption{The “magical square” of the silver (the moon), a Hebrew cabbalistic device, “Kâmë’a.” From Budge. See note 57.}
\end{figure}
from him his share in the tree of life and the Holy City, described in the book” (Revelation 22, 19).

The mysticism of the script and language in the Cabbala rested on the conviction that the duration of things, which come from the all-emanating Creator, may be controlled by controlling their form, implying letters and words. They were considered a form of reality, while thinking usually carries us away from being. Hence cabbalistic practices such as Abraham Abulafia’s Tzeruf and others — like the Gematria, Temura, and Notarikon — consisted of the contemplating mystic’s transformative operations during which thoughts, disintegrated into literal forms of substance, were later transformed into the Name, which is reminiscent of the Eastern mantric techniques of Yoga and Tantra. Despite the primitive interpretations by some scholars and researchers on religion, the essence of these endeavors did not lie in magical manipulations on words identified with things but in introvert work performed on the mind understood as a part of the Great Whole, an effort aimed to being about the final union between micro- and macro-order (Devekut), freeing the mind from its individual traits and removing all obstacles.

Numerical squares symbolized the Cosmos of order to whose manifestations, such as planets, they referred. Hebrew letter manuscripts, on the other hand, which often included mathematical semantics, referred to the One and to the principle of his operation. Words written in the squares of the “labyrinth” on Samaritan amulets (Figure 10) say “Lord, Great God,” “Elohim” (read from the central letter of the labyrinth), “YHVH our God is YHVH One” (Shama Israel, Adonai Elohim Adonai Ahat, Deuteronomy 6, 4). The name in later baroque compositions. Moses Gaster and later Wallis-Budge indicate the apotropaic character of these inscriptions placed on various types of amulet. Of interest to us in the process that these inscriptions illustrate is the idea expressed by the layout of the text. The invocation Der Herr Behüte Dich! (May the Lord protect you!) means more when it radiates in all directions than the same sentence written in a linear way. The same thing applies to the triangular labyrinth of letters containing the word Wattishk’a (referring to all-consuming fire from the Lord, Numbers 11, 1-2) (Figure 11). The triangular formulae Abracadabra (the Abraxas) (Figure 12) and Shebriri have the same character.

Light

Light, which is the closest thing to the mystical understanding of the Creator and any access to Him, plays an important role here. Light, as we shall soon see, largely affected the popularity of the letter labyrinth in the Baroque, and it performed an important function in the symbolism of graphic art and painting in that period, and certainly also in philosophy. These functions of light in the spiritual culture of human beings can hardly be overestimated; its role in Jewish mysticism is stressed in many fragments of the Zohar. A letter labyrinth in the Cabbala Denudata, Knorr von Rosenroth’s translation of the Zohar (which had two or three editions and was well-known, at least in Central Europe) says: ‘E uno centro mittit sua lumina Zohar.’

Let us follow light, because it brings us to the modern era. In so doing we
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should not forget that Cabbalistic thinking—which in many points concurs with Pythagorean, gnostic, and neo-Platonic philosophy—had a great influence on such modern-era scholars and erudites as Johann Reuchlin, Erasmus, Pico della Mirandola, Marsiglio Ficino, Aegidus von Viterbo, Knorr von Rosenroth, Giulio Camillo, Robert Fludd, and Athanasius Kircher. Our letter labyrinths occurred in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries most frequently where the influence of Jewish culture was the greatest, namely, in the Iberian Peninsula and in Central Europe, in Germany and Poland (Figure 13).
Francisco Patrizzi (1529-97), an advocate of Plato from whom he took over the ideas of the hierarchic character of existence and emanation, was the foremost representative of the metaphysics of light in the Renaissance. According to Patrizzi, the world is animated by divine, eternal light; God uses light to instill life and to add beauty to the Creation. Patrizzi’s concept was basically a continuation of the earlier ideas worked out by Grosseteste (1168-1253) and Ibn-Gabirol (1021-58).

This way of representation is illustrated in a number of baroque paintings, composition where the all-radiating eye of Providence or other symbolic representations of radiantly, miraculously manifested divinity, are centrally situated. Very often, the Tetragrammaton, YHVH, was placed in the source of light, which echoes the Cabalistic traditions. We observe a similar graphic relationship between the characters of script and the principle of the radiation of light in many centrally-composed letter labyrinths, many of which had religious significance in both the Middle Ages and the baroque (Figure 14). This is best illustrated by spiral labyrinth poems where the text originates from the void, indefinite center. They bring to mind some Cabalistic Hebrew works such as “The Original Torah as the Cloak of God” by Solomon ben Hayim Eliashu, or “Composition around the Unutterable Name” by Moses Cordovero.

The Baroque
The baroque was a period of genuine development in labyrinth forms and meanings, hence the great variety of letter labyrinths in different contexts. Religious meanings linked with mystery and sacrum are prevalent, and so are labyrinths with a center, although we may observe a marked secularization of the symbols. Decidedly magic texts, such as the prayer to the Archangel Michael for longevity (Figure 15), also occur. They all convey a chaotic image of the baroque world of meanings, and two versions of the Christian precept. One of these raises hope for the gradual unveiling of the mystery for the slow interpretation of the signs of the labyrinth world understood as the Book of Nature. The prevailing order is somehow justified by the existence of the Book and its Creator, which is probably in accordance with the views of those satisfied by the status quo. The Jesuit Juan Eusebio Nuremberg, a commentator on Optatian’s (Optatianus Porphyrius’) Latin carmina quadrata, describes them as a world presented “in a thousand of labyrinthine ways born in Divine harmony,” a mysterious multilayered system. This echoes St. Paul’s longing when he wrote “Now we see only puzzling reflections in a mirror, but then we shall see face to face. My knowledge is now partial; then it will be whole, like God’s knowledge of me” (I Corinthians 13, 12).

After the Middle Ages, this understanding of the world in terms of the Book — so characteristic of cultures based on the Bible, with their volumes of commentaries accumulating ad infinitum — came with all its power into the baroque. Certainly, the image of the world seen as the Book, which implies that the prevailing order has been sanctified by the Creator, is the most satisfactory to the stratum that accepts this order and its religious, cultural and social implica-
Figure 13. “A poem for the Sefirot as a wheel of light,” by Naftali Bacharach (seventeenth century). The ten Sephirot were the spheres or emanations from En Soph (the Primal Cause). From Budge. See note 57.

Figure 14. A circular permutation poem, in the center of which we find the name of Jesus with all the other words coming out of it. From Caramuel. See note 75.
Figure 15. A plea to the Archangel Michael asking for a long life, in the form of a letter labyrinth. It was collected by István Lepsényi in his “Poesis ludens seu artificia poëtæ” (ca. 1700). Hungarian National Library, “Ms. Quart. Hung. 1551.” From Géza Aczel, ed., Képversek (Budapest: Kozmosz Könyvek, 1984) 59.

Figure 16. The labyrinth poem by Andrzej Gołdonowski. See note 68.
tions. In any case, the myth of the Book comprised the entire world of the letter and literature at the time. The Biblical-Cabbalistic method of reasoning accounted for the prominent position of labyrinth poems in Baroque poetics; the words *Gott ist mein Trost* (God is my comfort) or *Sanctis Gloria Christus* (Christ by Blessed Glory) etc. lead to the heart of the labyrinth, like Ariadne’s thread, or the whole labyrinth is built of words like *Helig* (Swedish for “Holy”), *De Dios soy amado* (I am loved by God), etc. Calligraphic labyrinths were called *labyrinte spirituelle*. Some baroque poetics stressed this particular quality of the poetic labyrinth, e.g., Mitrofan Dovhalevski’s work of the eighteenth century, where this form is called *vidsentrovii virsz* (lit. “center poem”).

Jan Amos Komensky (1592-1670), a Moravian philosopher and “heretic,” gives a different image of the world in his wise book *Labirint světla a ray srdce* (translated into English as “The labyrinth of the world and the paradise of the heart”). Although the book points out that there is only one right way, it discards the surrounding world as a deceptive, false spectre of chaos. The labyrinth of the world based on deceit and depravity, on ill-matched words and things, is given the form of a city. After many vicissitudes the wandering pilgrim in search of the truth reaches the center, which he discovers to be the seat of the worst evil! Only then, having seen real depravity, does the pilgrim find the door leading to the real world, the world of the truth. “Retrace your steps from where you come to the house of your heart, and close the door behind yourself” concludes the author. In the midst of this evil, Christ’s Word is disclosed to the pilgrim, and a flame is kindled in his heart. Once he has seen it, the wanderer is transfigured and returns to the world. This road is described in a letter labyrinth (Figure 16) by the abbot of the Czestochowa Monastery, the Paulite Andrzej Gołdonowski (1596-1660). The words *A Paulo Pluto decedit victis arena* evidence the saint’s victory over the worldly temptations embodied by Satan-Pluto.

It is fascinating that, despite the change in coloring and meaning with the passage of time, elements of the myth have remained unchanged: a symbolic building, a city, a road, a dance, the center, and the power of darkness (the chthonic Pluto). Here again we deal with a metatactical transformation despite the surviving relics of the labyrinth rites (letter labyrinths are most frequent in panegyrics composed on the occasion of weddings and funerals). Wedding labyrinths refer to the union of a couple (a variation of “love knots”), or the words of the labyrinth are often placed within the shape of a heart.

Formally, labyrinths written on the occasion of funerals probably underline the principle of transience, of passing from one condition to another. We know a number of inscriptions of this type originating in Europe and even in South America. Letter labyrinths also occur on tombstones, e.g., the tombstone of Prince Silo of Asturias, the founder of the San Salvador Church (eighth century) at Oviedo, *Silo princeps fecit*. Another context of the baroque letter labyrinth is related to the square shape of the inscriptions. The square form of the “cubus,” as the labyrinth verse was often called in the baroque, conveyed the idea of permanence, solemnity, and uprightness. Beside the letter
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labyrinth of ca. 1600 by Albert Szenci Molnár (1574-1633) that is dedicated to Johann Heidfeld, *Talis quadra boni sit tibi forma viri*, is the comment: 71

Heidfeldi ecce quadratum, vel, si vis, do tibi cubum,
es quid significat, iam tua Musa tenet,

*Cer veteris virum bonum quadratum dixerunt,
vel, cur virum constantem cubo comparunt.*

"To Heidfeld is this square, or if you please, I’m offering you a cube. Its meaning your Muse holds already. The Old Ones have been calling a good man the square, and comparing a staid man to the cube."

The author further suggests certain works of Aristotle as the sources of such references: the *Nichomachaean Ethics* I and the *Rhetoric* III. Simonides was to say: "Difficile est nasci virum bene bonum, qui manibus, pedibus et mente sit tetragonae constans, et sui semper similis in rebus secundis et adversis." ["It’s difficult to find a really good man who in his hands, feet, and mind would be as steady as a square, and similar to it both in times fortunate and adverse."]

The emergence of a new model of reasoning, the Cartesian paradigm, is related to the popularity of the letter labyrinth in the baroque and its metatactual shift in the set of its meanings. The analytical way of thinking took the world into pieces like a machine; these, in accordance with the *pars pro toto* principle, were to determine the properties of the whole. The new understanding of the world underlined its construction, its mechanics, although for Descartes what had set the machine in motion was still the Unchangeable. This undoubtedly prompted the imagination to produce letter labyrinths, though some were used for purely ornamental purposes and had no sacred function at all.

In language this model of reasoning comes close to echoes of Cabbalistic thought. The formal influence of the Cabbala is evident in many baroque works, notably those containing elements of the "mathematics of language"; chronostica, anagrams, cabbalistic verse, etc.

Baroque works on poetics often visualize the superficiality of influence which did not go beyond linguistic juggling. Textual mechanical manipulation took the place of Cabbalistic mystical permutation. As Dick Higgins writes, "metaphors of hidden truths became ones of aesthetic truths." 72 Baroque poetics give precise recipes how to write such works (Figure 17). Instruction may also be found in studies dedicated to "natural magic." 73 The baroque emblematic imagination was quickened by the hidden and the mysterious so that it gradually lost sight of the actual meanings referring first and foremost to the inner world. The clergy has a more serious attitude towards these problems. The Jesuits, with Athanasius Kircher in the lead, 74 dedicated the most attention to the metaphysics of language and symbol. Chronostic inscriptions that we may find even today on the walls of sacred buildings and their furnishings, as well as in books, testify to the strong belief in the supernatural power of the script taken from the Book (chronostica were often Biblical verses in which letters signifying roman numerals added up to the desired date). Though rid of their inner essence, the "experiments" continued to relate to the circles of initiation, to which numerous examples by clerics bear evidence. One of the
This letter composition, being asemantic, may be understood either as an imitation of cabbalistic diagrams or as an instruction on how to compose labyrinth poems.

Figure 17. A letter labyrinth by Andreas Sutor (Schuster), from *Der Hundert Ausgige Blinde Argos...* (Augsburg: Rieger, 1740), 770.

Figure 18. A rebus labyrinth without words from Caramuel. See note 75.
most notable is the *Primus calamus ob oculos ponens metametricam quae variis . . . multiformes labyrinthes exornat* (1663, known as the *Metametrica* for a shortened title) by the Cistercian monk Juan Caramuel de Lobkowitz (1606-82), which includes numerous examples of word labyrinths (Figure 18). Yet many examples of labyrinth poems have a completely secular character, and are greetings to important persons, rulers, etc.

Many baroque letter labyrinths give an image of the world of intricate meanings that was worked out back in the Middle Ages, referring to the Center affecting the whole of creation. This interpenetration of the Civitas Dei and the Civitas Mundi added meaning to the road, which resulted in a kind of cultural balance. We even find such a labyrinth construction in Dante’s *Divine Comedy*. The labyrinth symbol was beginning to lose its sacred character in the sixteenth century. Santarchangelli observes that, up to the baroque, it was impossible to lose one’s bearings in a labyrinth building; the path, however winding, always led to the goal. Later, blundering and erring became possible. At this point Santarchangelli indicates the modern traits in this concept of the symbol.

Once we have lost sight of our point of reference, we are more acutely aware of our bewilderment. No longer enjoying the blessed sense of contact with the

Guide along the way, having let go of our thread of Ariadne, we are increasingly aware of the building rising around us, and are more trustful of its material and complex construction than of the underlying, hard-to-conceive ideas. The Cartesian mind disintegrated the great machinery of the universe in its unending divisions; our vision of the Way has become blurred, and our choice has become less deliberate in the growing chaos of information. Culture is, likewise, losing its sharp contours and dead words, ornamental symbols and meanings devoid of knowledge accumulate (we see this in some “post-Modernist” works — Figure 19).

Yet visual labyrinth construction did not vanish altogether with the baroque. We see it today in some works by concrete poets (Emmett Williams and Claus Bremer, for instance). Yet here, understanding is achieved along different lines, which is a different story anyway.
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Chinese Patterned Texts
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In China shaped poetry is closely linked with palindromes. The earliest examples are attributed to the fourth century A.D. An important source for early patterned poems was published in the twelfth century; another anthology appeared ca. 1693. The article includes examples of patterned poetry in translation and some remarks on the technique of ‘deciphering’ patterned poems.

The arrangement of a text into a shaped pattern is not unknown in Chinese literature. It belongs to the range of literary playforms in which the educated elite indulged, particularly since the Sung dynasty (960-1279). Such shaped texts were frequently devised as literary puzzles, because it was left to the ingenuity of the reader where to begin the reading and in which direction to proceed. The peculiarity of the Chinese script where a character is a word, and of the syntactic structure of literary Chinese where grammatical morphemes are relatively rare, has from early on linked shaped texts with palindromes (hui-wen). In a language like literary Chinese it is much easier to compose intelligent palindromes than in Indo-European languages, for example. It is therefore significant that in another East Asian language which is largely monosyllabic like Chinese, namely Vietnamese, we find palindromes, too (in Vietnamese they are called thuan ngich doc, ‘downstream and upstream reading’). Palindromes were recognized early as a legitimate art form in Chinese literary criticism. Already the Wen-hsin tiao-lung, a critical discussion of literary genres by Liu Hsieh (ca. 465-522), mentions palindromes as a genre by itself (Shih 1970: 45). A similar work of literary criticism, the Ts’ang-lang shih-hua by Yen Yü (fl. ca. 1200) lists palindromes along with shaped poetry (Debon 1962: 80-1) and other literary puzzles.

Shaped texts in Chinese can be poetry or prose. The text might be composed in order to be arranged in a pattern, or a pre-existing text can be shaped ex post. The pattern itself is either geometrical or abstract; circular arrangements are quite frequent. It can also be arranged so that the resulting shape is the visual representation of an object, animal or plant, etc. Each Chinese shaped text belongs to one or more of the categories listed above.

The first Chinese author who systematically collected palindromes and shaped poetry seems to have been Sang Shih-ch’ang, the author of the Hui-wen lei-chü (“A collection of palindromes according to categories’’). Unfortunately not much is known about him. The date of his birth can roughly be
estimated as ca. 1140. In addition to the Hui-wen lei-chū, Sang also wrote a treatise on the famous calligraphy by Wang Hsi-chih (303-79), the “Orchid pavilion preface” (Lan-t’ing hsū). This treatise is preserved and has been many times reprinted.

It seems that the Hui-wen lei-chū was printed during Sang’s lifetime, but no copy of the original edition has survived. In the sixteenth century the work was reprinted by the anthologist Chang Chi-hsiang (1507-87) but also of this edition no original copy could be traced in the bibliographies. Only the reprint of ca. 1692 by Chu Hsiang-hsien (for whom see below) is still extant, but even this edition is quite rare. It includes Sang Shih-ch’ang’s original, undated preface and several other prefatory materials. The work consists of four chapters: chapters one and two deal with shaped poetry, whereas chapters three and four are an anthology of palindromes. Chu’s edition has a fifth, unnumbered chapter, Chih-chin hui-wen t’u (“The palindrome on woven brocade with illustrations”). This chapter consists of the poem block attributed to Su Hui (for whom see below) and explanations on how to read this block. There follow nine woodcut illustrations based on the paintings of Chin Shih, a seventeenth-century painter, which illustrate scenes from the story of Su Hui. Each woodcut is accompanied by a poem from Chu Hsiang-hsien’s brush in a variety of calligraphic styles.

This poem block, in Chinese Hsūan-chi t’u, is one of the most famous literary tours de force in Chinese civilization. It is an arrangement of $29 \times 29 = 841$ characters in a square which can be read in various ways “backwards and forwards, up and down, in squares, whorls, diagonally, and in a dozen other combinations” (Lin 1965: 308). The Hsūan-chi t’u is attributed to Su Hui, the wife of the official Tou T’ao (4th Century). Tou had taken a sing-song girl as a concubine. Su Hui became understandably jealous, particularly after her husband had taken the concubine to accompany him to a distant office. Su Hui then wove a piece of brocade on which the 841 characters were represented in order to give expression to her sorrow and love, and sent it to her husband. Tou T’ao was so impressed by this piece of female ingenuity that he was reconciled with his wife. Ever since, the poem block has been regarded in China as a sublime piece of female skill, as C. T. Hsia has shown recently (Hsia 1977: 288-9). Most major literary critics in traditional China at least mention the poem block (e.g., see Debon 1962: 80, 169). The story of Su Hui and her ingenious piece of poetry is also the subject of a novel in colloquial Chinese, the Hui-wen chuan (“The story of the palindrome”), and there exist several theater plays with the same subject. A hand-scroll attributed to the Ming painter Ch’iu Ying (ca. 1494-ca. 1552) in the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art illustrates the story of Su Hui.

Another shaped poem written by a woman is the “Poem written on a round plate” (p’an-chung shih) attributed to the wife of Su Po-yū (2nd Century). This poem is arranged in seven concentric circles around the character shan (“mountain”) just as the character hsin (“heart”) is in the middle of Su Hui’s poem block. In the Hui-wen lei-chū the poem in the plate appears in chapter 2, page 1b-2a; it is also reproduced in Debon (1962: 170). The Hui-wen lei-chū
has, apart from the poem block, altogether seventeen shaped poems. The shapes are abstract, mostly in circles, but there are also three in other forms (squares or lattice shapes). The fact that they are all riddles is shown by the explanations on how to read the poems. Indeed, poems with a "hidden beginning" (ts'ang-t'ou) are at the basis of the anacyclic compositions.

It should be added that the poem block (Hsüan-chi t'u) has also been imitated in Japan, although the Japanese language makes it much more difficult to construct a shaped text. For an impressive example, see the catalog of a recent exhibition in Köln (Sho 1975: 142-5). It was composed by the Japanese emperor Go-Mizuno-o in 1648 and can be read in different ways so that the block yields sixteen different poems. The number of poems to be extracted according to the different ways of reading in the original Chinese poem block of Su Hui is much greater. It is possible to produce hundreds of readings of poems in various prosodic meters (for examples, see Wang 1976: 11f.; for illustrations of the Hsüan-chi t'u, see plates 1-10). The Hsüan-chi t'u also plays a certain role in the novel Ching-hua yün (for a translation see Li 1965: 242-3; for the original Chinese version see Li 1979: 290-301).

Chu Hsiang-hsien, the editor of Sang Shih-ch'ang's Hui-wen lei-chü was an elusive person. He was a native of Su-chou. He seems to have been a publisher because he had the blocks for the xylograph reprint of the Hui-wen lei-chü carved privately. We can cull some information about him from the various prefaces to his compilation, Hui-wen lei-chü hsü-pien ("A continuation of the Hui-wen lei-chü"). One of the prefaces to the continuation is dated 12th month of the year 1692 (in European chronology, January 6 to February 5, 1693). The Hsü-pien must therefore have been published privately some time after 1693. The book itself is relatively rare but very important because it includes a great number of shaped poems. The Hsü-pien consists of ten chapters, of which one to seven are an anthology of shaped texts and eight to ten are an anthology of palindromes by authors not represented in Sang Shih-ch'ang's Hui-wen lei-chü. Chu Hsiang-hsien's collection is partly based on an earlier work. Chapters three to six are a re-edition of the Hsüan-chi ts'ui-chin ("Fragmented brocades of the Hsüan-chi) by the late seventeenth-century author Wan Shu. This work had originally two chapters with thirty shaped poems in each chapter, which Chu Hsiang-hsien in his version spread over four chapters of his own anthology. Chapter seven of Chu's anthology consists of additions to Wan Shu's work, whereas chapters one and two are independently collected shaped poems.

There can be no doubt that Chu Hsiang-hsien's Hui-wen lei-chü hsü-pien is the most comprehensive anthology of shaped poetry in Chinese. The works by the twentieth-century author Wang Chung-hou (Wang 1966 and 1976) on palindromes largely rely on Chu Hsiang-hsien's work; they are, for the sinologist, useful because they include many punctuated readings of the literary puzzles in Chu Hsiang-hsien's and Sang Shih-ch'ang's books. A thorough analysis of the materials in the Hsü-pien would require much space and further research into the provenance of individual shaped poems. We shall therefore give in our survey a few results only. The total number of shaped pieces
(poetry and prose) in Chu’s anthology is 108. In not a few cases earlier poems have been put into shapes. These include poems by the famous author Tu Fu (712-70), by the Ming emperor Hsüan-tsung (1399-1435, r. 1425-35) and by the Ming literatus-painter T'ang Yin (1470-1523). In other cases the names of original authors are given but no identification was possible. Chu Hsiang-hsien himself contributed some pieces, and so did several of his learned friends.

Regarding the shapes of the texts, we can distinguish three types: poems derived from the Hsüan-chi t'u poem block, geometric arrangements (mostly cyclical), and poems shaped into representations of objects. Within this group we can again differentiate between poems which show a contentual relation to the shaped figure, and those which do not. As far as prosody is concerned, we find poems with four, five, six, or seven words per line, and also songs (tz'u). Song prosody is particularly difficult because of the complicated verse structures. In each case Chu Hsiang-hsien has added rules for the correct reading of the shaped text; he thus provides the solutions for the literary puzzles.

We might perhaps ask what the motives were for this purposely difficult genre. The answer is that such poems were intended to show off skill in mastering the complicated prosodic patterns of Chinese versification. At the same time, readers were tested for ingenuity and perceptiveness. In other words, patterned poems were a literary play-form of the homo ludens among the literati. It should also be noted that the content of these poems remains within the poetic traditions and conventions. The poems never try to open up unusual or non-traditional subject matter, nor do we find formal innovations or new prosodic patterns. Shaping poems did not mean much more than re-arranging a normal poem into a shape where it had to be “deciphered” in order to reappear as a regular poem. It is by no means easy to understand a patterned poem in Chinese because one has first to find out where to start reading and in what direction. Without the comments explaining the method of reading one would have to rely on a trial-and-error method. All this is difficult enough, but some authors were not content with the degree of difficulty and added more puzzles, for example, by indicating the technique of “dissected characters.” This means that in some poems one has to start reading or to use only a part of the character concerned. In the following we shall give some examples of poems included in Sang’s and Chu’s anthologies. The simplest form are poems arranged in a circular shape.

The first example of a circular poem is deceptively simple (Figure 1). The circle consists of only sixteen characters, but these characters can be used for a poem of twenty-eight words (four lines with seven words each). The trick consists, apart from finding out where to start reading, in repeating for each line the last three words of the preceding line. The poem is a winter poem from a series of four describing the four seasons. A free translation follows:

Everywhere white snow dances around the veranda.
When snow dances around the veranda, its ornaments are adorned like jade.
The veranda ornaments like jade make the silver park pure.
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Figure 2. Wang (1976) pl. 22. Based on *Hui-wen lei-chü hsü-pien*, ch. 2, p. 10b.
The park with silver adornments is pure, and light is the fragrance of the plum trees.

This anonymous poem uses conventional clichés for the winter: the white fragrant flowers of the plum blossom when it still snows. Silver and jade evoke purity. The important point is, however, that the poem is at the same time a palindrome and can be read backwards; the general sense remains more or less the same. Not only the last words of lines one, two, and four rhyme, but also the first words of lines four, three, and one.

A more complicated example is based on a poem attributed to the T’ang poet Po Chü-i (772-846) (Figure 2). It is arranged in an oval shape and combines “hidden beginning” with “dissected characters.” There are altogether 48 characters from which a poem of eight lines with seven words each can be formed. The missing eight characters \((8 \times 7 = 56 - 48 = 8)\) are supplied by dissection of the last characters of each line; the lower part of this character is a character by itself and serves as the first word of the following line. The title of the poem is “Wandering in the palace of purple mist,” and the content has a distinctly Taoist flavor, praising the quietness of a deserted palace garden and the absence of worldly ambitions and cares.

After water has washed away dust and dirt
I can sample the taste of the Tao.
It is sweeter than fame and riches.
These two are now forgotten.
In my heart I think of the guests from the Six Caves and the Cinnabar Clouds [the Taoist paradise].
I recite texts from the Purple Palace of the Three Pure Ones [Taoist gods].
Over ten miles I gathered lotus, singing until dawn.
One round wheel: the clear moon.
A breeze from the cassia tree brings fragrance.
When the sun rises again, noble gentlemen will return and look for me.
They will find me in the middle of the hills
With a drink of good wine.

We find also other more or less geometrical arrangements, such as lattice work like that used for windows, or a honey-comb pattern. Many of the shapes in Chu’s collection do, however, represent objects (but not human figures). The variety of objects is great: fruits, flowers, cloud patterns, buildings (for example, a Buddhist pagoda). Sometimes there is no connection between the content and the shaped form. In other cases, the relationship between content and shape is obvious. A poem shaped like a lamp describes the lantern festival of the first full moon in the new year. A poem on the mallow flower is shaped like the flower. The title of the arrangement is “Heart of the mallow,” and, indeed, the character \(k’uei\) (“mallow”) forms the “heart,” i.e., the middle of the shape (Figure 3). A pattern titled “Three-fold play of the plum blossom” consists of three ornaments shaped like the flower; the resulting verses are a poetic description of the flowering plum (Figure 4). The contours of a memorial stele are used for shaping five poems in praise of beautiful women of the
Figure 5. Hui-wen lei-chü hsü-pien, ch. 6, p. 11b.

Figure 6. Hui-wen lei-chü hsü-pien, ch. 5, p. 3b.
Figure 7. Hui-wen lei-chü hsü-pien, ch. 3, p. 7b.

Figure 8. Hui-wen lei-chü hsü-pien, ch. 7, p. 10b.
past whose names are skillfully interspersed in the pattern. The title is "Memorial stele for many beauties" (Figure 5).

In some cases the poems are birthday congratulations and the objects represented are therefore symbols of long life, such as chrysanthemums, peaches, or pine-trees. A poem on old age expresses the ideas associated with long life by arranging the characters of the poem so that they form the character shou ("longevity") (Figure 6). Some irony is expressed by a poem on a poor scholar's idyllic dwelling, or, rather, two poems because the 180 characters can be used for one seven-word poem (126 characters) and one five-word poem (90 characters). Also in this case some characters must be repeated. The 180 basic characters are arranged on 18 coins which, in turn, are inserted in two concentric circles within the contours of a big coin (Figure 7). The pattern has the title of "Mother-and-child coin."

In order to give an idea of this kind of poetry, a relatively uncomplicated example has been selected. It is a poem of four lines with seven words each. The twenty-eight characters are arranged so that they form the outline of a peach (Figure 8). This is the so-called peach of the immortals (p’an-t’ao), a mythical fruit growing in the Taoist paradise which when eaten gives immortality. These peaches ripen only three times in ten thousand years. The reading of the poem has to start with the character ken ("root") near the fruit-stem of the picture. A rough translation follows:

Their roots are here at the origin of the immortals.  
They are universally [beneficient like] dew and rain.  
They ripen three times.  
They flower for ten thousand years.  
On the day of a reunion with wine-cups and a banquet  
One comes to sample and to gather them.  
At the time when the flowers open fully,  
They compete with rose-colored clouds.

This poem is a palindrome. The meaning, if it is read backwards, is more or less the same, only the syntax and the sequence of images is, of course, different. In a "normal" reading, the last words of lines two and four rhyme with each other; correspondingly, when read backwards, the first words of lines one and three in the "normal" reading become the rhyming last words of the anacyclic reading: hua ("to flower") and hsia ("rose-colored clouds") are rhyming words, and so are tsun ("wine-cup") and ken ("root"). It should be added that the words ken and tsun have a different modern pronunciation, but they both belong in the same rhyming category in ancient Chinese.

As a rule, the poems included in Sang’s and Chu’s anthologies are undistinguished and conventional. Their authors are either anonymous or belong to the poetae minores. Some poems deal with the theme of female chaste love. This might be a reminiscence of the poem-block developed by the Lady Su Hui, who is considered in Chinese tradition as a paragon of female erudition and cleverness. Several of the shaped poems from Sang’s and Chu’s collections have been used as decorations of ink-slabs. Some examples can be found
in T’ao (1929: 5b) and in Togari (1953: 44 [poem shaped like a peach stone] and 86 [sunflower]). See also Franke (1962: pl. V, ill. 16 [abstract star pattern]).

Among the prose texts patterned into a representational shape some pieces collected by Henri Doré have been more than once reprinted: the ox being formed from a text discouraging the eating of beef (Doré 1912: v. 3, p. 308); the shape of a Buddhist monk (Doré 1912: v. 4, p. 366) is equally well known in Western literature. This is also true for the wine jar formed by a poem against wine drinking in Smith (1965: 173), originally published in 1914. It is fairly certain that many more such examples could be found if the popular literature of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries would be searched for shaped texts.

A beautifully executed specimen of shaped prose is preserved in Japan. It is the Chinese version of the Buddhist sutra Tsui-sheng-wang ching, commonly called the Golden Light Sutra. Its text consists of ten chapters, and in medieval Japan each of the chapters was shaped into a pagoda, surrounded by pictorial scenes illustrating episodes in the sutra text. For reproductions, see Brinker (1979: p. 6) and, in colors, Hōbōgirin 4 (1967: xxvii). The ten scrolls of this painting can be dated ca. 1150: the original is now in the temple Chusonji in Hiraizumi, prefecture Iwata, Japan, and is classed as “important cultural property.”

A typically Chinese (and Japanese) device is the fanciful calligraphy where one or several characters are written in a way which makes the characters appear as a painting. A well-known example is the calligraphy of the character k’uei, the name of the patron deity of literature. The resulting grotesque shape is hardly recognizable as the character k’uei, but at the same time it is a dynamic and impressive creation. This calligraphy is by Ma Te-chao (19th century) and has been frequently reproduced — e.g., in Bowler (1970: 120); and in Brinker (1979: 63-4). Bowler has another calligraphic piece in which a whole sentence is written in flowing brush strokes to produce a painting of the god of longevity. Many more examples of this type of calligraphy could be adduced; they are usually to be found on inscription stelae and were reproduced in China by rubbings. A particularly striking example of this intermediate art form which combines calligraphy and visual representation is the Jū-nyoze (“The ten like this”) attributed to the Japanese Buddhist monk Kūkai (744-835). This calligraphy consists of ten Buddhist sayings in Chinese, all beginning with the words “like this” (in Sino-Japanese, nyoze). Some characters are fancifully changed by replacing purely graphemic elements with representations of persons, trees, or animals (Brinker 1979: 63 and pl. III). Such playful art forms are, however, not so much shaped poetry in the accepted sense as they are fanciful calligraphic works.

Taoist talismans have sometimes been regarded as a sub-group of shaped texts. Examples are to be found chiefly in Doré (1911), but even today such talismans can be seen in the folk-calendars and almanacs printed in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Southeast Asia. It would, however, be misleading to consider these strange compositions as real texts. Only in exceptional cases have the characters any linguistic meaning so that they can be read as a text (as, for
instance, in Doré's illustration 116, where the only pictorial element in a Taoist imprecation are the six stars of the dipper constellation which appear instead of its name). The overwhelming majority of the talismans are artificial characters which have a symbolic meaning but cannot be "read" because they have no pronunciation. They can therefore not be regarded as coming under the same category as shaped texts.

There exists a curious piece of poetry attributed to the great scholar and artist Su Shih (1036-1101). Su Shih is said to have tested the literary skill of an envoy coming to China from the Khitan empire of Liao in the north by presenting him with a puzzle poem (see Su Shih: 5b-6a). This poem distorts standard characters but the distortion is indispensable for the understanding of the text. For example, the character shan ("mountain") is written very small and has to be read as "small mountain." The character t'ing ("pavilion") is written in an elongated shape and is to be read as chang-t'ing ("high pavilion"). There exists also a structuralist interpretation of Su Shih's poem (Chang 1977: 47).

In closing it must be said that the shaping of texts is still today a favorite play-form of some Chinese literati. Even in the People's Republic of China one can find examples. When I visited the Wild Goose Pagoda in Hsi-an in 1977, I discovered on the walls of the pagoda a graffiti poem in praise of Mao Tse-tung and the Chinese revolution, shaped like a pagoda with seven stories.
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Sanskrit Citrakāvyas and the Western Pattern Poem: A Critical Appraisal

Kalānāth Jhā
Bhagalpur University, India

Until recently little was known of the striking similarity between Sanskrit citrakāvyas and western pattern poems. In the category of visual poetry in Sanskrit fall ākāracitras such as club, sword, wheel, lotus, umbrella, banner, trident, bow, arrow, and plough – some of which are common to the western carmina figurata – and caticitras like all-moving, half-moving, horse-step, elephant-step, the varieties of cow-urinating design, a Sanskrit semblance of the western leonine verse. Modern letter poems in the west can be seen as parallel to letter designs of citrakāvyā. The present paper is an attempt to highlight the points of close convergence between the two genres and to bring home the basic unity underlying them.

Until recently, at least in India, it was believed that citrakāvyā was found only there (Kapādinā 1954:60). Perhaps the credit of unravelling the fact that related work is written widely outside India goes to my colleague Dick Higgins. In the West this literature generally goes by the broad names of “visual poetry” or “pattern poetry,” technopeignia or poesia visiva, although the titles connote somewhat different things. Ordinarily, visual poetry is understood to be the broader circle, encompassing within it pattern poetry. However, I believe the other way round, and some scholars like Higgins (1977) seem to be with me. The argument is simple but compelling: visual poetry is the poetry with only visual patterns, whereas pattern poetry might also denote poetry with aural or other patterns. But as we are concerned only with written literature and as citrakāvyā does not include sound poetry in the modern sense visual and pattern poetry can be bracketted together here.

Visual literature has been important for any country, linguistic unit, or group of people since ancient times as a vehicle for the communication of uniquely visual qualities. Specifically, it is pre-eminently a verbo-visual system suggesting closeness between word as composition and as representation (Doria 1979:70). Here we deal not so much with words as with coefficients, exponents, or linguistic tools which have use value rather than signification (Essary 1979:98). Visual literature is a construction of concrete elements which become expression in the process of synthesis and arrangement (Rahmings 1979:98), where the form of the work is part of the content. In other words, whatever expression there is in the work originates with the form.
In citrakāvya also the words and images are used to form a literary polyphony. This oriental variety of poetry, in any form, reflects the idea of some image or picture. In Sanskrit kāvyā denotes both verse and prose and so what is true of poetry is true of prose also. In western parlance we often hear of "shaped prose" encompassing both fiction and essay. Therefore, visual literature may be defined as language structure whose principal means of coherence and/or enchantment are visual rather than syntactical, or as images with or without words that function like a poem, a fiction, or an essay (Kostelanetz 1979:9).

In Sanskrit Bhāravi, Māgha, Śrī Harṣa, Ratnākar, Nītivarman, Parāśara Bhatta, Gunaballavasūri, Venkateśwara, Guṇabhadra, and Kṛṣṇaṁūrti are some of the writers of this literature most of whom, barring the beginning few, have composed complete works on citrakāvya, replete with either chimes (Sanskrit sound poems) or puns or patterns or bandhas of several varieties. As for Sanskrit rhetoricians, it is peculiar that almost all have touched upon the topic, though most of them cursorily, taking this variety of poetry to be of the lowest stratum.

Visual literature deserves especial notice for in order for it to be fully effective and visual perception of language is necessary. In the modern context it occupies a position of importance in cartography, diagramming, signage, video programming, films, and photography (Marcus 1979). It is with this in mind that writer and critic George Steiner (1970) has recently predicted the end of traditional book culture. In fact, visual literature begins where language leaves off; the verbal aspect becomes transcendent to its visual embodiments. In western literature the modern visual poetry has been quite distinct from the old one: the latter was more mimetic but the former is more expressive and improvised in the manner of an abstract expressionist painting (Higgins 1983:32) On the other hand, citrakāvya, though written even today, has its selfsame age-old rhetorical standards.

There is still a great deal of similarity between the occidental and oriental counterparts so far as the beginning of this genre is concerned, but it is strange that, while no new horizon appeared on the firmament of citrakāvya, the history of visual or pattern poetry in the West is full of ups and downs characterizing the appearance of several new horizons. Traditionally citrakāvya has been a mannerist poetic form, though I have tried to salvage its position (Jhā 1975:16-23). In western literary history pattern poetry has appeared four times as an extensive movement: during the Alexandrine period, the Carolingian renaissance, the baroque period, and the present day with movements like dadaism, neo-dadaism, concrete poetry, minimal art, etc.

It cannot be gainsaid that pattern poetry appeared at the end of one cultural epoch and the beginning of another. According to Geoffrey Cook (1979) visual poetry is a cry by the poet that the content of the past is cancerous and a new skin must be sewn to contain the dreams of the future. Certainly as death gives rise to birth cultural decadence is followed by a new era and vision. This is also the law of nature. In both East and West the times of such literary ferment have been the periods of mannerist propensities. Visual poetry was and is also a sign
of ferment — of decadence resolving itself into something else, some other kind of literary mannerisms. This is why Higgins declares: “The word is not dead; it is merely changing its skin” (1979:66). In fact many a visual poet has been an innovator in forms and literary experiments.

Citrakāvya is found primarily in Sanskrit and Prākrit, and secondarily, in the descendant modern literatures of India like Gujarāti, Tāmil, etc., and the lingua franca Hindi. In Sanskrit it is found as early as the Vedas and the Mahābhārata in the form of the kūtas or enigmatic verses. Pattern poetry in the modern sense — in clear, full-fledged shapes and designs — appeared first in Bhāravia, a poet of the seventh century though in stray verses (cf. his Kīrāṭājūniyam, cantos v and xv). About this time Jain Ācāryas were, perhaps, the first to have written complete works. They were later to adapt Sanskrit overwhelmingly, instead of the usual Prākrit, contributing a great deal to this branch of literature, of which an account has been given by Hirālāl R. Kapādiā (1954-6). Being a Gujarāti, he has also written a faithful resumé of citrakāvya in Gujarāti literature (1957).

But in spite of the early advent of pattern poetry in India, its genesis is not so clearly traceable here as in western literature. Plato in Cratylus associates the shape of the letter “O” to the meaning of the word “round.” Another Greek, Simmias of Rhodes (ca. 300 BC), in three shaped poems formed an axe, a pair of wings, and an egg by varying the length of horizontal lines. This was, really, the beginning of the pattern poetry concomitant to the Sanskrit bandhakāvya, a sub-genre of citrakāvya. In this variety the lute by Robert Angot (1634/1872), a French baroque poet, is perhaps the most representative as it is a developed design and an uncommon one, considering the age in which it was written. Syrinx, pyramid, pillar, love-knot (on the pattern of Sanskrit serpent-knots), sword, altar, Easter wings, etc., are the other patterns preferred by the occidental pattern poets, while the lotus, wheel, umbrella, banner, and many others are the verbal images in Prākrit and Sanskrit.

In the West acrostics are poems where the initial and/or the terminal letters of each line read vertically, forming words or groups of words. The resemblance of Sanskrit half-moving design (Ardhabhrama) or the all-round-moving design (Sarvatobhadra) to this is striking. In the Carolingian renaissance around the eighth century the monastic poets developed pure acrostics into a complex system by carefully spacing the letters in each line and using alternate spellings to make each line equal in length (cf. Josephus Scottus’ poem in Kostelanetz 1979:24). Peculiarly, some acrostics are used by François Villon in numerous poems, often signing his name in the envoy of a ballad in the fashion of Sanskrit lotus design which has the name of the poet inscribed in the middle filament portion (cf. Jhā 1975, figs. 7-8 in appendix 2; Kapādiā 1954, figs. 9, 10, 12 and p. 84; Kapādiā 1955, figs 30, 31, 32 and p. 134; and Kapādiā 1956, fig. 71 and p. 113).

Similar to acrostics but slightly different in form, are mesostics. Mesostics developed mostly in the seventeenth century in anonymous verses by cavaliers and court poets. One of the poems in such a collection of satire, “Le cabinet satyrique” (1618), hides a surprise ending and lewd suggestion in the letters of
the acrostic (Kostelanetz 1979:28) and draws a parallel to Sanskrit riddles, pure and interrogative, concealing the import of the speaker (cf. Kapādiā 1954:71, fn. 1). In this connection Stephen Scobie’s reference (1978) to Ian Hamilton Finlay’s use of every variety of pre-constrained linguistic formulae, cliché, proverb, riddles, etc., is important.

The rebus is also a variety of visual literature in the West — a more complex device demanding that a poem be deciphered as one reads it. It is generally based on the placement of the words or parts thereof in relation to each other, as: stand is read: “we understand.” In another type of rebus, numerals and letters are used for their homonyms, as “T-4-2” would mean “Tea for two.” Isidore Isou and members of the modern Lettriste movement rely heavily on the rebus, seeing it as an advanced form of communication. In this very style is the rondeau, which is nothing less nor more than a complex rebus used in every line of the verse (cf. the poem by Jean Marot in Seaman 1979). There is yet another class of poetry requiring oral reading of written letters (cf. the translation of Marot’s poem). There is no clear counterpart, perhaps, of this genre in Sanskrit or Prākrit, though slight similarities may exist within the compass of the above-said riddles, as may a large variety of kūtas in Sanskrit (cf. Jhā 1975:70-93) which are actually close to the juggled verses or “vers batelés” of the Renaissance and later Middle Ages. Jean Bouchet and Jean Meschinot are the two important names in this context (Kostelanetz 1979:25, 32). It is noteworthy that western pattern poetry includes puzzle poems in the style of the afore-said Sanskrit riddles as well, though not every puzzle poem, or, for that matter, even every rebus, is visual.

In Sanskrit citrakāvyas there were alternate periods of general appreciation and abhorrence. Likewise, in occidental poetry. While the rationalists of eighteenth century Europe rejected pattern poetry as frivolous, the Epicureans, on the contrary, were hosts to more visual poetic figures and designs like goblets and flasks (cf. Peignot 1978, where Apollinaire’s pieces are on pp. 97-9). This genre, in fact, resulted from distortions and suppressions of the verse woof by the poets, while preserving the regularity and orderliness of the figured warp. Although citrakāvya stands generally for only two categories of the so-called lower order of poetry in Sanskrit — śabdacitra and arthacitra — the third category, ubhayacitra, though propounded by only a few rhetoricians, has been necessitated and dealt with here for the sake of comparison of some concepts.

Although the general run of rhetoricians has said very little about the citrakāvyas, a few, including the versatile Bhoja, have delved a little more deeply. Metres played a vital role both in oriental and occidental visual poetry. The rhythms constitute, to my mind, a particular variety of sound poetry in Sanskrit over and above the complicated types of chime and onomatopoetic sounds. So far as western carmina figurata are concerned, not only is the number of letters in each line fixed and immutable, but also some letters in certain positions are obligatory (cf. Caruso and Polara 1969:114). In modern varieties of sound poetry onomatopoeia and the subordination of sense to
sound and intonations are important factors, though there are nonsense poems and notated sound poetries as well (Higgins 1983:40-52).

Among the varnacitras (peculiarities pertaining to letter, vowel, or consonant) ekāksarabandha (single-letter verses) and dwyakṣarabandha (double-letter verses) — as in Bhāravi's Kirāṭārjunīyām, Canto xv, vss. 5, 14, 38, etc. — are quite uncommon in any literature and might somehow parallel the alphabet or letter or monogram poems of the West (Doria 1979). Sthānacitra, denoting the peculiarity pertaining to the place of origin or pronunciation of letters in the mouth, is not important, and ākārcitras and bandhacitras, having no prominent points of distinction, constitute the bandhakāvya proper, analogous to the western pattern poetry in the narrow sense. The gaticitras, or the crita-variety of poetry pertaining to the movement of letters as in chess play (cf. Jhā 1975:60-1; Kapādiā and Jakobi 1896) comprising turāṅgapadabandha and śāraṇyāntrabandha, etc., and the various types of gomūtrikābandha denoting the crisscross sprinkling of urine of the moving, urinating cow (cf. Kapādiā 1954:64), especially the latter, are the oriental counterparts of the occidental leonine verse, perhaps relating to the presumed walk of a lion.

The above bandhas or designs relating to the moves in chess play, might truly be said to be a parallel genre to the western chessboard poems constituting almost a sub-genre of the western labyrinth. In the latter one works one's way to the desired meaning of the verse, much as one would proceed through a maze or labyrinth. Thus, the acrostic-resembling ardhabhrama or savratobhadra and the sthānacyuta variety of riddles or the Klīṣṭānvyā type of kūṭa (where the natural position of the words is disturbed and prose-order is difficult to arrive at) bear a major degree of resemblance to the labyrinth. Within the purview of citrakāvya, there are some riddles where concealment of a verb, any of the various cases or case-endings, gender, compound (kriyāgupta, kāraṅgupta, etc.), or dropping (or, the other way round, adding) of a half or a full syllable, bindu, visarga, or a letter lends charm to the particular verse as in the western carmina cancellata, a variety of mesostic where any letter or letters, if cancelled out according to some interior shape, also form words or groups of words. Hemacandra (1938) quite oddly puts these under the gudhacitra and cyutacitra varieties of citrakāvya which Bhoja (1934) does not corroborate.

Then there are proteus poems in which the elements are permuted line by line. For instance, the first four lines of such a poem might run: "I love you witch/ me love you witch/ me you love witch/ me you witch love . . .". This is in the nature of kramapātha or ghanapātha or jatāpātha, a peculiar reading of Vedic texts in ancient India. For example, compare this reading:

"Agnim īde īde purohitam yajñasya devam, devam rtwijam rtwijam hotāram, hotāram ratnadhatamam ratnadhatamam hotāram . . .".

for the Rigveda i.i.1:

"Agnimīde purohitam yajñasya devamṛtwijam hotāram ratnadhatamam . . .".

I implore Agni, the God, the priest, the ministrant of sacrifice, the giver of obligations, and the best bestower of splendid wealth. . .
Lapidary inscriptions are another form of pattern poetry. In these the letters look as if they had been carved, as if on stone, and give a somewhat visual finish to the poem (for a modern example, see Arrigo Lora-Totino, "Spazio," in Williams 1968).

Magical inscriptions are also sometimes impressive, and might come close to the Tantric Yantras or incantational designs of India (cf. Mayer 1978:11). In the West, the Enigma of Sator has been quite a matter for talk in sophisticated circles; it is nothing but a magic word square that has been treated as a pattern poem (Atkinson 1951). The Abraxas charm is also widely known in some circles; we get from it the familiar "Abracadabra" of popular magicians. Calligraphy has also been an effective factor in western visual poetry. The calligrams of Apollinaire, already mentioned are a testimony to this. The calligraphic poems by Paul Reps are important in so far as English literature is concerned. It is remarkable that this new form of art has been so strikingly prevalent in Arabic, Persian, and Chinese literatures. But, though this was cultivated as an art in ancient India, it never gained either the form or the status of pattern poetry here.

Some forms of citrakāvya, such as aksāramustikā (which has two sub-varieties, aksāramudrā and bhūtamudrā), bindumati, bhāśācitras, pratimālā, durvācakayoga, mlecchitavikalpa, sampāthya, mānasī, and ākīrnamantra, etc. (of which the first few are the more significant), were literary recreations in ancient India, as were the hui-wen in China. Among these, aksāramudrā is a sub-genre where the concealment of certain letters with a view to unfolding some purpose, engenders charm. In Bhūtamudrā, concealment is done for effecting brevity. It has several sub-varieties, including one where, from every foot, we get a four-footed verse of murajābandha (percussion design, cf. Jhā 1975:98). In bindumati, on the basis of a given verse, there arises another verse of the same meaning, of which indications are given through bindu or dots. For example.

```
OOOTOOTOTOT OOO OOO OO: I
OTOOOTO TOT OOO OO OTOO: II
```

This might be treated as the Indian counterpart to the western mathematical poem (cf. Pozzi 1981:42-3; and Mayer 1978:11; also compare the designs on Pozzi's p. 43, esp. "tabulae ii-vii," with Indian Tantric designs). Bhāśācitra is made up of a verse or verses appearing to have been composed in more than one language, thereby giving some suspense to the reader. In the West, also, we have macaronic verse, resembling the bilingual or perhaps multilingual citra-varieties of poetry. Other varieties are less important, but in every instance there is either some concealment or unravelling of some concealed purpose, giving the poem a quality of suspense or enthralment of the spirit. This quality, common in both the eastern and western pieces of pattern poetry, both old and new, can be said to be its life-core. As a matter of fact, these pattern poems or the citrakāvyaas are like art pieces telling posterity the story of the development of art and culture at a particular time. One can also go deeper into the enquiry as to why and how particular pieces were accepted and others
discarded during a particular age. Thus, they can also reflect the taste and culture of the people of that age. Linguists, too, can find in them their share of excitement, particularly in pieces that have some sense of linguistic dissections and juxtapositions. Again, look at some pieces of modern western concrete poetry we can say that they represent a certain school of expression in painting and art. Thus, both citrakāvya and pattern poetry are of interest, not only to poets and theoreticians of language and literature, but also to linguists, artists, cryptologists, and cultural and social historians as well as to comparatists.

This paper was first presented at the Sixth World Sanskrit Conference in Philadelphia on 14 October 1984.
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A Garland of Citrakāvya

Because citrakāvya are so unknown in the West and because Kalānāth Jhā’s article has no illustrations, we felt we should offer a representative selection of them, chosen for their historical as well as their artistic interest. Citrakāvya are, it will be recalled, poems which are classed according to their stock visual forms, called “bandhas,” each of which has its own traditions and associations. Thus we find repeating images of drums, swords, lotuses, and wheels (classified according to the number of their petals or their spokes), garlands, cruciform butter-churn handles, trees, etc. Besides the examples in Sanskrit and the Prākrits, Burmese, Tāmil, and Marathi, we know of citrakāvyas in Gujarati and Hindi, and they are said to exist in Malayalam and Telugu, Nepalese and Tibetan, and in Bengali.

—D. H.
Figure 1. These relatively simple Sanskrit pieces are rather early, although Valmiki, “the first Sanskrit poet,” is said to have written such works, too. These are from Samantabhadra or Sāntivarman’s *Jinasataka* (7th century) and are in the forms (bandhas) of āstapiśā (top) or muraja (middle & bottom) drums. For all: read from the asterisk in the upper left.

Figure 2. A six-spoke wheel, in the cakra-bandha, from the *Siddhipriyastotra* of Devanandin (8th century), a Digambara poet.
Figure 3. From Jinavallabha Sūri’s *Prasnasataka* (ca. 1135). They are examples of 4-, 8-, 12-, and 16-petal lotuses.
Figure 4. These prākrit snakes come from the *Alankāracintāmani* of Ajitasena, another Digambara writer (later than 9th century).

Figure 5. A pair of snakes and a peacock in Tāmil, probably also from the 18th century. Both are printed from the *Sithira kāvi malai* ("Pictorial garland of poems") of P. V. Abdul Catoor Sahib Pulavar (Madras: Avvaiahem, n. d.).
Figure 6. Although Burma is not part of India, her culture has, at various times, been deeply influenced by her larger neighbor. Here is a palm-leaf fan from the Porāṇa-dipāni kyan of U Thein (Hbo and Hmawbi), who also prints 12- and 7-petal lotuses, two butter-churn handles, and a wheel. He calls these pieces "jewel writing," and seems unaware of their connection with citrakāvya. Undated.

Figure 7. According to R. K. Joshi of Bombay, who sent us this conch-shell shaped citrakāvya in Marathi by Dasopant (1551-1615), the original was written on a piece of cloth four by forty feet and it included 1600 couplets on vedanta.
Pastoral Typography: Sigmund von Birken and the “Picture-Rhymes” of Johann Helwig

Jeremy Adler
University of London, England

This paper argues that European figured poetry of the Renaissance and Baroque periods is a distinctive art form, which combined aspects of Greek and Latin art into a new synthesis. The result was a specifically typographical style of literature, exemplified here in the theoretical comments and the cyclical collections of “picture-rhymes” by Birken and Helwig.

The Emergence of Renaissance Figured Poetry
When later writers adopted the Greek medium of figured poetry, they introduced some far-reaching changes. Whereas the Greek poets, such as Theocritus, had written individual poems in which the outline represented the shape of an object, Latin poets such as Porphyrius and Hrabanus Maurus utilized a new, rectilinear form where, by the use of complex acrostichs, a pattern was produced within a rectangle. No less significantly, the Latin poets put their poems into cycles. The unity of perceptual time implied by a single image notionally inscribed onto an object now gave way to the sequential progress of hours as the reader worked his way through from one complex image to the next. There was a time change. The visual instantaneity of previous figured poetry gave way to a contemplative continuum. And an ontological change: the free interplay between word, image, and object in the Greek poems was shut off by the eschatological certainties of Christianity. History had become a closed book. Hence, metaphysically, those magnificently adorned Latin rectangles, fit for a King or a Pope, which lay immutably bound between their covers. Time began with Creation and ended with the Second Coming. Between these incontrovertibles lay the mutable pages of history, of mere passing interest. The book, then, as a leaf in the volumes of time, asserted the permanence of faith. But with the Renaissance the splendid monastic folios made way for pocket books which an individual could afford. Even if he remained the child of God, the reader could open and close his books freely, without the say-so of clerical authority. The Church’s censorship was ultimately ousted by this freedom.

Devotional copying receded before mechanical impression: the earliest success of mechanization was the lever of free ideas. Printing with movable type made ideas portable as never before. It also brought a new lease of life to figured poetry which, in fact, became the art form of printing with movable
type. The form ceased to be a calligraphic exercise and now depended on the determinants of lead and press. Other functions of typography were utilitarian or decorative, albeit in the best sense, but in figured poetry the printer's skill could be stretched in the service of verbal-visual meaning. For printed figured poetry is not an eccentric art form but a quintessential expression of the emerging modern era. The machine had entered the service of art, and the age of mechanical reproduction, in which no 'original' existed, had begun.

An acute dialectic of Greek and Christian typifies the new poetry of the Renaissance, and not least figured poems. This even shows in the way they were put together. Numberless single poems were written. But, no less, most of the best writers linked several poems in some or other form. They were gathered into small anthologies in various poetics; or were included as integral parts of longer works. Here a complex play could arise between verbal image, implied object, associated, corresponding, and contrasting images — and between the surrounding text and the figured inserts.

The Pegnitz Shepherds
Among the most interesting examples of extended texts including groups of figured poems are the works of the Pegnitz Shepherds. The Shepherds were a moral and literary society founded in the seventeenth century in Nuremburg. Uniquely, the Shepherds gathered their figured poems into pastoral romances in the tradition of d’Urfé and Sidney. Thereby, they combined the dual heritage of Theocritus as a father of pastoral poetry and as an originator of figured verse. The resulting pastoral romances transfigured the maze of the world into what Poe called "the playful maziness of art".

The work which first combined these two aspects of the Pastoral tradition was The Pegnitz Pastoral published in 1644 by Georg Philip Harsdörffer and Johann Klaj. These were the founding fathers of the Pegnitz Shepherds. Their pastoral contains a figured poem in the shape of an Anvil, more remarkable for its original shape and historical significance than for any intrinsic worth. The full import of its inclusion in a pastoral was only to be recognized later, by Sigmund von Birken and Johann Helwig. It was Birken who first exploited the potential of the new medium in his Continuation of the Pegnitz Pastoral of 1645. This work includes two figured poems: "Garland" and "Syrinx". Birken’s recognition of the form’s worth emerges in his use of it in these two poems to celebrate the foundation of the Pegnitz Shepherds or Flower Order, as it was also known.

Sigmund von Birken’s Typographical Poetics
Birken’s beautifully produced volume reveals that when he turned to figured poetry, it was not for him just a visual form, but a typographic one. At the end of the work he gives expression to a typographical consciousness which typifies not just the layout of his volume, but the content, and the interrelation of typography and meaning which characterizes the whole production:
Furthermore, I hereby exhort the reader to observe three things in this little work: Of these the first are the side-notes (marginalia) which often clarify the content of a poem, and are therefore not to be ignored, although they are mainly included for his benefit, who is not conversant with the ancient names and histories. Furthermore, by use of small and large picture-letters, the content of a poem is often expressed, and sometimes even represented emblematically . . . Thirdly, and most importantly, I have always noted something remarkable by use of the blacker (Schwabacher) type, signifying amongst other things the objects described and sung . . . common rhyme-schemes . . ., etc. All this the gentle reader is asked to study most exactly, and then to judge in a favourable manner.

Birken conceives of typography creatively, as a part of the poet’s technical arsenal: his concept of form extended beyond poetics, and embraced the elements of typographical meaning as constituent parts of the literary artifact. Typography belonged integrally to meaning, and typographical meaning merged into poetic sense. As an illustration of Birken’s three typographical devices, consider the page on which his “Syrinx” appears (Figure 1).

1 The Marginal Notes. These function here much as they may in other texts, but it makes a difference when the poet himself prescribes them. In the first he draws attention to the nature of his “Syrinx” as “Picture-Rhymes” (Bilderreimen). By using the term “Picture-Rhyme” he specifies the precise nature of his text: it is not just a visual poem, but a rhyming picture. In denoting the form, he lets the act of naming enter into the poetic process: the linguistic sign, the very act of signifying, is integrated into reading. Such play between signifier and signified is basic to Birken’s technique, and underlies both the inter-relation of text and image, and a whole series of transformations.

By seemingly stating the obvious, the marginalia elevate poetic representation into a self-conscious, abstract process. Typographical play intellectualizes the content. Typically, after “Syrinx” has been written, the poets think about it (nachsinnen).

The second of these marginalia goes further: it is a cross reference to the Society’s original emblem (Sinnbild) presented earlier. In fact it introduces several correspondences: explicitly, it connects the Society’s first emblem, the Garland, with its new one, the Syrinx; implicitly, it may remind that the first, also, was depicted as a picture poem. Crucially, then, both emblems are elevated into picture poems — and they are the only two such poems in the work. The marginal note thus draws attention to the poems’ symbolic function.

2 The Black Letter (Schwabacher). This works in a way related to the margalia, but within the text. For example, Sinnbild (“Emblem”) stands out almost in mid-page. The type also picks out the motto of the emblem, Mit Nutzen erfreulich. Finally, it picks out the key words of the motto as they recur in the interpretative poem which follows.
3 The Decorative Initial. The book which forms the ground of the initial complements the meaning of the entire poem, by imaging the vehicle through which the Shepherds become useful (cf. Nutzen) and give pleasure (erfreulich). For the text refers only to “pastoral poem(s)” (Feldgedicht), to “rhyme” (Reim), and to the “gleeful pipe of reeds” (Freudenpfieff aus Rohren). The pictorial initial asserts the verse’s literary dimension: the work forms part

Figure 1. Sigmund von Birken, Fortsetzung Der Pegnitz-Schaferey, p. 67.
of book-culture, which is a self-conscious mirror of the pastoral existence, grounded in learning as well as play. Letter and book assume a single identity as mirrors of the world.

All three typographical devices coincide in emphasising the emblematic nature of the page, which in fact reflects the typical tripartite structure of an emblem: *lemma* or motto, *pictura* or picture, and *subscription* or epigram. As the emblem depends upon the interplay between curious motto, image, and explanation, so Birken’s typographical play effectively multiplies the signs involved into a veritable maze of meaning. Within this constellation, too, the visual poem has a pivotal place, in that it condenses the different features of an emblem into a single text.

**Mythological Transformation of Antiquity**

Behind the verbal visual play lies a further dimension of mythological transformations. The poem recalls the god Pan’s love for Syrinx as related by Ovid. The story is this. Syrinx, fleeing from Pan’s advances, begged the earth and the river nymphs to aid her, and was thereupon turned into a bed of reeds. In lamenting his disappointment at clasping these reeds for Syrinx, and to his own surprise, Pan stirred a melancholy sound from the reeds with his signs. Hereupon, he cut the reeds up into pipes of unequal length, to make the original Pipes of Pan or “Syrinx”. In Birken’s pastoral, Pan himself gives this same pipe to the Pegnitz Shepherds. Thus the pipe represents a mythical continuity with original pastoral poetry.

Further, the pipe implicitly asserts an historical continuity with the origins of figured poetry, and its connection with pastoral, by imitating the shape of Theocritus’ one figured poem, the “Syrinx”. An obvious difference between Theocritus’ syrinx and Birken’s, however, lies in the number of reeds. This indicates another, contemporary significance.

In the Shepherds’ original emblem of the Garland, the individual flowers represent particular members of the Order of Flowers, each of whom selects one flower as an emblem. The seven reeds of Birken’s poem correspond to the seven members of the society at the time Pan donated them the Syrinx. Thus, the text telescopes myth, history, and contemporary reference into a single image.

However, no less importantly, an interplay emerges in the juxtaposition of Garland — Flowers — Shepherds — Reeds — Pipe, whereby a motif undergoes a sequence of transformations, to establish the fundamental identity of only outwardly distinct realities. The mythical process engages contemporary action. Individually, the Shepherds are represented by flowers and reeds; collectively, by the garland and pipe. Thus garland (visual) and syrinx (acoustic) represent two aspects of a single reality. The choice of pictorial poems to embody this coincidence is of course crucial: for through its dual character as poem and picture, the genre in its very essence typifies the mirror-relation and identity of different orders of existence, and, specifically, of music and painting in the art of verse. It is to this quality especially which Birken’s choice of name, *Bilder-Reim* (“Picture-Rhyme”), draws attention.

---
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Figure 2. “Hertz” (heart), p. 7.

Figure 3. “Pyramis oder Flammseule” (pyramid), p. 8.

Note: Figures 2 through 13 are from Johann Helwig, Die Nymphe Noris.
Johann Helwig’s Aesthetics of the “Picture-Rhyme”

Johann Helwig adopted the same format as Birken for his avowed sequel to the pastoral, namely his *Noris the Nymph* of 1650. He adopted the same open formal structure; and a similar layout to his predecessors, following them in the very choice of page size. However, where Birken had included only two figured poems, Helwig marshalled a total of twelve (Figures 2-13). If history had robbed him of the chance to commemorate the founding of the Pegnitz Shepherds, he was not to be outdone when it came to a pyrotechnical display of technopaegnia.

Shortly after presenting his first two figured poems, Helwig explains the form by way of a speech which he attributes to Strephon (i.e., the poet Georg Philip Harsdörffer) to whom Birken, in his turn, had previously attributed his “Garland” poem. Helwig’s speech contains four main points. Firstly, Helwig cuts a lance for figured poetry by modifying Harsdörffer’s actual published views. Previously, Harsdörffer had expressed some reservations about the form, classing it more to rhyming than to poetry proper. Now, Helwig lets him designate it the finest example of poetic “novelty” (des Neuen). It is the form par excellence which both “amuses” and “instructs” (belustiget und nutze). Thus he gives figured poetry pride of place among all poetic forms, by presenting it in terms of an aesthetic of novelty. This aesthetic is indeed crucial to the appreciation of the form.

Secondly, and no less importantly, Helwig underpins his case with reference to classical precedent, by naming the earliest Greek examples: “Theocritus’ Pan-pipes, the egg made by Simias of Rhodes, the double-headed axe, and a pair of wings.” In this way Helwig fills a gap in Birken’s argument, where the role of the pastoral poets in developing figured poetry had remained unstated: he explicates both the aesthetic and the historical sub-text of Birken’s achievement.

Thirdly, Helwig surveys the current scene to give an idea of contemporary inventiveness: “... And today in our mother tongue the shape of an egg, tall goblet, raised cross, garland, mourning flag, Egyptian pyramid, purse, shepherd’s cap, heart, altar, and others ...” This observation combines the first and second points, in that it reveals contemporary “novelty” at work in the historically attested form: besides the Greek shapes of an egg and an altar, Helwig lists others typical of the new age, such as the cross, the heart, and the goblet; but also some which are less common, such as the purse and the shepherd’s cap.

Fourthly, Helwig concludes with two linguistic points: the purity of rhymes in figured verse, and the appropriateness of the language: “Yet, ... besides the purity of rhymes, we should also observe what a wise man has demanded in his dialogues [marginal note: Plato]: that in all things one should employ the equivalent words and phrases, which imitate the things”. The reference to rhymes is far from incidental: it recalls Birken’s preferred term, Bilder-Reime, and asserts the dual character of the medium, not just as picture-poems, but as a combination of words and music. More than this, as the reference to Plato’s Cratylius indicates, the choice of language should be meaningful, not arbitrary; words and picture should combine into a meaningful image.
Figure 4. “Parnassus”, p. 83.

Der Olympische Erste Tagzeit.

Figure 5. “Thurn” (tower), p. 84.

Der Olympische Erste Tagzeit.


Welche des Sterephon so getane Rede die andern alle mit Freuden bestätigt; und freilich gans willig eingewilligt haben/benehmen ihn aber damit überhaupt / die gleichmässse Anfang zu machen. Worauf Sterephon ein reinem Pappe meiner Tassen gelegen / den Klepgrieff ergreifen / und die Abbildung des zweipfistigen Parnassus / mit zierlichen Reimen / also vorgestellet.

Höhe welcher mehrer unter Stürze Spinnen morgens machen Phobus und die Piermen wohnt auf so großem Zinnen/ welcher Äugenthracht Frucht unser Pegasus der Montan für die Ores und dem Pan zu besteh'd hat gesucht. Scheide die unbegrenzten Flugel / wohnlichen pfleggeschmückte Flugel / bald rührt von der Pfeife / und der herz zu Tische singen.

Sich andernlieb und schweb / O den ehrt / hoch greche/ wo so der uns lehrt/ der betrachtliche Lob/ flugreiche Lehre: Gott und sein Ehre: auszimmern sehr; dessen Flagens Ruhm und Preis stetig sich vermehrt und dessen Flugel Gott unsre Sonne nähte: Sterephon / Sterephon ists / dessen Lob erschalle; dessen Spielgesicht' überall erhallt; seine Pfffe und Laut' jedermaen ersucht; den betrübten Nube muttert und erneut; dessen Zunft erteilt großer Herren Gunst/ dessen Gunst bewege aller Künstem Brünke.

Leb' ohn Nid lange zeit Sterephon wortet/ sich beschämt/ wol bestelle zweife nicht/ alten vonmen/ die noch existier. Deinem Gebet sich schwinget im Erden, wo kein End noch zielt oft es verbläfte einverleib in der grauen Erdigkeit. Sterephons / Sterephons ehrer Nam wollet im verhülltlich nicht/ Sterephons Nam bestreitet ist / wie der Sonn und Sterne Licht: sômen was zugten schweb / nicht besteh und verbrannt: wird man doch des Sterephons Preis in der Zunsburg noch finden.
Figure 6. “Nußbaum” (nut-tree), p. 85.

Der Tympe Floris Erste Tagzeit.

Helianthus sagte: "Wiewol ich zur Zeit in dergleichen Erfüllung an, mich noch wenig gedient und gleichsam wie ein Neuling unterweilen mit Unterlaß, so will ich doch meinen gesegneten Willen zu erkennen geben, so gut es fällt/ den über und stotternden Nußbaum vormahlen.

Ach!

ohne Schuld

hier leid ich

willschlig

und ertragend Gebühr

den/d qualte mich.

Soll dann das lieben seyn?

bitter schweren Pein!

So man meiner Früchten will

schau/gezeichnet schlecht/ verb ich meiner Zier beraubte mit Unbill/

Bären/Kinder/Magd mit Knecht/ schenken mir aus stät eines Dankesküss/

Stein und Stecken mit Verdruss/

so allhier

für und für

ist der Lauff/

ist der Kuß/

Zusammen mit Ehr

ein viel mehr

hier regiere/

und verführe

einen Stand/

Sonder Schand

froh Gut nemen mit Gewalt/

macht/ daß alle lieb erzyt.

M 3

Figure 7. “Reichsapfel” (imperial orb), p. 86.

Der Tympe Floris Erste Tagzeit.

Darnach aber beg dieser unserer eingeschränkt zusammenkünft auch der abwesenden Wogenossen gedacht werde/ und unserer seither erzeugte/ sprache Sterphon /so will ich/ in des Mysticus Namens einen Reichsapfel/ mit dem Zustand zeitiger Zeiten/vor Augen stellen.

O wie süß!

aber süß

kön des Friedes Füls?

jeder sie erföz!

Krieges flut

franket Much;

als verhört/

als zersöst.

Deutsche Reich

ist nicht gleich

ihm ist mehr.

Gott erhöre!

und beachte

uns den Friedenslau/ uns nicht gar verheere ganz!

Deiner Gnaden Aug über uns aufwachse/

uns die treue Liebe und Eintracht beleche/

darmit aus dem Plan dieses runden Weltgeba/

Ach! dein Lob ershall/ und sich deine Kirch erfreut!

Mächtig ist dein Wort/ kräftig deine Stimme/

erg bein des Hausi/ fieure seinen Stimming/

Grosser Gebacht, unser Bitt gewer/

auf da wachst und sich vermehe

dich dein Eigenthum/

Dich zu Preis und Ruhm.
Figure 8. “Oergelein” (organ), p. 87.

Figure 9. “Schalmei” (Syrinx), p. 88.

Figure 10. “Laute” (lute), p. 88.
Verbal-Visual Poetry

Besides the general fulfilment of shape by language in lines, each of Helwig’s figured poems entails the specific enactment of rhythm, metre, and rhyme. In his poems (as in Birken’s) rhyme is indeed inseparable from shape, and contributes substantially to the poems' “playful maziness”. Take “Parnassus” (Figure 4). The poem consists of a first visual dimension provided by the outer shape; and of a second, created by the sequence of lines, which demand a reading against the shape:

The text displaces the normal smoothness of linear perception by a technique of repeated interference. Simultaneously, the rhymes overlay the first two visual dimensions with a third, defined by the point where the eye recognizes the exact repetition of a sound. Here, the visual and the acoustic dimensions of the poems intersect, and the sound effectively creates a third acoustico-visual dimension.

The text continually plays on the reader’s rhyming expectations. A suggestion of rhyme emerges in the first two lines with the echoing “e” of hohe, Berge, and Weide, which imply a connexion between the separate summits. But the rhymes only fully emerge in lines two and three with:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{welcher} & \quad \text{Weide} \\
\text{unser} & \quad \text{Hirtenfreude}
\end{align*}
\]

The poem asserts a pattern of vertical rhyme. The two summits appear separate. Thereupon, however, the text immediately breaks the pattern with cross rhymes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Spitzen} & \quad \text{Stralen} \\
\text{mahlen} & \quad \text{erhitzen}
\end{align*}
\]

The summits seem connected. Then come parallel rhymes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pierinnen} & \quad \text{Zinnen}
\end{align*}
\]

Next, a reversion to cross rhyme:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Frucht} & \quad \text{Montan} \\
\text{Pan} & \quad \text{gesucht}
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, the text reaches a climax with another parallel rhyme:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Klingen} & \quad \text{singen}
\end{align*}
\]
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Figure 11. “Springender Rohrbrunnen” (fountain), p. 89.

Figure 12. “Sanduhr” (hourglass), p. 90.
The rhymes not only enhance the poem’s density. By offsetting the interference between the first two visual dimensions and by introducing repeated acoustic resolutions, the rhymes actually complete the image. More than just a visual poem, it is a verbal, visual, and acoustic text, whose parts create a single whole.

The “Open” Cycle

If for Helwig the figured poem depends upon an aesthetic of novelty, this must mean the initial novelty of words put into shape in a single poem. For this creates a surprise effect, by breaking out of a standard framework into pictorial space. Such novelty can indeed be found in the individual poems. But there is also another aspect: the sense of novelty which arises in a sequence of poems, where one image replaces another in quick succession. The experience of novelty when discovering an individual poem or sequence consists in a peculiar combination of things: surprise, curiosity, admiration, a shade of incredulity, perhaps, and possibly a moment of doubt and censure. Mixed with a mild sense of wonder, the viewer will probably feel, either more or less approvingly, a sense of disquiet or satisfaction at the overturning of an aesthetic norm. Hence the ridicule and disproportionate criticism that figured poetry has called forth. The visual poem is by its nature a small outrage against convention. It is a hybrid, bordering on the grotesque, what has been called a “Centaur”. The form depends, in the West, upon the tension between expectation (distinctness of the arts) and fulfilled contradiction (picture poem). As a result, the complexity of emotions which the form arouses produces a degree of pleasure (or discomfort) out of all proportion to the artistic achievement. The pleasure consists, I think, in a kind of mental intricacy. An intellectual delight corresponding to the ingenuity of the work.

As when Pierrot pulls out a whole succession of coloured handkerchiefs from his pocket, sheer abundance enhances the novelty. The order of the poems similarly heightens the surprise. In some cases poems may be visually paired; in others, wholly contrasted. The best collections combine continuity with variety, as is the case with Helwig’s. Some poems are clearly paired: the first “Heart” shape (Figure 2) is inverted in the following “Pyramid” (Figure 3); “Nut-tree” (Figure 6) in “Orb of the Realm” (Figure 7); and “Syrinx” and “Lute” (Figures 9 and 10) also form a pair. But no less significantly, related objects may be separated, such as “Monument” (Figure 5), “Fountain” or “Spring” (Figure 11), and the final “Monument” to the shepherds (Figure 13). Where a more logical sequence might strengthen the coherence, the emphasis here falls on variety, to heighten the sense of abundance and ingenuity. As a result, a theatrical quality enters the collection: the sequence of texts forms a dazzling display, as each page opens up new surprises. To the extent that they are novelties, these poems are conceits. But as in the best conceits, incongruity reveals a more deep-rooted order. For example, the poem in praise of Strephon (Figure 5) in the shape of a tower with three turrets represents Harsdorffer’s real coat of arms. By alluding to his noblest attributes, the poem unequivocally explains his escutcheon: the linguistic representation of the
armorial bearings discloses the underlying meaning of the visual image. First (lines 1-4), the text interprets Strephon’s position on earth — according with his tower — in terms of height imagery. Then, prior to praising his poetry, it establishes Strephon’s relation to the metaphysical order, by equating his height with contemplation of the Divine (line 7). This creates a moment of anticipation at the poem’s head, only resolved at the end (lines 22-27). Here, it emerges that poems such as Strephon’s actually attain the metaphysical order in eternity. The earthly tower is ultimately replaced by God’s heavenly tower (line 27). Thus, the figured poem captures the metaphysical reality underpinning the sublunary world, disclosing a correspondence between worldly escutcheon and heavenly estate. No less important than the hierarchical order which an individual poem establishes is that which emerges in the interconnection between different poems. Here, too, behind the apparent diversity of forms, the reader is led to discover a basic unity. Take “Fountain” (Figure 11). Visually, this belongs with the architectural pieces such as Strephon’s “Tower” and “Monument” (Figures 5, 13). According to the accompanying text, it represents an actual fountain which two of the poets had seen that morning. However, it is also to be understood as an emblem of a spring on Mount Parnassus. Hence, the poem is to be seen as a companion-piece to “Parnassus” several pages earlier (Figure 4). These two poems, moreover, are but two points in a more complex image pattern which, in fact, encompasses the whole collection. Visually, “Heart” and “Pyramid” (Figures 2 and 3) reappear in the

Figure 13. “Monument oder Ehrensäule” (monument), p. 91.
double pyramid of “Parnassus”; thematically, “Parnassus” heralds the theme of poetry and music, which in its turn finds expression in “Organ”, “Syrinx”, and “Lute” (Figures 8, 9, 10). But via “Fountain” another relation also pertains to the final poem, which celebrates the Shepherds’ work as a “spring” and “stream” (Figure 13, l.15f). Thus, in a cycle like Helwig’s, the free-play typical of the earliest Greek examples fuses with the more structured framework of a medieval cycle.

Helwig’s poems can be seen to exploit the same principle of quasi-mythical transformations as Birken’s. This they do by relating past and present (e.g., Parnassus’ stream and the fountain), and by successfully transforming different categories of being: visual shape, language, semantic sense, theme, imagery, object, and metaphysical reality. Going beyond Helwig, one might add that it is not just novelty which distinguishes picture poems nor, indeed, their pivotal position as the one typographical art, but their dual character which makes them the ideal vehicles of poetic transformation. In congruent duality, they can reveal an essence equally beyond word and picture, which unites the bristling diversity of things into a delightful yet somehow edifying whole.


15. *Die Nymphe Noris*, p. 82.


18. See for example Addison’s attack on figured verse in *The Spectator*, No. 58, 7 May 1711.
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Georg Weber's Lebens-Früchte (1649)

Karl F. Otto, Jr.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Georg Weber's Sieben Theile Wohlriechender Lebens-Früchte (Danzig 1649) is investigated with regard to the pattern poems it contains. Each of the seven introductory poems (all pattern or picture poems) are thematic indicators of the remaining poems in each of the seven sections, and, further, these seven poems form a progression among themselves.

Pattern poems were very common in seventeenth-century Germany.1 They occur in both Latin and German, and, occasionally, in other languages as well. Regardless of the language, however, they are mostly single poems, written for one specific occasion—a birthday celebration, a wedding, a funeral, or some such similar event. Such singularity of purpose does not detract from their value or appearance; it simply means that they are to be understood on their own terms as individual units, and not in relation to any other poem or poems, pattern or otherwise.

It is, therefore, the more enjoyable to find a collection of songs, hymns, and prayers which offers several pattern poems. The collection, written by the relatively unknown Georg Weber (ca. 1610-after 1653), is entitled Sieben Theile Wohlriechender Lebens-Früchte... and was published in Danzig in 1649.2

Most of the lexica can piece together only a very scant biography of Weber, and little if any progress has been made over the years in gaining a more complete picture. Zedler's Universal-Lexikon reports Weber was born around Dalen (Dahlen near Meissen), that he received a master's degree, and that he was employed in Magdeburg.3 In the Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, Robert Eitner added nothing new, although he did sort out two persons named Georg Weber and one Georg Heinrich Weber from each other.4 In Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Martin Geck adds a few details, but he admits that Weber's life has not been thoroughly investigated.5 Geck says Weber was at the court in Stockholm beginning in 1640, that the well-known baroque musician Heinrich Schütz recommended him for a position in Danzig in 1647, and that he remained there until 1651. Later he was, as Zedler already knew, in Magdeburg. Geck also brings Weber into a circle of song and hymn writers who were quite active in Danzig and Königsberg around the middle of the seventeenth century, a circle which included T. Strutius, J. Weichman, C. Kaldenbach, and C. Werner.6 Finally, in 1980 the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians brings a short note on Weber, written by A. Lindsey Kirwan. In terms of new details, Kirwan informs us that Weber was appointed.
as bass singer in the court chapel at Gottorf in 1632, notes the influence of Heinrich Albert (1604 to ca. 1656), and points out the Italianate influences which can be seen, especially in the solo songs in the Lebens-Früchte, where "recitative-like passages and ornate vocal writing occur." Kirwan also notes Weber's importance in the development of the instrumentally accompanied song, especially the ritornello. A very few minor details, coupled with generally harsh judgments of Weber's literary ability, can be found in other works as well.8

This is really about all we know of Georg Weber. Nonetheless, this does not hinder an appreciation of his works, of which very few are actually known. In addition to the Lebens-Früchte, only two are readily accessible: Kampf und Sieg oder ganzer Lebenslauff eines recht Christlichen Kreutzträgers (Hamburg 1645), which is written in the form of a drama9 and Himmel Steigendes Dankopfer (Leipzig 1652).10 Another work, listed in Goedeke's Grundriss, Sieben Lieb- Lob- und Danklieder für die heilige Menschwerdung Jesu Christi (n.p. 1653), was unavailable to me.11 Other works, now apparently lost, are often listed in other bibliographies. The work to be discussed here, the Lebens-Früchte, indicates in its title that there are seven sections, or parts to the composition, and that they are concerned with various sections or parts of life:


[Seven Kinds (or Parts) of Sweet-smelling Fruits of Life of a Heart which is truly dedicated to God, the juice and growth of which has sprung from their eternal tree of life, Jesus Christ . . . Brought to Light at the following seven times, viz. daily, yearly, hourly, momentary, as well as in times of comforting, loving, and departing or dying. Put to very simple melodies and . . . set by Georg Weber. 1649. To be found in Danzig.]

Hence, the times referred to are daily, yearly, hourly, momentary, as well as times of comforting (or refreshing), loving, and departing or dying. The number seven is defended by Weber in his introductory notes, as in the number ten. Weber himself says:

And as it pleased our merciful heavenly Father, to make me, an unworthy person, through the loving cross, without which no true Christian can be found, similar to the image of His loving son, so here, too, in the present seven divisions, which division is naturally self-evident, he had given me the ability to portray a man intellectually oriented toward the cross. (In the same way, the two constituent parts of a man contain within themselves seven parts: namely the body: earth, water, air, fire; the soul: disposition, reason, and memory. In addition, the numbers seven and ten are common in Holy Scripture, and induce reflection. Among which, this one, the Stufen-Zahl of
endlich gar
Dich wird labend
Er aus Gnaden
Bist zur Engelsfer
Sels ihm dienstbar seyn
Opfern Gott dein leben
Zum Gefangnen geben
Dich wirst dieser Hohe und dein
v Dorthinn in der Welt verirr't
Das du verbunden
Ersehn/empfinden
Groß Wunder wird
Wo Herz und Sinne
Bist oben hinn
So glüht der lauff
Hals nichts dich auss?
In der Kranken Seelen
Furcht und Angst dich quelen
Den Stunden-Wurf
So macht frey
Die Arken
Die Freund und luft
Darinn / und alles:
Auch selbst der Schatz
Er ist der Thurm
Du Erden-Wurm!
An Jesu freiere welscher
Die dich zu Jesu Christo ragt
Rechte Sera ist die letzer
Die Trepp' ist dort schon angelegt

Geistlicher Schatz-Thurm

Figure 1. Introductory poem for part one of Georg Weber's Lebens-Früchte (1649). Yale Collection of German Literature. Beinecke Rare Book Library.

Figure 2. Introductory poem for part two of the Lebens-Früchte. Yale Collection of German Literature. Beinecke Rare Book Library.
mankind was already used by me twelve years ago in Poland in my Poetischen Abtheilungen, not from some strange brain [i.e., it was not some stranger's idea], so it has also been retained here.)

Hence, the four basic elements related to the body are considered important: earth, air, fire, and water, as are the three powers of the soul: disposition, reason, and memory. These, however, have little to do with the seven parts of the collection, that is, no one part is devoted to any, or to each, of these seven items. However, each of the seven parts is generally composed of ten songs or hymns: parts one, four, five, six, and seven each have exactly ten hymns, and parts two and three each have sixteen hymns. The songs in part two are dedicated to "die vornehmsten 10. Fest-Tage des Jahres" ("the ten most eminent festivals of the year") which according to Weber are the Annunciation, Christmas, New Year's Day, the Passion and Death (five songs are printed here), the Resurrection (two songs), the Ascension, Pentecost, Trinity, St. Michael (two songs), and All Saints' Day. The songs in part three are divided into three songs dealing with the Prodigal Son, three songs dealing with Penance, and, finally, ten songs about the cross, misery, and temptation. Here, the seven-ten relationship is least applicable or visible.

The numbers seven and ten do play a role in the collection as a whole, even to the point where one might say that seven times ten would have been the ideal, and probably was what Weber actually intended, as seventy is generally considered to be a number of special significance.

What is more interesting, however, is the fact that each of the seven parts is introduced by a picture poem. To be sure, there are other pattern poems in the collection, but they actually play a subordinate role when compared to the introductory poems. It would have been most appropriate had there been a readily discernible connection between each introductory poem and the remaining poems in the given section, but this was not always the case. The remainder of this paper will focus on such relationships to the extent that they do occur.

The first pattern poem (Figure 1) forms a stair: there are twelve steps made from twenty lines of poetry (i.e., two times ten lines) with each of the eight longest steps composed of two lines, the four top ones of one line each. The poem is entitled "Treppe der Andacht" ("Stairs of Devotion") and has to be read from bottom to top. Weber gives a hint about interrelatedness of the pattern poems when he says of the stair that it "leads to the following tower, that is, the second part of the wohlrreichender Lebens-Früchte." There is no apparent connection between the stairs and the prayers or songs of part one, which all deal with everyday, rather mundane items. Songs are written, for example, for the following types of events: "When one arises", "When one goes to work", "Song of Thanksgiving after eating", "When one is ready to go on a trip", etc. However, if one considers each of these a small step toward perfection, which would be quite in keeping with Weber's thoughts and aims, then some connection does begin to emerge.

The second picture poem (Figure 2) is that of a "geistlicher Schatz-Thurm" ("Spiritual treasure-tower") and, referring to the first section of his
Figure 3. Introductory poem for part three of the Lebens-Früchte. Yale Collection of German Literature. Beinecke Rare Book Library.

Figure 4. Introductory poem for part four of the Lebens-Früchte. Yale Collection of German Literature. Beinecke Rare Book Library.
Lebens-Früchte, Weber notes in the first line of the tower: “The stair was already laid out back there”. This poem, too, has to be read from bottom to top. The reader is admonished to continue climbing toward his savior: “Climb further, toward Jesus, You Earth worm!” The top lines make clear the end of the journey: “Always serve him until he out of mercy finally invites you to [be part of] the angelic throng”. It should be noted, too, that this poem consists of thirty lines, three times ten. A connection between the tower and the poems is not readily apparent, but the feast days indicated might indeed represent some of the treasures.

The poem introducing part three (Figure 3) is somewhat more complicated: it shows a large heart pierced with a cross in the center, and contains two smaller hearts on either side of the cross as well; it is one of two Weber pattern poems which contain more than one image (the other being the poem introducing part seven). This part deals with repentance, penance, and crosses, and here the connection between the introductory poem and the other hymns in this part begins to emerge more clearly, particularly as there are three penance prayers and ten songs about crosses and temptations. After three songs about the Prodigal Son (in the first, the son speaks to himself, in the second he falls at his father’s feet and asks forgiveness, and in the third we hear the father speaking to the son and forgiving him), the second section deals with contrition and the request for forgiveness. The three songs in this section are entitled “As man observes his soul, cries sincerely about it, and, filled with remorse, finds refuge in his savior Jesus Christ”, “Sevenfold Comfort”, and “As the soul, rueing its sins, turns from the wrath and justice of God to his mercy”. The last section consists of ten songs dealing for the most part with temptation, penance, and contrition. Representative titles include “A serious prayer in intellectual temptation and all kinds of need”, “An ardent prayer during periods of distress”, “Sighs of prayer and belief in times of temptation and great need”, and similar titles.

Part four is introduced by an altar (Figure 4) with Weber’s opening line (again at the bottom) being “So far the church has been built up to this point”, obviously a reference to the steps and tower of parts one and two. There are twelve lines, divided into three sections (three lines, seven lines, and two lines); the top line, “On this, one will continuously offer sacrifice”, leads directly to part five. In the fourth part, one is to see the untiring pleading of a soul pining for its King and Savior, Christ. The songs include a conversation between Christ and a sorrowing soul (a pattern poem, incidentally), a poem of encouragement about how one can lie prostrate before God’s throne in a state of continual pleading, and one on divine solace (also a pattern poem). Most of the other poems are also related to the altar and the pleading one would do in front of such an altar.

Two poems are shown on the first page of part five (Figure 5) both clearly indicating what one would offer or sacrifice on the altar of part four: bread and wine. “Hunger of the Soul for Jesus Christ” is the top poem, in the form of a host; “Thirst of the Soul for Jesus Christ” is the bottom poem, in the shape of a goblet or chalice. The bread poem has eleven lines, the wine poem is a sonnet.
Figure 5. Introductory poem for part five of the Lebens-Früchte. Yale Collection of German Literature. Beinecke Rare Book Library.

Figure 6. Introductory poem for part six of the Lebens-Früchte. Yale Collection of German Literature. Beinecke Rare Book Library.
of two times seven lines. Even though a sonnet generally has an eight/six division, the division here is clearly seven/seven, as even the punctuation indicates (the only period in the poem follows line seven). This section of the hymnal deals with communion and there is a clear connection between the introductory pattern poem and all the other hymns, as each of these is very clearly related to communion. A sampling of titles or introductory words shows the link clearly: “When one kneels to receive communion”, “Another, during the continuing communion [service]”, “Joy of the soul about communion received”, “A fervent song of thanksgiving after communion”. The song mentioned above which is to be sung during the continuing service is actually a pattern poem, composed of two stanzas, each printed in the form of a cross; the ninth poem in this part is a seven-line pattern poem.

The sixth part deals with the soul’s desire for its heavenly mate, Christ, and a flame is used to depict the burning love of the soul for Him (Figure 6). Although one has to read in two directions (up and down), the image is clearly a flame, most likely emanating from a candle. The flame/wick even consists of seven words: “Jesus, Jesus, take me up to you!” Some, but not all of the songs are clearly related to the image of desire, as is evident from sample titles: “How one sighs [or pines] to be united with God, as with eternally essential love”, “The sweet kiss of love” (also a pattern poem), “Sighing for unchanging heavenly love”.

The seventh part is introduced by a pattern poem depicting a coffin (Figure 7) and is entitled “Von Scheiden oder Sterbens Zeit” (“The Times of Departing or Dying”). This poem, too, consists of seven lines. Again in this section a clear connection exists between the introductory pattern poem and all the other poems in the section, e.g., “A song or prayer when faced with the fear of death”, “A valet or death song”, “A holy departure from this vale of tears in[to] the eternal hall of joy”, “Valet and departure of a poor person”.

Overall, there are four sections with an overt connection between pattern poem and content of the other hymns in the respective sections (sections four, five, six, and seven), one where some are related (section three), one where the connection is at best a loose one (section two), and one where there is no visible connection at all (section one). There is no clear explanation for the apparent progression in connection between introductory pattern poem and other hymns, but it can be noted that the latter sections were published later; perhaps Weber himself only gradually became aware of the possibility of using the pattern poems as thematic indications of the contents of a given section.

What is also very interesting is the interrelatedness among the pattern poems themselves. We begin with stairs (part 1) leading to devotion or to prayer, followed by a tower of spiritual treasures (part 2). The next chapter, with its emphasis on penance, repentance, and the crosses one has to bear in life (part 3), is a preparation for approaching the altar (part 4), on which bread and wine (part 5) are offered. Finally, after having participated in communion, one’s soul is swept up by a longing (part 6) for the Savior, and, in death (part 7), one goes forward to meet that same Savior in heaven.
Although the poems are clearly not among the best the German Baroque has to offer, they are definitely the product of a genuinely religious person. There is little doubt that they belong to early pietistic devotional literature.\(^{15}\)

In his unusual use of pattern poems Weber is several steps ahead of his contemporaries who generally wrote single poems only. Weber’s attempts to use pattern poems as thematic introductions for individual portions of his book are just as unusual as his attempt to have each of the seven poems relate to each other in a natural progression. It would be worth investigating whether later German devotional writers were able to make use of Weber’s example, or even to improve on it. The most obvious starting point would be further pietistic devotional literature.

2. Actually, each of the parts carries its own date of publication; parts one to four were printed in 1648, parts five to seven in 1649. Although the overall title page indicates J. Andre in Danzig as the publisher, each of the parts was printed in Königsberg by Johann Reussner. It is unclear whether the seven parts each appeared separately but that, although not inconceivable, is not likely.


6. Ibid.


9. Copy in the Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel (Signatur: Lo 7841.1).

10. Copy in the Faber du Faur Collection of the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. Faber du Faur, No. 477.


12. Copies in the Faber du Faur Collection (Faber du Faur, No. 475) and in the Harold Jantz Collection, Duke University Library. I would like to express my sincere thanks to Yale University Library for preparing copies of the individual pattern poems for print and for allowing me to reproduce them in this study. Special thanks are due Christa Sammons of Yale University for her efforts.

13. Weber's Poetische Abtheilungen are apparently lost, and a stay in Poland has not yet been mentioned in the research literature on Weber.

14. The symbolism of numbers in general and of seven and ten in particular was quite widely discussed in the seventeenth century. See for example, the lengthy discussion of "Stufen-Zahlen" in Philipp von Zesen, Simson, ed. Volker Meid. Philipp von Zesen, Sämtliche Werke, 8. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1980), pp. 278ff, 611-615. The original edition of Simson appeared in Nürnberg in 1679 and was published by Johann Hoffmann. Additional works of Zesen, especially the programmatic works for his language and literature society, the Deutschgesinnete Genossenschaft, also contain lengthy discussions of the symbolism of various numbers (they will appear in a modern edition in the same series by de Gruyter in 1985).

Dick Higgins is a visual poet, a critic, and a Research Associate at the State University of New York at Purchase (P.O. Box 27, Barrytown, NY 12507). He has been collecting pattern poetry and its related literature since 1968. Author of George Herbert’s Pattern Poems: In Their Tradition (1978) and of numerous articles, his forthcoming bibliographic study, Pattern Poetry: Guide to an Unknown Literature is an attempt to document pattern poems and their literature world-wide.

Ulrich Ernst is Professor of Comparative Literature and German Philology at Bergische Universität (D5600 Wuppertal 1, West Germany). His research interests include literature of the Middle Ages and early modern times as well as visual poetry. The first volume of his History of Visual Poetry: The Pattern Poem in Antiquity and the Middle Ages will be published in 1986.

Ana Hatherly teaches Spanish and Portuguese at the Universidade Nova de Lisboa and the University of California at Berkeley (Berkeley, CA 94720). Her works include a novel and several books of poetry and literary criticism, as well as contributions to European and South American journals. Her special interest is pattern poetry of the baroque period on which he has published a number of papers and an anthology, A Experiência do Prodígio (1983).

Herbert Franke is emeritus professor of Far Eastern studies at the University of München (Fliederstrasse 23, D-8035 Gauting, West Germany). He has been a British Council Fellow at Cambridge and a visiting professor at the University of Washington in Seattle. His research interests are medieval Chinese cultural history and the history of the dynasties of conquest in China. Dr. Franke has published articles on playforms of Chinese literature as well as on selected topics in Chinese literary history.

Kalānāth Jhā is University Professor of Sanskrit at Bhagalpur University (Bhagalpur 812007, India), and is the recognized authority on the citra-kāvyas, an archive of which he is organizing for all Indian languages. His Figurative Poetry in Sanskrit Literature (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975) is the most accessible source of related information for westerners.

Piotr Rypson is editor of the Akademia Ruchu Theater Publications (Ul. Kaliska 8/10 m. 47, P02316- Warsaw, Poland). He studied Mediterranean archaeology at the University of Warsaw. For the past ten years he has been researching visual texts and language, writing poetry and essays, and co-directing the Remont Gallery in Warsaw. Rypson’s current research concentrates on the tradition of Polish and European pattern poetry. His book on visual literature will be published by Akademia Ruchu Publications in the summer of 1986.
Jeremy Adler is a Lecturer in German at Westfield College, University of London (London NW3 7ST, England) and is currently a Fellow at the Institute for Advanced Study Berlin. He edited A (An Envelope Magazine for Visual Poetry) and has exhibited and published visual poems such as Alphabet Music (London, 1974) and Vowel Jubilee (Aachen, 1979), and he has published “Techopaigneia, Carmina Figurata, and Bilderreime: Seventeenth-century Figured Poetry in Historical Context” in Comparative Criticism (1982). Together with Ulrich Ernst he is preparing an exhibition and conference at the Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, on Changing Forms of Visual Poetry.

Karl F. Otto, Jr. is Professor of German in the Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures, University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA 19104). Prior to assuming his position there in Fall 1985, he spent eighteen years at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Otto’s research deals with seventeenth-century German literature; major publications include a Philipp von Zesen bibliography, a book on the Sprachgesellschaften, an Opitz edition, and most recently, the standard edition of the works of Zesen which deal with the Deutschgesinnete Genossenschaft (German Minded Society). Dr. Otto has also worked extensively in Wolfenbüttel, where he located several previously unknown pattern poems.
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